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ABSTRACT
Intimate partner violence (IPV) survivors often consult with their informal
network members (i.e., friends and family) about the violence they experience- far more
often than they do with formal resources. These informal network members (INMs) are
therefore uniquely situated to help survivors, particularly by helping them understand the
violence as an undeserved problem and by providing them with tangible aid and
information to exit and stay free of violent relationships. The extent to which and through
what means INMs could help, however, remains under-studied. This study therefore
sought to understand how disclosure to informal network members (INMs) and their
specific reactions to that disclosure shape survivors’ initial experiences with IPV and
their IPV victimization in subsequent relationships.
Descriptive, bivariate, and multivariate quantitative analyses (linear, logistic, and
negative binomial regression) were conducted on survey responses from a sample of 200
female survivors between the ages of 18 and 30 who had been out of their initial violent
relationships for at least 6 months. These analyses included the use of six independent
variables (four measures of disclosure, one measure of reactions to disclosure that labeled
the violence as problematic, and one measure of reactions to disclosure that provided
information or tangible support), three dependent variables (months between violence
onset and relationship end, frequency of violence during exposure to violence, and
subsequent violent relationships), and ten covariates.
Increases in disclosure frequency were significantly related to decreases in the
frequency of violence across three different measures of disclosure in the multivariate
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models. Although the bivariate findings suggested that disclosure is related to time
between violence onset and the end of the relationship, the multivariate results did not
find a significant relationship with this variable, nor between disclosure and subsequent
violent relationships.
The results were more nuanced when examining the specifics of the INM
reactions to those disclosures in the multivariate models. Each increase in the frequency
of problem definition reactions was associated with a decrease in the frequency of
violence experienced. Increasing frequencies in urging the survivor to talk to a lawyer or
police and in providing or helping her get information were related to a decrease in the
time between violence onset and relationship end. Increases in the frequency of urging
the survivor to talk to a lawyer or police were related to an increase in the frequency of
violence, whereas increases in the frequency of offering a place to stay was related to a
decrease in the frequency of violence. Lastly, an increase in the frequency of information
and tangible support reactions as a whole was significantly related to a decrease in the
odds of experiencing subsequent relationship violence.
These findings add nuance to existing models and frameworks of IPV helpseeking, motivate and serve as a basis for further research into how disclosure to INMs
can shape varying outcomes for IPV survivors, and add to a body of literature that can
ultimately be used to inform not only the practices of INMs, but also more formal
policies and practices to enable informal systems to better aid IPV survivors. Regarding
implications for theories of help-seeking and disclosure, the findings confirm that
although disclosure itself is important, what happens during disclosure is just as, if not
more, important when shaping outcomes for survivors. Further, because of the varied
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ways in which the disclosure process might shape survivor outcomes as evidenced by
these findings, conceptual models and frameworks outlining the relationships between
disclosure and survivor outcomes need to be refined to better capture these complexities.
In terms of future research, there is much left to explore regarding the disclosure
process, including for which types of survivors certain reactions work best, which types
of INMs are most likely to use which reactions, and how combinations of reactions
interact in influencing survivor outcomes. Once corroborated by other studies, these
findings can be used to inform policy and programming to enable INMs to react
effectively to disclosure so as to ensure greater justice for survivors. Any awarenessraising policies or programs designed to shape INM practice would need to be evaluated,
creating a variety of evaluative research opportunities.
Because of the high prevalence of IPV among young adult women in the United
States and around the world, the results of this study fit well into the contemporary global
discussion of how to reduce and prevent survivor experiences with IPV.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Intimate partner violence (IPV) is an important ongoing global and national social
and health problem (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2016; National Institute
of Justice, 2007; World Health Organization, 2002) requiring multifaceted, innovative,
and survivor-centered solutions (Goodman & Epstein, 2005; Goodman & Smyth, 2011;
Sullivan, 2013). A growing number of scholars are calling for a more ‘social networkoriented approach’ to understanding how to best serve IPV survivors (Goodman &
Epstein, 2005; Goodman & Smyth, 2011), in part because survivors often consult with
their informal network members (i.e., friends and family and others already embedded in
their daily lives) about the IPV that they experience, and not to the police or other formal
service providers (Duterte et al., 2008; Edwards, Dardis, & Gidycz, 2011; Fanslow &
Robinson, 2010; Fry et al., 2013; Fugate, Landis, Riordan, Naureckas, & Engel, 2005;
Goodkind, Gillum, Bybee, & Sullivan, 2003; Mahlstedt & Keeny, 1993; Moe, 2007;
Renzetti, 1988; Rose, Campbell, & Kub, 2000). These informal network members
(INMs) could play an important role in reducing the negative consequences of IPV for
these survivors (Liang, Goodman, Tummala-Narra, & Weintraub, 2005; Sylaska &
Edwards, 2014). The full extent to which and through what means these INMs could do
so, however, remains unclear because of limited research in this area. Specifically, no
study has yet examined how reactions from INMs to disclosure shape survivors’
experiences with IPV. This dissertation therefore sought to answer the following research
questions:
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1. What are survivors’ patterns of experiences with IPV, how often do they
disclose IPV to INMs versus formal providers, and what are the types and
relative frequencies of reactions from INMs?
2. Does IPV disclosure to INMs shape survivors’ experiences with IPV?
3. Do reactions by INMs to IPV disclosure shape survivors’ experiences with
IPV?
Chapter 2 reviews the empirical and theoretical literature and illustrates why these
questions are important to answer. In summary, IPV is a widespread problem for men and
women across the world, with many negative consequences for the individuals that
experience this violence, to say nothing of the negative impacts on those in their
interpersonal networks and communities (Gregory, Williamson, & Feder, 2016) and the
overall economic toll for society as a whole (National Center for Injury Prevention and
Control, 2003). Survivors often consult with their INMs about the IPV they experiencefar more often than they do with formal service providers. These INMs are therefore
uniquely situated to help survivors, particularly by helping them understand the violence
as an undeserved problem and by providing them with tangible aid to exit and stay free of
violent relationships. Exploring outcomes related to survivors’ IPV experiences allows
for a unique understanding of the IPV disclosure process that has not yet been addressed
by the literature, and addresses gaps in current conceptual models and frameworks.
Chapter 3 details the methods used to answer the research questions. Quantitative
analyses were conducted on survey data from a sample of 200 female survivors between
the ages of 18 and 30 who had been out of their initial violent relationships for at least 6
months. These women were recruited to participate in a one-time, online survey from
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health care settings in and around Philadelphia, PA. The data from these surveys were
used to produce descriptive statistics on the study sample to answer the first research
question and to conduct bivariate and multivariate analyses (linear, logistic, and negative
binomial regression) to test the hypotheses for the second and third research questions.
These analyses included the use of six independent variables (four measures of
disclosure, one measure of reactions to disclosure that labeled the violence as
problematic, and one measure of reactions to disclosure that provided information or
tangible support), three dependent variables (months between violence onset and
relationship end, frequency of violence during exposure to violence, and subsequent
violent relationships), and ten covariates.
The results of the study analyses are included in Chapter 4. In summary, 66% of
the participants disclosed to their INMs at least once, more than double the 30.5% who
disclosed to any formal agents. Experiences with reactions were varied, with participants
experiencing problem definition reactions with greater frequencies than information and
tangible support reactions. The vast majority of participants who disclosed (93.9%)
agreed that talking to their INMs helped them in some way.
Increases in disclosure frequency were significantly related to decreases in the
frequency of violence across three different measures of disclosure. Although the
bivariate findings suggested that disclosure is related to time between violence onset and
the end of the relationship, the multivariate results did not find a significant relationship
between these variables, nor between disclosure and subsequent violent relationships.
The results were more complex, however, when examining the specifics of those
reactions for the third research question.
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Each increase in the frequency of problem definition reactions was associated
with a decrease in the frequency of violence. Although the information and tangible
support reactions as a whole were not related to time between violence onset and
relationship end, specific reactions that comprised the full reaction scale were (see
Chapter 3 for how each reaction scale was created). Increases in the reaction of urging the
survivor to talk to a lawyer or the police and the reaction of providing or helping her get
information were negatively related to that time. Similarly, the full information and
tangible support reaction scale was not related to violence frequency, but increases in the
reaction of urging the survivor to talk to a lawyer or police was related to increases in
violence frequency while increases in the reaction of offering a place to stay were related
to a decrease. Finally, increases on the information and tangible support reaction scale
were related to a decrease in the odds of experiencing subsequent violence.
The results and their limitations are discussed in Chapter 5. Regarding the
implications for help-seeking models, these findings reaffirm Sylaska and Edwards’
(2014) suggestion to expand the Liang et al. (2005) and Ullman (2010) models to include
additional stages that elaborate on the survivors’ experiences with disclosure and the
impacts of the disclosure process and reactions to disclosure. Broadly speaking, this study
found that although the act of disclosure did appear to be important in shaping at least
one of the violence outcomes, it was the models examining the reactions to disclosure
that allowed for the most detailed and varied understandings of how this disclosure
process might work. These findings therefore further highlight the need for models of
IPV help-seeking to account for how the nuances of disclosure may shape outcomes for
survivors.
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In terms of future research, there is much left to explore regarding the disclosure
process, including for which types of survivors certain reactions work best, which types
of INMs are most likely to use which reactions, and how combinations of reactions
interact in influencing survivor outcomes. Once corroborated by other studies, these
findings can be used to inform policy and programming to enable INMs to react
effectively to disclosure so as to ensure greater justice for survivors. Any awarenessraising policies or programs designed to shape INM practice would need to be evaluated,
creating a variety of evaluative research opportunities.
Because of the high prevalence of IPV among young adult women in the United
States and around the world, the results of this study fit well into the contemporary global
discussion of how to reduce and prevent survivor experiences with IPV.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
IPV as a Health and Justice Issue
Defining IPV
Intimate partner violence (IPV) encompasses “physical violence, sexual violence,
stalking and psychological aggression (including coercive acts) by a current or former
intimate partner” (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2016). Intimate partners
are persons with whom someone has a close personal relationship, including current or
former spouses, boyfriends or girlfriends, dating partners, or sexual partners. Physical
IPV includes “the intentional use of physical force with the potential for causing death,
disability, injury, or harm” (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2016). Sexual
IPV includes attempted and completed acts of sexual penetration or other sexual contact
or experiences, either for or by the survivor, that lack consent by the survivor, including
cases in which the survivor was unable to consent. Stalking IPV involves patterns of
repeated, unwanted attention and contact that causes the survivor to be concerned for
their own safety, or the safety of someone else. Finally, psychological IPV includes “the
use of verbal and non-verbal communication with the intent to harm another person
mentally or emotionally, and/or to exert control over another person” (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2016).
Prevalence of IPV
Over one-third of women (35.6%) and over one-quarter (28.5%) of men in the
United States reported being raped, physically assaulted, or stalked by an intimate partner
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at least once in their lifetime on the National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence
Survey (NISVS) in 2010 (Breiding, Chen, & Black, 2014). Although men and women
can experience IPV in both opposite-sex and same-sex intimate relationships, women are
significantly more likely to be victimized than men (Breiding et al., 2014; Tjaden &
Thoennes, 2000). The problem of IPV is even more acute for young women, as there is
strong evidence that IPV is most prevalent in early adulthood (Halpern, Oslak, Young,
Martin, & Kupper, 2001). Almost 70% of female survivors on the NISVS were between
the ages of 11 and 24 when they experienced IPV for the first time. Additionally, when
looking at past-year experiences on the NISVS, women in the 18 – 24 age group had a
significantly higher rate of past-year IPV (14.8%) than all the older age groups (numbers
were not presented for life-time prevalence; Breiding et al., 2014).
IPV and Survivor Health
Intimate partner violence is associated with many physical and psychological
health consequences for survivors, including (but not limited to): injuries; chronic
abdominal, pelvic, head, neck, and lower back pain; gastrointestinal disorders; insomnia;
fatigue; fainting; shortness of breath; loss of appetite; vaginal discharge and bleeding;
painful intercourse; urinary symptoms; increased risk of influenza, upper respiratory
infections, asthma, stroke, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, heart attack, and heart
disease; increased likelihood of tobacco use and alcohol and substance abuse; increased
likelihood of acquiring an STD or HIV and engaging in risky behaviors that increase the
risk of STDs/HIV; suicide attempts and suicide; homicide; depression; anxiety; poor
sleep; inability to concentrate; feelings of hopelessness; and posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) (Bonomi, Anderson, Rivara, & Thompson, 2007; Bonomi et al., 2009; Bonomi et
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al., 2006; Campbell, 2002; Carbone-López, Kruttschnitt, & Macmillan, 2006; Coker et
al., 2002a; Plichta, 2004; Sugg, 2015).
IPV and Revictimization
Compounding the physical and psychological consequences of IPV, experiences
with IPV appear to be a risk factor for subsequent experiences with IPV, either in the
current or subsequent relationships. NISVS findings indicate that almost half of female
survivors who experienced sexual IPV experienced more than one discrete sexual IPV
incident by the same perpetrator; over 70% of those who experienced physical IPV
experienced more than one discrete physical IPV incident by the same perpetrator; over
70% of those who experienced stalking IPV experienced more than one discrete stalking
IPV incident by the same perpetrator; and almost 80% of those who experienced
psychological IPV experienced more than one discrete psychological IPV incident by the
same perpetrator (Breiding et al., 2014).
Regarding violence in subsequent relationships, almost 30% of female survivors
participating in the NISVS reported experiencing rape, physical violence, or stalking by
an intimate partner by two or more perpetrators over the course of their lifetimes
(Breiding et al., 2014). Indeed, findings from smaller studies demonstrate an increased
risk for IPV among IPV survivors, with increases in lifetime experiences with
victimization (including IPV) associated with an 8% increase in the likelihood of being
revictimized (Cole, Logan, & Shannon, 2008). When comparing IPV survivors to those
with no history of IPV, increases in IPV victimization in adolescence (grades 8 – 12)
were associated with a 27% increase in the risk of IPV victimization in young adult
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relationships (Cui, Gordon, Ueno, & Fincham, 2013). In another study examining those
with and without a history of IPV, individuals who experienced moderately severe types
of IPV in adolescence were 53% more likely to experience IPV in young adulthood than
those with no IPV experiences in adolescence, and individuals who experienced highly
severe types of IPV in adolescence were 114% more likely than those with no IPV
experiences (Gomez, 2011).
Conceptualizing how Disclosure to INMs Shapes Survivor Outcomes
Liang et al.’s Model of IPV Help-Seeking and Change
Given the high prevalence of IPV among young women, the negative
consequences of IPV, and that IPV appears to be a risk factor for subsequent IPV in
either the current or subsequent relationships, it is argued here that young women’s initial
violent intimate relationships are key points for understanding the trajectory and impacts
of IPV, as well as alleviating the consequences of IPV. When considering how to shape
those survivors’ experiences with IPV (specifically, how to reduce those experiences),
there are two helpful conceptual models that capture influences and processes related to
these experiences. The first model was developed by Liang et al. (2005) to conceptualize
IPV survivor help-seeking and change (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Liang et al.'s (2005) model of IPV survivor help-seeking and change.

Per Liang et al.’s (2005) framework, survivors make three non-linear sets of
decisions, which affect and are affected by each other, and are also affected by
individual, interpersonal (e.g., relationships with others), and sociocultural (e.g.,
economic, political, and cultural context) influences. In the ‘Problem recognition and
definition’ stage, survivors interpret their situation as problematic and/or as needing to be
changed. Once they decide that they are in a problematic situation, they may then decide
that their problem is unlikely to go away if they do not seek help from others (moving
them through the ‘Decision to seek help’ stage). They may also enter the help-seeking
stage without recognizing their situation as problematic. In the third stage, ‘Support
selection,’ they decide from whom they will seek support.
Although Liang et al.’s (2005) exploration of the complexities of these different
stages and influences is comprehensive and well-supported by the existing literature, their
model would benefit from an elaboration of the survivor’s experience with disclosing to
various sources of help, how that experience shapes future help-seeking, and the broader
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impacts of the disclosure process for survivor outcomes, such as experiences with
violence (Sylaska & Edwards, 2014). Sylaska and Edwards (2014) acknowledged that
Liang et al. (2005) discussed how the disclosure experience could shape future decisions,
but argued that this element needs a more focal role in the study of help-seeking
processes. Indeed, most survivors disclose the IPV they experience to at least one person
(Edwards, Dardis, & Gidycz, 2011; Fanslow & Robinson, 2010; Fry et al., 2013;
Goodkind, Gillum, Bybee, & Sullivan, 2003; Mahlstedt & Keeny, 1993; Moe, 2007;
Renzetti, 1988; Rose, Campbell, & Kub, 2000).
Ullman’s Model of Help-Seeking
This argument leads to the incorporation of the second conceptual model.
Ullman’s (2010) integrated ecological model of help-seeking among sexual assault
survivors (Figure 2) was adapted from Liang et al.’s (2005) theoretical framework, but
unlike the 2005 model, Ullman’s model more explicitly includes elements of the
disclosure process and how various influences may affect outcomes for survivors.
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Figure 2. Ullman's (2010) integrated ecological model of sexual assault disclosure and
help-seeking outcomes.

In Ullman’s (2010) model, a host of contextual (e.g., norms, access and
availability of services) and individual (e.g., prior victimization, assault characteristics)
influences can shape negative and/or positive outcomes for survivors, such as relationship
functioning, psychological symptoms, and revictimization. Critical to this model,
however, is the process of help-seeking. As with Liang et al.’s (2005) model, survivors
define or label their experience with violence as a problem and recognize that they need
to make some sort of change to address that problem in Phase 1 (Problem Definition) of
Ullman’s model. In Phase 2 (Disclosure/Help Seeking), they seek to address the problem,
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usually from external sources but also from themselves by means of coping on their own.
When seeking help from external sources, they must make many decisions, such as to
whom to disclose (e.g., formal or informal sources of support, which source of support),
when to disclose, and how much detail to disclose. When they do disclose their
experiences in this phase of the process, they experience a variety of reactions from those
to whom they disclosed. This disclosure process (Phase 2) then plays a role in shaping
survivor outcomes (Phase 3), along with other individual- and contextual-level
influences.
Focusing on the Relationship between Disclosure to INMs and IPV Outcomes
The ways in which the disclosure process shapes outcomes for IPV survivors is a
widely explored research topic. Belknap, Melton, Denney, Fleury-Steiner, and Sullivan
(2009) divided the potential supports available to talk to and/or seek help from into two
categories: social (informal) and institutional (formal). Social or informal support is a
belief that one is cared for and valued by others in a network of common and mutual
obligation, which comes from relatives, friends, coworkers, and neighbors. Institutional
or formal support is the level of encouragement or assistance from individuals where the
relationship is based on professional responsibilities, which comes from actors like
doctors/nurses, religious leaders, the police, victim advocates, social service providers,
protection order advocates, prosecutors, attorneys, and counselors/therapists (Belknap et
al., 2009). Different scholars explore and label types of potential supports for IPV
survivors in different ways, but there is often a breakdown along the idea of
legal/formal/institutional and extralegal/informal/social lines, where those who are a
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regular part of the survivors’ support system are kept separate from those who have a
professional responsibility to provide help for survivors.
Most survivors who disclose do so to the extralegal/informal/social actors in their
lives (referred to hereafter as informal network members or INMs), and not necessarily to
the legal/formal/institutional actors (Edwards, Dardis, & Gidycz, 2011; Fanslow &
Robinson, 2010; Fry et al., 2013; Goodkind, Gillum, Bybee, & Sullivan, 2003; Mahlstedt
& Keeny, 1993; Moe, 2007; Renzetti, 1988; Rose, Campbell, & Kub, 2000). Research
that has explored why survivors choose not to report to the police has found evidence that
survivors often do not consider the justice system to be a viable or appropriate
intervention for addressing their victimization experiences (Felson & Paré, 2005; Fugate
et al., 2005; Tjaden & Thoennes, 2000). These findings indicate that INMs are uniquely
situated to shape health and safety outcomes for survivors when more formal resources
are either inappropriate and/or unwanted.
Conceptually, disclosure to INMs could shape outcomes for IPV survivors
through the ways INMs react both verbally and nonverbally (Edwards et al., 2015) to that
disclosure. Within Ullman’s (2010) model, reactions to disclosure from INMs are
included in two places. The first is under ‘Individual Influences’ as ‘Prior disclosure and
help-seeking.’ Here, prior disclosure and help-seeking are part of many individual
influences that shape Problem Definition (Phase 1), Disclosure/Help-Seeking (Phase 2),
and Negative and/or Positive Outcomes (Phase 3). ‘Social Reactions’ are also included in
the Disclosure/Help-Seeking Phase (2), where they then shape Negative and/or Positive
Outcomes (Phase 3).
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Building upon Ullman’s (2010) existing model, it is argued here that the
disclosure process, and more specifically reactions to disclosure by whomever help is
sought from, can affect survivor experiences with IPV. Reactions that label the
experiences as problematic or violent could move survivors to define IPV behaviors as
unacceptable, thus shaping their likelihood of being or staying in a violent relationship in
the future. Reactions to disclosure that include providing survivors with alternatives to
her current situation (e.g., leaving the relationship) could decrease that survivor’s
likelihood of experiencing more violence in the future. Reactions that avoid stigmatizing
(i.e., blaming the survivors and/or negatively labeling them) could help them feel free of
responsibility for the violent experiences and thus more empowered to leave and stay out
of future violent relationships. Alternatively, if the reactions leave the survivor feeling
powerless, blameworthy, weak, or if the reaction normalizes the violent behavior or fails
to provide information or support, this could increase survivors’ likelihood of staying in
the relationship as is or engaging in another violent relationship in the future.
Empirical Evidence of the Effects of Disclosure on Survivor Outcomes
The notion that INM reactions to disclosure are expected to shape survivors’
experiences with violence is based on a substantial body of qualitative literature.
Problem Definition and Survivor Outcomes
In Kearney’s (2001) content analysis of qualitative studies on women in violent
relationships, women identified shifts in their perspectives of themselves and their
relationships as instrumental to leaving those relationships. For some women, these shifts
are brought about by outside perspectives that help them redefine their situations (Mills,
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1985). These external definitions of the relationship can either reinforce or undermine
survivors’ rationalizations of their partners’ abusive behaviors (Dobash & Dobash, 1984;
Ferraro & Johnson, 1983; Renzetti, 1988; Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 1999), which then
shapes how they react to those behaviors.
Indeed, Ferraro and Johnson (1983) found that when women in abusive
relationships seek help, the kind of response they receive is seen as instrumental in
shaping their feelings and subsequent decisions. Additionally, Petersen, Moracco,
Goldstein, & Clark (2004) found qualitative evidence that increased knowledge of which
behaviors qualified as IPV led survivors to decide to seek help. Bosch and Bergen (2006)
placed the process through which INMs shape survivor perceptions within LaRossa and
Reitzes’ (1993) symbolic interactionism framework: survivors are more likely “… to
consider that their partner is treating them wrongly if the extended network is supportive
to women and validates the abuse” (Bosch & Bergen, 2006, p. 312). These ideas are
closely tied to those presented by Overstreet and Quinn (2013) in their IPV stigmatization
model, in which they presented an integrative literature review of empirical studies to
demonstrate how different components of stigma, including the blame and labels
expressed by disclosure recipients to survivors, could be linked to survivors exiting
violent relationships and/or seeking help. Not only could the process of shaping
survivors’ perceptions and beliefs help them extract themselves from their current violent
relationship, but it could also help them avoid subsequent violent relationships with other
potential intimate partners.
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Information and Tangible Support and Survivor Outcomes
Reactions to disclosure can also shape survivors’ experiences with IPV through
the provision of tangible support. Wuest and Merritt-Gray (1999) presented a myriad of
examples of how survivors can use the support of INMs to stay free of their violent
relationships. INMs could help survivors navigate the legal system, stay safe when
interacting or avoiding interacting with their former abusive partners, and manage basic
life responsibilities (e.g., errands, groceries). INMs could also provide companionship
and advice (Wuest & Merritt-Gray, 1999).
Reactions from INMs could also shape outcomes by enabling or inhibiting
survivors’ use of more formal sources of support (i.e., doctors/nurses, religious leaders,
the police, victim advocates, social service providers, protection order advocates,
prosecutors, attorneys, and counselors/therapists), which also can shape outcomes for
survivors. Indeed, Dobash and Dobash (1984) noted that although survivors were more
likely to talk to their friends at the beginning of a violent relationship, they eventually
graduated into seeking assistance from organizations such as the police or medical
professionals. More than one review of the IPV survivor coping/help-seeking literature
has concluded that the disclosure/help-seeking processes shape future help-seeking
decisions (Liang et al., 2005; Waldrop & Resick, 2004). Repeated help-seeking is
common (Cattaneo, Goodman, Kaltman, & Dutton, 2007), and social support is a
correlate of legal help-seeking (Wright & Johnson, 2009). Formal help-seeking enables
access to other forms/sources of help (Kennedy et al., 2012), and effective help from
formal providers can affect likelihood of revictimization for IPV survivors (Bybee &
Sullivan, 2002).
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Disclosure and Staying Violence Free
Whether the mechanisms are the alteration of perspectives, the provision of or
linkage to tangible support, or something else, female survivors in Lempert’s (1997)
qualitative study who maintained a dialogue with INMs and who began telling others
about the violence early on left their relationships before the violence became chronic.
Wuest and Merritt-Gray (1999) also found that survivors consider helper support vital in
staying out of violent relationships; an idea supported by Fanslow and Robinson’s (2010)
finding that among female survivors who did not return to their abusive partners, 54.3%
of them attributed their ability to remain separated in part to family support. Fanslow and
Robinson (2010) also found, however, that less than 7% of female survivors who left
their violent relationships reported that they did so because of encouragement to leave
from INMs. Indeed, among high school students who had experienced intimate sexual
violence, very few reported that they broke up with their partners because of talking to
someone (Jackson, Cram, & Seymour, 2000).
Disclosure and Intentions to Leave
In a study that combined the reactions of informal and formal network members,
Edwards et al. (2011) found that those who disclosed reported higher levels of partner
blame and were more likely to think about ending the violent relationship than those who
did not disclose. Edwards, Dardis, Sylaska, and Gidycz (2015) found that INM reactions
that suggested the survivor should leave the relationship increased survivors’ intentions
to leave the relationship. Finally, Edwards, Gidycz, and Murphy (2014) found that more
social pressure to leave an abusive partner was positively associated with intentions to
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leave that partner, and intentions to leave were a strong and significant predictor of
actually leaving one’s partner.
Disclosure and Health Outcomes
Other studies have also found that disclosure and INM reactions to disclosure
shape outcomes other than experiences with IPV, such as survivor physical and mental
health. For example, consistently supportive reactions to disclosure are related to a
reduced risk of suicide ideation and actions (Coker et al., 2002b), and in a study of male
survivors of IPV, Douglas and Hines (2011) found that each positive help-seeking
experience (formal or informal) reduced survivors’ likelihood of abusing alcohol in the
previous year by 40%. Further, more disclosure is related to fewer depressive symptoms
(Levendosky, Bogat, Theran, Trotter, von Eye, & Davidson, 2004) and seeking help from
a greater number of network members is related to less distress (Fortin, Guay, Lavoie,
Boisvert, & Beaudry, 2012).
When looking at specific reactions, negative reactions (e.g., blaming the survivor)
from network members have been positively linked to post-traumatic stress symptoms in
numerous studies (Douglas & Hines, 2011; Edwards et al., 2015; Flicker, Cerulli,
Swogger, & Talbot, 2012). Negative reactions are also positively linked to increases in
global psychological distress (Edwards et al., 2015), depressive symptoms (Flicker et al.,
2012), and a lower reported quality of life (Goodkind et al., 2003). Narrowing down
negative reactions even further, Overstreet, Willie, and Sullivan (2016) found that
negative reactions to IPV disclosure did not significantly predict depressive symptoms,
but a type of negative reactions, stigmatizing reactions, were positively related to
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depressive symptoms (controlling for types of violence experienced). INMs’ reactions
that the survivor should leave the relationship increased survivors’ post-traumatic stress
(Edwards et al., 2015) and depressive symptoms (Kocot & Goodman, 2003). Being
offered a place to stay was negatively related to women’s depression (Goodkind et al.,
2003). When INMs react with attempts to avoid addressing the IPV experience, survivors
have less mastery of their own lives and lower self-esteem (Mitchell & Hodson, 1983).
When INMs react with more empathetic responses, survivors have greater self-esteem
(Mitchell & Hodson, 1983).
Research Gaps
The above body of literature strongly supports the idea that INMs reactions to
disclosure could shape survivor experiences with IPV. To summarize: (1) numerous
studies have been conducted since 1983 that explore how disclosure to INMs shapes
outcomes for survivors, but (2) the influence of disclosure to INMs is often combined
with the influence of disclosure to more legal/institutional/formal sources of support, and
(3) although mental and physical health outcomes are often explored, experiences with
IPV as outcomes have not yet been studied (Table 1). There is therefore a gap in
examining how INMs reactions specifically can help or hinder survivors in exiting a
violent relationship and staying free from violent intimate relationships in the future. This
gap exists despite the numerous conceptual models, qualitative studies, and related
quantitative studies that demonstrate a relationship between disclosure to INMs and
survivors’ experiences with violence.
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To fill this gap, this dissertation examined how disclosure to INMs shapes IPV
survivors’ experiences with IPV in their initial violent relationships and in subsequent
relationships through quantitative analyses of primary data. This research builds on the
body of research outlined above and in Table 1 by examining disclosure to INMs separate
from disclosure to formal agents (although it does control for disclosure to formal agents)
and by examining three different forms of experiences with violence: the length of the
initial violent relationship, the frequency of violent in that relationship, and experiences
with subsequent relationship violence. Because IPV is prevalent among young women
and its negative consequences are compounded by the fact that it appears to be a risk
factor for subsequent IPV in either the current or subsequent relationships, it is important
to identify and explore the details of key intervention points, such as what happens when
survivors disclose their IPV experiences to their INMs.
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Table 1. Characteristics of quantitative studies examining relationships between disclosure to INMs and IPV survivor outcomes.

Coker et al. (2003)ab
Edwards et al. (2015)c
Goodkind et al. (2003)c
Kocot and Goodman (2003)de
Levendosky et al. (2004)f
Mitchell and Hodson (1983)a
Coker et al. (2002b)cf
Douglas and Hines (2011)c
Edwards et al. (2011)f
Flicker et al. (2012)c
Fortin et al. (2012)f
Overstreet et al. (2016)c

Informal Network
Members Only
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

Mental Health
Outcomes
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Physical Health
Outcomes
X
X
X
-

Intentions to
Leave Outcomes
X
X
-

Experiences with
IPV Outcomes
-

Note. This table demonstrates three key points about the existing quantitative literature on the effects of IPV disclosure and/or
reactions to disclosure to INMs. First, it shows that numerous studies have been conducted since 1983 that explore how disclosure to
INMs shapes outcomes for survivors. Second, it demonstrates that the influence of disclosure to INMs is often combined with the
influence of disclosure to more legal/institutional/formal sources of support. Third and finally, mental health outcomes are often
explored, followed by physical health outcomes and intentions to leave the relationship, but that experiences with IPV have not yet
been studied.
a

IPV used as explanatory variable

b
c

Reactions used as mediating variable

Reactions used as explanatory variable

d

Coping strategies used as explanatory variable

e

Reactions used as moderating variable

f

Disclosure used as explanatory variable
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
To fill the research gaps identified in the literature review, this dissertation
examined how disclosure to INMs shapes IPV survivors’ experiences with IPV in their
initial violent relationships and in subsequent relationships through quantitative analyses
of primary data collected through a one-time, online survey.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
There are three research questions that map onto Ullman’s (2010) conceptual
model, presented again in Figure 3 with the areas of focus for this study accentuated.

Figure 3. Aspects of Ullman's (2010) conceptual model tested in current study.
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The first research question focused on descriptive information regarding
experiences with IPV, disclosure and help-seeking (including problem definition), and
INM reactions to disclosure, which provides descriptive information on the individual
influences and all three phases of the Ullman model. The second research question was
concerned with how disclosure to INMs is related to survivors’ experiences with
violence, which captured the relationship between Phase 2 and Phase 3 in the Ullman
model while controlling for individual influences. The third research question was
concerned with how INMs’ reactions to disclosure shape survivors’ experiences with
IPV, which also captured the relationship between Phase 2 and 3, while controlling for
individual influences. The operationalization (and the corresponding justifications) of the
variables presented in the hypotheses below is detailed in the dependent and independent
variables sections.
RQ1 What are survivors’ patterns of experiences with IPV, how often do they
disclose IPV to INMs versus formal providers, and what are the types and relative
frequencies of reactions from INMs?
RQ2 Does IPV disclosure to INMs shape survivors’ experiences with IPV?
H2a The more often IPV survivors disclose to their INMs about their IPV
experiences during a violent relationship, the less time there will be
between violence onset and the end of the relationship.
H2b The more often IPV survivors disclose to their INMs about their IPV
experiences during a violent relationship, the less frequently they will be
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victimized during their exposure to violence compared to those who
disclose less often.
H2c The more often IPV survivors talk to their INMs about their IPV
experiences during a violent relationship, the less likely they will be to
experience violence in subsequent relationships compared to those who
disclose less often.
RQ3 Do reactions by INMs to IPV disclosure shape survivors’ experiences with
IPV?
H3a The more often survivors experience reactions from INMs that
identify the violence as problematic, the less time there will be between
violence onset and the end of the relationship.
H3b The more often survivors experience reactions from INMs that
identify the violence as problematic, the less frequently they will be
victimized during their exposure to violence compared to those who
experience problem definition reactions less often.
H3c The more often survivors experience reactions from INMs that
identify the violence as problematic, the less likely they will be to
experience violence in subsequent relationships compared to those who
experience problem definition reactions less often.
H3d The more often survivors experience reactions from INMs that offer
tangible support or information, the less time there will be between
violence onset and the end of the relationship.
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H3e The more often survivors experience reactions from INMs that offer
tangible support or information, the less frequently they will be victimized
during their exposure to violence compared to those who experience
information and support reactions less often.
H3f The more often survivors experience reactions from INMs that offer
tangible support or information, the less likely they will be to experience
violence in subsequent relationships compared to those who experience
information and support reactions less often.
Sample
The sample included 200 adult women ages 18 – 30 who had ever experienced
IPV by a male romantic partner, but had been out of their initial violent romantic
relationship for at least 6 months when they took the survey.1 The mean age at the time of

1

The sample was restricted to women only because IPV studies that include men
and women must make careful considerations of the differing social, structural, and
individual differences between male and female survivors (Migliaccio, 2002), and it was
not the intent of this study to focus on gender differences. It focused on young adult
women because, as described in the literature review, it is during adolescence and young
adulthood that IPV seems to be the most prevalent (Breiding et al., 2014; Halpern et al.,
2001). Women who had been out of their initial violent relationships for at least 6 months
were recruited so that enough time has passed that it would have been unlikely that the
survivor would re-enter that relationship. Survivors often exit and return to violent
relationships over time (Anderson & Saunders, 2003), and can continue to experience
violence while separated (Bell, Goodman, & Dutton, 2007). Because this study was
concerned with subsequent experiences with IPV after the initial violent relationship, it
was desirable that the survey participants had been out of their initial violent relationship
long enough to remain out (if they returned it could be argued that they had not fully
ended the relationship in the first place) and has the potential to enter new relationships.
Among studies that examine these post-separation patterns, 6 months to 1 year appeared
to be enough time for survivors to maintain separation from an individual abusive partner
(Bell, Goodman, & Dutton, 2007; Alhalal, Ford-Gilboe, Kerr, & Davies, 2012).
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the survey was 25.3 (SD = 3.5) and the median was 26. Most women identified as White
(48%) or Black or African American (39.5%), and 13.7% identified as Hispanic/Latina.
All other descriptive statistics are in relation to their experiences during their initial
violent relationships and are presented in the results section.
Sample Recruitment
Between the beginning of March and the beginning of September 2017 (6
months), participants were recruited for a ‘Women’s Relationships Study’ from health
care settings (primarily women’s health but also family and primary care) in the
Philadelphia area (including Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware) through either inperson recruitment and/or the posting of flyers with basic study information (see Figure 4
for an example of the English recruitment flyer). At least 22 separate health care
locations agreed to allow recruitment in their waiting areas and/or bathrooms (see
Appendix A). All locations allowed for the posting of flyers and/or business cards, and
four locations allowed in-person recruitment (allowing a researcher to sit at a table and/or
be present in the waiting area to provide study information). To maximize the general
representativeness of the study sample, recruitment materials and the survey were
available in Spanish, and were posted in locations catering to largely Spanish-speaking
populations.
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Figure 4. Example of English recruitment flyer with business cards in pouch.

If potential participants were interested in participation based on seeing the
recruitment materials or hearing an announcement in a waiting area, they emailed or
texted the principal investigator (PI) expressing their interest. During the recruitment
period and for over a month afterwards, the PI received over 826 inquiries about the
survey. The PI responded to 6852 of these queries with (1) a unique link to the survey, (2)

2

Even during the recruitment period, not all inquiries resulted in a link to the
survey screener being sent. In some cases the name and/or email address making the
request matched closely with another request (N = 38); for some, their stated age did not
fit in eligibility range (N = 2); some had otherwise suspicious names and/or email
addresses (e.g., a male name) (N = 7); and some made multiple requests for surveys from
the same email address or phone number (N = 6). Additionally, a temporary freeze was
put on link distributions in July 2017 to address a series of attempts by individuals to take
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a request that they set aside about 30 minutes before beginning the survey, and (3) the
suggestion that they find a private, safe location in which to take the survey. This request
helped to ensure that they were not taking the survey in public spaces (i.e., the waiting
area where they saw the flyer), which could have put them at emotional risk because of
the sensitive nature of the questions. Of the 685 links distributed, 557 individuals used
that link to access the eligibility screener and survey. See Appendix B for details on how
these individuals were recruited. All study procedures, recruitment and consent
processes, and the survey instrument were approved by the Temple University
Institutional Review Board (see Appendix C).
Survey Structure
The eligibility screener and the main survey were combined in a continuous
process so that the survey could automatically take advantage of ‘answer piping,’ a
process through which answers to previous questions are used in later questions and
answer options (see below for more details).
Consent
The survey link provided to potential participants began with consent to
participate. Potential participants were informed that even if they consented they would
still need to answer a few questions to determine whether they were eligible for the full
survey. They were informed of their rights as study participants and given a basic idea of

the survey more than once, and inquiries made during that time did not receive a link (N
= 26). After the study closed in early September, no new links were distributed to the 62+
inquiries that came in after that point.
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the types of questions the survey would ask. Only one individual did not consent to
participate, although 9 other potential participants accessed the link and never indicated
whether they consented or not.
Eligibility Screener
If potential participants consented to participate, they were directed to the
eligibility screener. To be eligible, they had to confirm that they were female, 18 – 30
years old, and had ever had at least one male romantic partner (defined as husbands,
boyfriends, dating partners, or ongoing sexual partners). Individuals who did not meet
those criteria were thanked for their time and the survey ended at that point (N=18).
Individuals who did meet the initial screener requirements were then screened for lifetime experiences with physical, sexual, and/or stalking IPV.
The IPV screening questions were unique to this study but that were based on
existing scales and the CDC guidelines for which behaviors qualify as physical, sexual,
or stalking IPV. 3 All the measures of IPV had the important characteristic of not

3

It is acknowledged that psychological IPV can be highly detrimental for
survivors’ physical and mental health (Sugg, 2015), and is therefore no less a form of
violence than physical, sexual, and/or stalking IPV. However, there is little agreement in
the academic literature on what counts as psychological IPV, and establishing a construct
of psychological abuse is the most problematic of the forms of IPV (Follingstad &
Rogers, 2013). A set of comprehensive questions to capture psychological IPV could
have made the screener overly cumbersome while also running the risk of being overly
inclusive. This study therefore did not include psychological IPV to screen participants
into the study, but did include a measure in the main survey to include as a covariate. The
use of only physical, sexual, and/or stalking IPV as survey inclusion criteria is discussed
further in the limitations section.
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requiring the participants to define acts as IPV and instead focus on specific acts using
descriptive language.
Physical IPV
To screen for physical IPV, existing items in validated scales measuring physical
IPV were compared to each other and the CDC’s definition of physical IPV (Breiding,
Basile, Smith, Black, & Mahendra, 2015). The Severity of Violence Against Women
Scale (SVAWS) (Marshall, 1992) was the shortest scale with the most objective
descriptions of actions, and thus was selected to be further modified to create the physical
IPV screener question. Behaviors from the SVAWS that were overly specific were
combined to comprise more generic behaviors. Other behaviors that were overly specific
were made more general based on the CDC’s examples. Behaviors that could fit within
others were eliminated. Finally, the item ‘throw something at you,’ which was not in the
SVAWS, was added because it was included in the CDC’s examples. This process
resulted in 15 specific, objective behaviors: restraining, pushing or shoving, shaking or
roughly handling, biting, scratching, pulling hair, slapping, hitting, punching, kicking,
stomping, choking, burning, throwing objects at the participant, and/or using a knife or a
gun on the participant. Participants were asked one question to screen for physical IPV: if
any of their male romantic partners or former partners had ever physically assaulted
them, with the 15 behaviors above listed in parentheses as examples of physical assault.
Response options were ‘yes’ or ‘no.’
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Sexual IPV
Based on a review of existing measures of sexual IPV and reviewing the CDC’s
recommendations for defining sexual IPV, participants were asked if any of their male
romantic partners had ever used threats, intimidation, or physical force to have or attempt
to have sexual contact with them, or had or attempted to have sexual contact with them
while they were sleeping or passed out (from drinking alcohol or taking medication, for
example). Response options were be ‘yes’ or ‘no.’
Stalking IPV
Stalking is “a pattern of repeated, unwanted, attention and contact that causes fear
or concern for one’s own safety or the safety of someone else (e.g., family member, close
friend)” (Breiding et al., 2015, p. 14). To qualify as stalking, a survivor must experience
multiple stalking tactics or a single stalking tactic multiple times by the same individual,
and they must have felt fearful or believed that someone (including themselves) would be
harmed as a result of that individual’s behavior (Breiding et al., 2015). One screening
item was created to measure stalking: whether a male romantic partner of the participant
had ever made her feel fearful or concerned for her safety or the safety of others by
repeatedly contacting her, watching her, or repeatedly invading her personal space
(including her car, her home, her work, or her school space). Response options were ‘yes’
or ‘no.’
Eligibility
Individuals who indicated ‘no’ to all three of the above items (physical IPV,
sexual IPV, and stalking IPV), were thanked for their time and directed to exit the survey
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(N=201). Those who did experience at least one of the three types of IPV were then
asked if they had been out of the relationship in which they first experienced any of the
IPV behaviors for at least 6 months. Individuals who were still in their initial violent
relationship (N=48) or who had not been out of that initial violent relationship for 6
months or more (N=31) were thanked for their time and directed to exit the survey.
Individuals who had been out of their initial violent relationship for at least 6 months
proceeded on to participate in the main survey (N=249).
Main Survey
Eligible participants moved directly from the screener to the survey. The survey
began with questions on basic demographics (i.e., age, race, ethnicity, explained below),
general health questions as a way to ease participants into the questions about their
experiences with violence, and questions about adverse childhood experiences. They
were then asked to reflect on their initial violent romantic relationships, including their
age when they started dating that partner, how frequently they experienced physical,
sexual, and/or stalking IPV, when the violence started and stopped, any experiences with
psychological IPV, the length of the relationship, their experiences with disclosure during
that relationship (i.e., frequency of disclosure and reactions from INMs), and their
perceived levels of social support. After the questions about their initial violent
relationships, they were asked to reflect on the number of subsequent violent
relationships they were in after their initial violent relationship. The survey ended with
participants being directed on how to receive their compensation for participation.
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The variables are explained in depth below, and the survey is included in
Appendix D. The survey was initially piloted with six different graduate students in the
Temple University Department of Criminal Justice. Because of the skips within the
survey and the sensitive nature of the questions, pilot takers were given vignettes to
follow, which included hypothetical histories with violence and disclosure to use as they
answered the questions. Pilot survey takers were asked to comment on the ease of taking
the survey, the clarity of the questions, and whether the technical components worked
correctly. Modifications were made based on those suggestions. The survey and
recruitment process were also piloted in a community setting (the Philadelphia Women’s
Center) in January 2017 for one week. This included posting recruitment materials and
conducting in-person recruitment. The pilot resulted in further adjustments to the survey,
survey implementation, and recruitment methods.4
Protecting Participant Safety and Privacy
This study required gathering highly personal information from women about
violent relationships. Not only were there concerns about the participants’ emotional
safety when being asked these personal questions, but there were also concerns about
protecting their personal information from being seen by their intimate partners and
others. It was of primary importance to build in mechanisms to protect participants from
these harms.

4

Only one participant was eligible and completed the survey during the pilot
phase, and because of changes to the survey instrument after the pilot, this response was
not included in the full data set.
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Participant’s emotional safety was protected by the inclusion of a large HELP
button easily visible on each page of the survey platform. If at any point the survey
content were to make participants feel that they needed help or access to services, the
help button directed them to the 24/7 National Domestic Violence Hotline webpage
(www.thehotline.org). In addition, a large CHILDHELP button was included because of
the questions about adverse childhood experiences. This button directed individuals to the
24/7 Childhelp Hotline webpage (www.childhelp.org/hotline). To protect the participants
from having their intimate partner or anyone in their personal space seeing their
responses while they completed the online surveys, each page of the survey platform also
contained a large, easily visible EXIT button. This button immediately redirected their
browser to the Google search page. Additionally, a URL that linked to information
explaining how to clear one’s browser history was provided at the end of the survey,
along with strong encouragement to do so.
Dependent Variables
This dissertation was concerned with how disclosure and specific reactions by
INMs to disclosure affect IPV survivors’ experiences with IPV in their initial violent
romantic relationships and in subsequent romantic relationships. To reflect briefly on
Ullman’s (2010) conceptual model discussed in the literature review (Figures 2 and 3)
and on the study hypotheses, it was proposed that INMs will help survivors understand
their violent situations as problematic, which could result in survivors leaving the violent
relationship, taking other measures to reduce the frequency of violence they experience,
and/or staying free from violent relationships in the future. It was also proposed that
INMs could provide survivors with information or tangible aid to extract themselves from
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violent relationships and stay free of them in the future. With these processes in mind,
survivors’ experiences with IPV was measured using three different variables: two that
assessed experiences with violence in the initial violent relationship, and one that
assessed experiences with violence in subsequent relationships.
The two variables that assessed experiences with violence in the initial violent
relationship were (1) the months between violence onset and the end of the relationship
and (2) the frequency of violence. The months between violence onset and the end of the
relationship dependent variable was intended to serve as an indicator of how long it took
the survivors to become willing and able to leave the relationship once the violence
started. The frequency of violence dependent variable added more depth to the
understanding of the survivors’ experiences with violence in their initial violent
relationship. For each type of IPV that the participants indicated experiencing in their
initial violent relationship (physical, sexual, and/or stalking), they also indicated how
often they experienced each (‘Never,’ ‘Rarely,’ ‘Occasionally,’ ‘Frequently,’ or ‘Very
Frequently’). Numeric values were assigned to each response category for each type of
IPV (0=’Never’ up to 4=’Very Frequently’), and these values were added together for a
total IPV score. Therefore, if a woman indicated that she ‘Frequently’ experienced
stalking IPV (3), ‘Occasionally’ experienced physical IPV (2), and ‘Never’ experienced
sexual IPV (0) in her initial violent relationship, she would have an overall IPV score of 5
(3 + 2 + 0).
The variable that assessed experiences with violence in subsequent relationships
was measured as experiencing any IPV in any subsequent relationships (dichotomous,
‘Yes’ or ‘No’ variable). After the questions about their experiences with violence and
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disclosure in their initial violent relationships, participants were asked if they experienced
physical, sexual, and/or stalking in any of their later relationships. If they responded yes
to this question, they were prompted to identify the number of relationships in which they
experienced these behaviors.
See Table 2 for a summary of these variables. The potential weaknesses of these
operationalizations are explored in the limitations section.

Table 2. Dependent variables.
Variable

Operationalization

Time between Violence Onset and the
End of the Relationship

Count variable (Months)

Frequency of Violence in Initial
Violent Relationship

Subsequent Relationship Violence

One additive score which includes numeric
score of frequencies of stalking, physical, &
sexual (Range 1 – 12). Frequencies for each
type of violence were:
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Frequently
Very frequently

Dichotomous (No/Yes)
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Independent Variables
Frequency of Disclosure
Survivors were asked how often they told any of their friends or family about any
of the IPV they experienced during their initial violent relationship. Response categories
were ‘Never,’ ‘Rarely,’ ‘Sometimes,’ ‘Most times,’ or ‘Every time.’ If they disclosed to
friends or family, respondents were also asked to how many friends and family members
they disclosed, respectively. Participants were asked how often they disclosed any of the
reported IPV behaviors as opposed to singular events because asking about their
disclosure related to each specific IPV incident would have been too cumbersome for
participants, and asking about the most severe or memorable event (as has been done in
other studies) would only inform the literature about disclosure in the context of those
most severe or memorable events. Further, participants were not asked about disclosure
practices separately for the three types of IPV (physical, sexual, and stalking), as this also
would have been too cumbersome. The limitations of this operationalization of disclosure
are explored in the limitations section.
Because of the exploratory nature of this research, the frequency of disclosure
was operationalized in four different ways for the analyses. The first was as an ordinal
categorical variable, using ‘Never’ as the reference category and comparing all
subsequent categories to it. The second was a dichotomous representation of whether
they ever disclosed (categories were ‘Never’ versus ‘Rarely or more often’). The third
was also dichotomous, although as a measure of whether they disclosed most or every
time that violence occurred. Finally, the fourth operationalization was a count of the total
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number of INMs to whom they disclosed (created by adding the counts of friends and
family members reported).
INM Reactions to Disclosure
If survivors disclosed IPV to their INMs, they were asked to recall how often
(‘Never,’ ‘Rarely,’ ‘Sometimes,’ ‘Most times,’ or ‘Every time’) those INMs reacted in
specific ways, using a list of 28 reactions. Because prior studies that examine INM
reactions to IPV disclosure have, for the most part, used varying measures of reactions,
the 28 reactions for this study were derived from the items used in those studies with the
intent of using as few items as possible, as specific items as possible, and items that cover
the variety of possible reaction types by INMs. To derive the list, the various reactions
used in other studies were compared so that items that were common across at least two
studies would be included. Some items that were unique to one study were included if
they were perceived as capturing a reaction unique from those already on the list, and that
could potentially be commonly used (e.g. expressing anger toward the partner). Finally,
items meant to capture problem definition were created specifically for this study.
The specific reaction items are listed below as responses to the prompt: “When
you talked to your family or friends about [name]’s behaviors, how often did they…”
1.

Express that his behaviors were problematic.*

2.

Label his behaviors as “abuse,” “domestic violence,” or something similar.*

3.

Urge you to talk about how you felt.

4.

Listen to your feelings.

5.

See less of you or talk to you less often after you told them.
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6.

See more of you or talk to you more often after you told them.

7.

Tell you to stop talking the incident(s).

8.

Tell you to stop thinking about the incident(s).

9.

Make decisions for you.

10.

Help you make decisions.**

11.

Urge you to talk to a lawyer or police.**

12.

Urge you to talk to a professional, like a counselor or therapist.**

13.

Offer a place to stay.**

14.

Offer financial assistance.**

15.

Provide you with information or helped you get information.**

16.

Blame you or say you deserved being treated that way.

17.

Tell you that you were not to blame or that it was not your fault.

18.

Blame [name].

19.

Express anger toward [name].*

20.

Continue to spend time or stay friends with [name].

21.

Want to seek revenge on [name].*

22.

Become annoyed when you didn’t accept their advice.

23.

Encourage you to leave the relationship.*

24.

Encourage you to stay in the relationship.

25.

Try to change the topic.

26.

Point out the good parts of your relationship with [name].

27.

Point out that the relationship or [name] weren’t so bad.

28.

Minimize [name]’s behavior.
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Several of these reaction items were for descriptive purposes or for answering
future research questions. The reaction items intended to capture problem definition are
marked with one asterisk (*) and the reaction items intended to capture the provision of
tangible support and information are marked with two asterisks (**). Individual reactions
were selected for these scales using face validity, and were checked for reliability using
Cronbach’s alpha. Because the reaction response categories were ordinal (and thus not
appropriate for principal components analysis) and the conceptual heart of the reactions
was to determine how often participants experienced various types of reactions, these
data were reduced by way of creating count scores for each construct (problem definition
and providing information or tangible support). These two scales were formed by
assigning numeric values to the frequency participants experienced each reaction item
(‘Never’=0, ‘Rarely’=1, ‘Sometimes’=2, ‘Most times’=3, and ‘Every time’=4) and then
summing the items for each scale. Thus, for the problem definition scale, participants
could have a score of 0 – 20 (5 items; alpha = 0.81), and for the information and tangible
support scale, participants could have a score of 0 – 24 (6 items; alpha = 0.84). Each scale
was checked for reliability as a whole, and then one item at a time was excluded from the
scale to see if reliability would increase substantially in the absence of specific items
(which it did not).
Table 3 below summarizes the operationalization of the independent variables for
the second and third research questions.
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Table 3. Independent variables.
Variable

Operationalization
Ordinal categorical

RQ2: Disclosure to
INMs during Initial
Violent Relationship
(4 variations)

0.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Most times
Every time

Dichotomous – Ever
0. Never
1. Rarely or more often
Dichotomous – Most or every time
0. Never, rarely, or sometimes
1. Most or every time
Count variable (Number of INMs disclosed to; Range 0 – 30)

RQ3: INM Reactions
that Define the
Violence as
Problematic

Cumulative count variable (5 itemsa; Range 0 – 20).
Frequencies for each item were:

RQ3: INM Reactions
that Offer Information
or Tangible Support

Cumulative count variable (6 itemsb; Range 0 – 24).
Frequencies for each item were:

0.
1.
2.
3.
4.

0.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Most times
Every time

Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Most times
Every time

a

Problem definition reactions included: “Express that his behaviors were problematic;”
“Label his behaviors as ‘abuse,’ ‘domestic violence,’ or something similar;” “Express
anger toward [name];” “Want to seek revenge on [name]” and “Encourage you to leave
the relationship.”
b

Information and tangible support reactions included: “Help you make decisions;” “Urge
you to talk to a lawyer or police;” “Urge you to talk to a professional, like a counselor or
therapist;” “Offer a place to stay;” “Offer financial assistance;” and “Provide you with
information or helped you get information.”
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Covariates
Many covariates were included in the analyses for this study to rule out potential
third-variable explanations for relationships between the dependent and independent
variables. Covariates were selected based on a review of the literature and a careful
consideration of whether each could be expected to influence both the dependent
variables (survivors’ experiences with IPV) and the independent variables (disclosure and
INM reactions to disclosure). Because the data came from the survivors themselves, this
study only included covariates at the individual level. Referring to Ullman’s (2010)
conceptual model in Figures 2 and 3, these variables would be considered the ‘Individual
Influences’ that shape all three phases of the disclosure process. Each of these covariates
is explained in depth below.
Age at the Start of the Initial Violent Relationship
Although these women were young adults at the time of taking the survey (18 –
30 years old), many of them experienced their first violent intimate relationship when
they were teenagers. In the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health, 12% of
female youth between 7th and 12th grade reported experiencing any physical IPV by a
male partner in the 18 months prior to being surveyed (Halpern et al., 2001), and more
localized studies have found even higher rates when looking at lifetime prevalence of
IPV among adolescents (Fry et al., 2013). It could be that teenagers’ experiences with
IPV, disclosure to INMs, and reactions from INMs are qualitatively different from those
of young adults (Fry et al., 2013; Halpern et al., 2001; Sylaska & Edwards, 2014), thus it
is crucial to control for the age at which these experiences occurred.
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The participants were asked for their age in years at the time of the survey. This
variable, however, was used only to describe the survey sample. Because the key
independent and dependent variables concern the participants’ initial experiences with
IPV, it was more important to control for their age at the time of those initial experiences.
Age at the start of their initial violent relationship was therefore measured in months, and
it was this measure of age that was included in the analyses.
Race
In the Sylaska & Edwards (2014) review of the literature on IPV survivor
disclosure to INMs, they noted numerous studies that have documented differences in
disclosure based on racial identity. Further, analyses of the National Intimate Partner and
Sexual Violence Survey (NISVS) found significant differences in rates of lifetime IPV
experiences based on racial identity, with Black and multi-racial women experiencing
higher rates than White non-Hispanic women, and Asian or Pacific Islander women
experiencing lower rates than White non-Hispanic women (Breiding et al., 2014). It was
therefore necessary to include racial identity as a covariate in this study. Racial categories
included ‘American Indian or Alaska Native,’ ‘Asian,’ ‘Black or African American,’
‘Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander,’ and ‘White.’ Participants were prompted to
select only one, based on that with which they identify the most, but were able to select
more than one if they identified equally with two or more of the racial categories.
Because the majority of the participants self-identified as ‘Black or African American’ or
‘White,’ this study used only three racial categories (two dummy variables) that captured
‘Black or African American,’ ‘White,’ or ‘Other.’
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Ethnicity
As with racial identity, Hispanic/Latina ethnicity is associated with differences in
disclosure (Sylaska & Edwards, 2014). Regarding experiences with IPV, however,
Breiding et al. (2014) did not find lifetime IPV prevalence differences between Hispanic
women and White, non-Hispanic women in the NISVS data. Other recent studies have
also failed to find significant lifetime differences between Hispanic and non-Hispanic
women (Bonomi, Anderson, Cannon, Slesnick, & Rodriguez, 2009). However,
Cummings, Gonzalez-Guarda, and Sandoval (2013) recently argued that the findings in
this area are mixed, so participants were asked whether they consider themselves to be
Hispanic or Latina.
Adverse Childhood Experiences
Many studies have found that individuals who experience physical or sexual
abuse by their parents or other adults and/or who witness IPV between their parents are at
an increased risk of experiencing violence as adults, particularly IPV (Burgess-Proctor,
2012). These findings, along with the consistent findings that help-seeking behaviors
(such as disclosure) can be influenced by women’s prior trauma histories (BurgessProctor, 2012), indicate that it is important to consider these adverse childhood
experiences in any study of IPV disclosure.
Adverse childhood experiences in the home was measured using a selection of
modified questions from the Adverse Childhood Experiences International Questionnaire
(ACE-IQ; World Health Organization, 2016). The original ACE and its pioneering study
(Felitti et al., 1998) have been used, modified, and cited thousands of times in the past
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two decades. The ACE-IQ was developed by the International ACE Research Network to
measure adverse childhood experiences across the world (World Health Organization,
2016). Because this scale was used as a control variable and is intrusive in nature, the
ACE-IQ items were reduced and modified to include only 6 items that asked how often
the participant witnessed or experienced a variety of abusive or violent behaviors in their
home before they turned 18 (e.g., ‘Did you see or hear a parent or household member in
your home being yelled at, screamed at, sworn at, insulted or humiliated?’) with the
response categories being ‘Never,’ ‘Once,’ ‘A few times,’ and ‘Many times.’ (See
Appendix D). Responses to the modified ACE-IQ items were added to create a
cumulative frequency score.
Children
Survivors’ children can shape their experiences with violence and help-seeking
decisions. Qualitative studies have identified children as a motivator for staying in violent
relationships (Rhodes, Cerulli, Dichter, Kothari, & Barg, 2010) and as a motivator for
seeking help with abusive relationships (Randell, Bledsoe, Shroff, & Pierce, 2012). The
survey therefore included questions on whether the participant had any children while in
the initial violent relationship, and this variable was included as a dichotomous, yes/no
variable.
Socioeconomic Status
Survivors with lower socioeconomic status (SES) have been found to use fewer of
their informal supports than survivors of higher SES (Sylaska & Edwards, 2014). Further,
per the NISVS, there are significant differences in past-year experiences with IPV based
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on current household income (Breiding et al., 2014). It could be, however, that household
income alone does not capture survivors’ help-seeking and IPV experiences. Survivors’
financial independence/dependence has been identified as a key predictor of whether
women leave abusive relationships (Anderson & Saunders, 2003). It was therefore
necessary to capture not only the survivors’ general SES, but also the extent to which
they relied on their violent partners for that income.
Two variables were created to capture (1) participants’ monthly household
income at the time of the initial violent relationship and (2) financial support from the
violent partner. Monthly household income was measured using four categories: (1) less
than $2000, (2) $2000 to less than $4000, (3) $4000 to less than $6000, or (4) $6000 or
more. Because there was very little variation beyond $2000 or more, this variable was
collapsed into a dichotomous variable of ‘less than $2000’ versus ‘$2000 or more.’ Due
to missing data issues with this variable, it was not included in the analyses (explained in
the Analytic Procedures section). To capture financial support from the violent partner,
participants were asked approximately what proportion of their reported household
income came from the violent partner using the following categories: None, One Quarter,
Half, Three Quarters, or All. There was little variation beyond one quarter, so this
variable was also collapsed into a dichotomous variable of ‘None’ versus ‘Any.’
Psychological IPV
Survivors of IPV often experience more than one type of IPV, and psychological
violence is the most commonly experienced form of IPV reported by survivors (over 48%
of all women in the United States have experienced psychological aggression at least
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once in their lifetime) (Breiding et al., 2014). Women who experience psychological IPV
could be in highly controlling relationships, which could therefore shape their
experiences with violence in that relationship differently than women not experiencing
psychological IPV. Further, there is limited evidence that the type of IPV experienced
shapes the likelihood of disclosure (Sylaska & Edwards, 2014). In addition, women in
more controlling relationships (relationships with high levels of psychological IPV) may
be less likely than those not to disclose, as Black, Tolman, Callahan, Saunders, and
Weisz (2008) found that adolescent survivors who perceived the IPV to be controlling or
loving/protecting were less likely to disclose than those who perceived it as attached to
anger or jealousy.
Because it could be related to both experiences with IPV and the disclosure
process, psychological IPV during the initial violent relationship was measured using the
short form of the Psychological Maltreatment of Women Inventory (PMWI – Short
Form) (Tolman, 1989, 1999). The PMWI has been widely used to measure psychological
IPV (see Bell, Goodman, & Dutton, 2007; Crossman, Hardesty, & Raffaelli, 2015; Kocot
& Goodman, 2003; Taft, Resick, Panuzio, Vogt, & Mechanic, 2007), and has been found
to have good discriminant validity and reliability (α = .91) (Tolman, 1999). The PMWI
questionnaire was designed to ask about romantic partners’ behaviors in the six months
prior to the survey, but was used in this case to ask about the initial violent relationship.
The PMWI – Short Form consists of 14 items for which participants indicate how
often their partners acted a certain way, including items such as ‘My partner yelled and
screamed at me’ and ‘My partner tried to make me feel crazy.’ Response categories
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include ‘Never,’ ‘Rarely,’ ‘Occasionally,’ ‘Frequently,’ ‘Very Frequently.’ Responses on
each item were summed to create a total psychological violence score (range 0 – 56).
Informal Network Support
Some women could have had more generally supportive informal networks during
their initial relationships, resulting in their being more likely to disclose, receiving more
helpful and/or positive reactions, and in their ability to become free of violence. General
social support during the initial relationship was therefore captured using a shortened
version of the Interpersonal Support Evaluation List (ISEL) (Cohen, Mermelstein,
Kamarck, & Hoberman, 1985). This scale includes twelve items (e.g. ‘I feel that there is
no one I can share my most private worries and fears with,’ ‘If I decide one afternoon
that I would like to go to a movie that evening, I could easily find someone to go with
me,’ ‘If I were sick, I could easily find someone to help me with my daily chores’). These
questions were framed in the past tense and the participants were directed to think of time
frame during their initial violent relationship. The four response categories were
‘Definitely false,’ ‘Probably false,’ ‘Probably true,’ and ‘Definitely true.’ Responses on
each item were summed to create a total score capturing social support (range 12 – 48).
Disclosure to Formal Agents
As explored in the literature review, disclosure to INMs can serve as an important
link to formal support services. However, it is possible that the relationship could work
the other way around, or that if a survivor discloses to both INMs and formal agents, she
could receive different reactions based on her actions. Help from formal agents can also
affect the likelihood of revictimization for IPV survivors (Bybee & Sullivan, 2002). In
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addition to the potential third variable role of disclosure to formal support services, INMs
may react by linking survivors to more formal services, which could result in improved
health and safety outcomes. It was therefore important to capture disclosure to formal
agents.
Survivors were asked whether they told a variety of formal agents in that initial
relationship about any of the IPV acts they experienced. Response categories were
‘Never,’ ‘Rarely,’ ‘Sometimes,’ ‘Most times,’ ‘Every time.’ Disclosure to formal agents
included two questions: one about disclosure to legal agents (i.e., the police, prosecutors,
and/or attorneys) and one about disclosure to extralegal agents (i.e., doctors/nurses,
religious leaders, victim advocates, social service providers, protection order advocates,
and/or counselors/therapists). These responses were combined to create a dichotomous
variable of whether they had ever told any formal agent (legal or extralegal) about their
experiences with violence (‘Yes’ or ‘No’).
All operationalizations of the covariates are presented in Table 4, along with how
each variable was operationalized for inclusion in the analyses.
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Table 4. Covariates.
Variable
Age at Start of Initial Violent
Relationship in Months
Race – Black or African American
Race – White
Hispanic/Latina Ethnicity
Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACE-QI)
Any Children during Initial Violent
Relationship
Monthly Household Income during
Initial Violent Relationship b
Proportion of Household Income
Contributed by Initial Violent Partner

Psychological IPV during Initial
Violent Relationship (PMWI)

General Social Support during Initial
Violent Relationship (ISEL)
Disclosure to Any Formal Support
Services (Legal or Extralegal) during
Initial Violent Relationship

Operationalization
Count variable (months)
Dichotomous
0. Othera
1. Black or African American
Dichotomous
0. Othera
1. White
Dichotomous
0. Not Hispanic/Latina
1. Hispanic/Latina
Total score (6 items; Range 0 - 4)
Dichotomous (No/Yes)
Dichotomous
0. Less than $2000
1. $2000 or more
Dichotomous
0. None
1. Any contribution
Cumulative count variable (14 items; Range 0
- 56). Frequencies for each item were:
0. Never
1. Rarely
2. Occasionally
3. Frequently
4. Very Frequently
Cumulative count variable (12 items; Range
12 - 48). Frequencies for each item were:
1. Definitely false
2. Probably false
3. Probably true
4. Definitely true
Dichotomous
0. Never
1. Rarely or more often

a

Other race categories include American Indian or Alaska Native; Asian; and Native
Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander.
b

Due to missing data issues with this variable, it was not included in the analyses
(explained in the Analytic Procedures section).
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Data Cleaning
At the end of the data collection period there were 249 survey responses. Because
there was a substantial compensation for completing the survey ($30 for about 30
minutes time or less), there was a potential incentive for some individuals to either falsify
their answers on the screener to be eligible, to complete the survey too quickly to
accurately answer the questions, and/or to take the survey more than once to get more
than one compensation. To protect the integrity of the data, several criteria were
developed to remove cases from the dataset that had a high likelihood of being false or
inaccurate. The criteria were based on warning signs of duplication, falsification, and/or
ineligibility as well as on survey completion times, all described below.
Signs of Duplication, Falsification, and/or Ineligibility
The first method for eliminating responses involved assessing signs of
duplication, falsification and/or ineligibility. The primary method for doing this was
examining the IP addresses associated with each survey response. A duplicate IP address
was not an automatic criterion for dropping a response because different devices may
have the same IP addresses depending on how those devices are connecting to the
internet. For this reason, IP addresses could only serve as an indicator that a participant
had taken the screener and/or survey more than once. So as not to eliminate honest
responses that happened to share IP addresses with other cases, a response would only be
eliminated if, along with sharing an IP address with another case that accessed either the
screener and/or the survey, it also met at least one other criterion that indicated one or all
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of the responses sharing IP addresses were duplicative. The different scenarios of
duplicate IP addresses and other suspicious criteria are described below.
There were two sets of two participants each that had matching IP addresses and
had similar email addresses and/or similar names (same first name, last name,
screenname, and/or initials) associated with those email addresses. For both sets, the first
participant had accessed the survey but did not screen as eligible, followed by the second,
matching participant who did screen eligible and completed the full survey. For these
cases, the full survey response was dropped (N = 2). There was one set of two
participants that had matching IP addresses in which the second participant had requested
and/or accessed the survey within 1 hour of the associated participant completing the
screener and/or survey. Both participants had been eligible and completed the survey, and
so the first survey response was kept in the dataset and the second was dropped (N = 1).5
This decision was made based on the idea that the first response could have been genuine,
whereas the second response was entered just to get compensation. Four participants had
IP addresses that matched another participant and they failed to include their email
addresses for compensation purposes at the end of the survey. All four responses were
dropped.
Beyond IP addresses, a few more checks were conducted. One participant did not
have a matching IP address but used an email address at the end to receive compensation
that matched the email address that had already been used to request compensation. The

5

The first response in this case was ultimately removed from the dataset when
setting a survey duration threshold (see survey completion time section on next page).
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first response was kept but the second was dropped (N = 1). Three cases were also
removed from the sample because they elaborated on their experiences at the end of the
survey in the open comment box and it was determined that they were either ineligible
and/or had entered information about more than one relationship where it was not
appropriate to do so. Three cases were removed because their experiences with violence
started after the relationship had ended (this was stalking violence in 2 of the 3 cases),
and thus they were also ineligible because this study was focused on relationship violence
with current partners.
Participants’ substantive answers were compared to each other where possible to
determine whether they made sense in relation to each other (e.g., nonsensical answers
included responses where the violence ended before it started). Ten checks were done in
total, and for every logical discrepancy, each participant was flagged as suspicious. The
values in these inconsistent fields were also changed to a missing category ‘Inappropriate
or uninterpretable entry,’ which resulted in some missing data issues for some variables
(discussed in the analytic procedures section below). Although some error could be
expected due to mistyping or recall errors, several inconsistencies indicated that the
participant was either not paying close attention to the questions and/or was simply
imputing random information to complete the survey and receive compensation.
Participants with three or more suspicious entry flags were therefore removed from the
sample (N=3).
Finally, the four multi-item response questions with a number of response items
(a depression scale at the beginning of the survey, the psychological violence questions,
the reactions to disclosure, and the social support questions) were checked for straight-
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lining. Straight-lining is when participants select all of the same responses down one
response column, sometimes deviating for just one item. Whereas straight-lining just one
question, or even two, could just be a sign of momentary distraction or lack of
engagement with that particular question, straight-lining the majority of these questions
was a red flag that the respondents were not engaging with the survey as a whole.
Responses were therefore removed if they straight-lined at least three of the four sets of
multi-item questions (N = 4).
Survey Completion Time
As a final check, survey completion time was also assessed. Survey responses
below set time thresholds were not included because it was assumed that the participants
finished too quickly to be able to answer accurately. Because of the many skip patterns in
the survey, it was not possible to establish one minimum time threshold. There were six
different major skip patterns to account for, so six thresholds were created based on the
author taking the survey in a relatively fast manner while still answering in a way that
would be mostly accurate. Participants who were presented with the following skip
patterns but completed the survey in less time than the associated threshold for that
pattern were automatically cut from the sample:


Full survey with no skip patterns: 11 minutes



Presented with disclosure questions and had subsequent relationships, but did not
experience subsequent violence so were not presented with questions regarding
details on subsequent violence: 10 minutes
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Presented with disclosure questions but did not have any subsequent relationships,
so were not presented with questions about experiencing any subsequent violence:
9 minutes



Did not disclose so were not presented with reactions to disclosure questions, but
did experience subsequent violence: 9 minutes



Did not disclose so were not presented with reactions to disclosure questions, and
did not experience subsequent violence so were not presented with questions
regarding details on subsequent violence: 8 minutes



Did not disclose so were not presented with reactions to disclosure questions, and
did not have any subsequent relationships, so were not presented with questions
about experiencing any subsequent violence: 7 minutes
Survey responses less than 7 minutes in length were automatically cut. This

assessment process resulted in the elimination of 28 of the 228 cases remaining in the
sample after the duplication/falsification/eligibility checks, resulting in a final sample of
200. The CONSORT diagram showing the entire process of recruitment through final
sample determination is documented in Figure 5. After reducing the sample size to the
final 200, the median survey completion time was 17.3 minutes with an interquartile
range of 11.6 minutes.
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Figure 5. CONSORT diagram of data collection process from recruitment to final sample.
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Analytic Procedures
StataMP 14 and 15 were used for all data processing and analyses.
Missing Data
Six variables were missing information for more than 5% of the participants.
These included race – Black or African American (missing for 6.4% of participants), race
– White (missing for 6.4%), income at time of initial violent relationship (missing for
20.1%), age when started initial violent relationship (missing for 5.9%), months between
violence onset and end of relationship (missing for 6.4%), and months that violence was
experienced (missing for 9.8%). To check the patterns of missingness on these variables,
dichotomous variables were created based on whether each response had missing data on
each variable. Bivariate association tests were then conducted between these
dichotomous variables and the other variables to be used in analyses. These tests revealed
that missing information on income in initial violent relationship varied significantly by
the age that they started the initial violent relationship. This would be expected because
30 of those 41 cases missing this data were 18 years old or younger when they were in
their initial violent relationship (making it likely that they were living with their parents
or guardians and unaware of their household income). The remaining 11 were in their late
teens or early 20s. There were other patterns of missingness, as well: (1) missingness on
income was related to the receiving income help from the initial violent partner and
having children during the relationship; (2) missingness on race was related to the age
when they started the relationship, psychological violence, social support, and
Hispanic/Latina identity; (3) missingness on age at the start of the relationship was
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related to both Black and White racial identities; (4) missingness on time between
violence onset and relationship end was related to having children in the initial violent
relationship and identifying as Black; and (5) missingness on months that violence was
experienced was related to identifying as Black and experiencing one of the problem
definition reactions.
Listwise deletion and multiple imputation (MI) approaches to addressing missing
data have different advantages and disadvantages that were carefully considered in
determining which approach to use (Allison, 2014). Listwise deletion has the potential to
introduce bias into analyses while also reducing the sample size and therefore power of a
model. Although MI can overcome some of these deficits, it can also introduce bias
(Allison, 2014) and performing basic model diagnostics like checking for
multicollinearity become increasingly complex when using MI (StataCorp, 2015; UCLA:
Statistical Consulting Group, n.d.), thus weakening confidence in the appropriateness of
the models. A series of sensitivity analyses were therefore conducted comparing listwise
deletion and MI approaches to addressing the missing data on the above variables to
determine whether the results varied greatly and whether listwise deletion could be used
for purposes of simplicity (see Appendix E for details on the MI process). Eight
sensitivity analysis approaches were conducted for each of the 18 multivariate models for
answering the second and third research questions (see the multivariate analyses section
below), resulting in 144 sensitivity analyses. These sensitivity analysis approaches are
displayed in Table 5 and described below.
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Table 5. Sensitivity analyses (SA) of different approaches to addressing missing data.
Race – Black or
African American
versus other
and
Race – White
versus othera

Income at time
of initial violent
relationship

Age when she
started initial
violent
relationship

Months between
violence onset and
end of relationship
or
Months that violence
was experiencedb

SA1

MI

MI

MI

MI

SA2

MI

Omitted

MI

MI

SA3

Missing = 0

MI

MI

MI

SA4

Missing = 0

Omitted

MI

MI

SA5

LD

LD

LD

LD

SA6

LD

Omitted

LD

LD

SA7

Missing = 0

LD

LD

LD

SA8

Missing = 0

Omitted

LD

LD

Note. Each of the eight approaches was conducted for each of the 18 multivariate models
for answering the second and third research questions (see ‘Multivariate analyses’ section
below), resulting in 144 analyses. MI = Multiple Imputation; LD = Listwise deletion.
a

The two race variables are included in the same column because their missing values
stem from the same race question on the survey, thus they were handled the same way.
b

‘Months between violence onset and end of relationship’ or ‘Months that violence was
experienced’ are included in the same column because these are two different dependent
variables that were not included in the same analyses.

For the first approach (SA1), MI was used for all variables with more than 5%
missing data. In the second variation (SA2), MI was used, but income during initial
violent relationship was not included in the model. The decision to omit this variable was
statistically and conceptually grounded. Statistically, this variable was not a significant
predictor of any of the dependent variables in any of the models and omitting it did not
affect the direction, strength, or significance of other variables in otherwise matching
models. Conceptually, the other income-related variable, proportion of household income
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contributed by initial violent partner, was kept in the models and thus income
dependence, arguably a more important factor in relationship and disclosure outcomes,
was still accounted and controlled for.
The third and fourth approaches also used MI, but the 13 cases missing race
information were coded as 0 for both race – Black or African American and race – White,
putting those 13 cases in an ‘other’ racial category. This decision was justified by the fact
that no ‘other’ category was provided on the survey for the race question. Further, all 13
of these women had indicated that they were Hispanic or Latina on the ethnicity question,
and it is not uncommon for Latinas to refuse racial categories and insist that their
ethnicity is their racial identity, or that they are some other racial identity from standard
identities (Stokes-Brown, 2012). Therefore, for the third approach (SA3), the missing
race values were coded as 0, and MI was used for all other variables with more than 5%
missing data. For the fourth approach (SA4), missing race values were coded as 0, MI
was used, and income during initial violent relationship was not included.
The remaining four approaches mirrored the first four, but used listwise deletion
instead of MI. In the fifth approach (SA5), listwise deletion was used for all variables. In
the sixth approach (SA6), listwise deletion was used for all variables, but income during
initial violent relationship was not included in the model. For the seventh approach
(SA7), the missing race values were coded as 0, and listwise deletion was used for all
other variables. For the eighth and final approach (SA8), missing race values were coded
as 0, listwise deletion was used, and income during initial violent relationship was not
included.
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These sensitivity analyses revealed some notable patterns. To start, when
variables were significant (p < 0.05) across more than one sensitivity approach, the
direction of the relationship between that variable and the dependent variable was always
the same within that approach. In addition to this stability, several explanatory variables
(i.e., income contributed by the violent partner, adverse childhood experiences,
experiences with psychological violence) were significant across most models and
sensitivity approaches. These patterns indicate that all eight of the approaches were fairly
stable because the results were not overly sensitive to various changes in the model.
The approaches using listwise deletion with income during the initial violent
relationship in the models were the least ideal. The significant results of these approaches
differed the most from the other six approaches. Further, several of the models for the
third research question were insignificant as a whole when using these approaches. Using
either of these approaches (SA5 and SA7) was thus eliminated as an option. The other
two listwise deletion approaches (SA6 and SA8) were then compared to the four
approaches using MI. It should be noted here that although the four approaches using MI
(SA1 – 4) had similar significant results, there were often discrepancies between them.
This same pattern extended into comparing SA6 and SA8 to these MI approaches, where
the same variables were often significant, with varying differences between each of the
approaches. Ultimately, the results of the SA8 approach was more consistent more often
with the results of the SA1 – 4 models than the results of the SA6 models (see Appendix
F for details of the sensitivity analyses). It was therefore decided that because the eighth
approach would produce the most straightforward results, was statistically and
theoretically justifiable, and did not produce substantially different results than the MI
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approaches, this approach would be used for all multivariate analyses for this study. To
summarize, the missing race values were coded as 0, listwise deletion was used, and the
variable income during initial violent relationship was not included.
Univariate Normality Checks
The two interval-level dependent variables (months between violence onset and
end of relationship and frequency of violence) and all interval-level explanatory variables
were assessed for normality using histograms, quantile plots, and statistical skewness and
kurtosis checks (sktest and swilk). These checks revealed non-normal distributions for the
dependent variables and all but one explanatory variable. As will be discussed further
when outlining the multivariate analyses, only months between violence onset and end of
relationship required a transformation to fit a normal distribution and thus ensure a linear
relationship with the predictors in the multivariate analyses.
Descriptive Statistics
For the first research question, descriptive information was produced on
survivors’ experiences with IPV over the course of their lives and in their initial violent
relationships, as well as their experiences with disclosure to INMs and formal providers,
including the types of reactions they experienced when disclosing and how they
perceived their disclosure experiences.
Bivariate Relationships
Because of the non-normal distributions of the interval variables, standard tests of
association and correlation were not used for the bivariate relationship tests. Spearman’s
(rho) rank correlation coefficient was used to assess correlations between interval level
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variables and a nonparametric equality-of-medians test for associations between
dichotomous and interval level variables. Chi square analyses were used for all
associations between ordinal and dichotomous variables. Bivariate associations and
correlations were tested between all dependent variables and independent variables. The
dependent variables were checked for correlation between each other, but none of the
correlations were higher than 0.29, so no corrections needed to be made in the
multivariate analyses for inflated alphas.
Multivariate Analyses
For the multivariate analyses, the three dependent variables (months between
violence onset and end of relationship, frequency of violence, and experiences with
subsequent relationship violence) each required different types of analyses. Analyses
with the dependent variable months between violence onset and end of the relationship
(H2a, H3a, and H3d) predicted time until the end of the relationship, thus requiring linear
regression with the dependent variable transformed (square root) to fit a normal
distribution and thus ensure a linear relationship with the predictors.6 The square root
transformation was selected because it is often used for positively skewed data (Cox,

6

Discrete-event history analyses (survival analyses for discrete time measures)
were considered for these analyses but were deemed unnecessary and undesirable. They
were unnecessary because the primary advantages of survival analyses over regression
analyses are their ability to account for censoring (cases not experiencing the event of
interest) and time-varying variables. The current data had neither censoring (because
every participant had to have ended her initial violent relationship to be in the study) nor
time-varying variables. Further, survival analyses were not desirable because they require
a different data structure where each case is a participant-month rather than a participant.
This would have required two different datasets to answer all hypotheses, which could
create inconsistencies in comparisons of results.
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2007; Montez-Rath, Christiansen, Ettner, Loveland, & Rosen, 2006; Nellis et al., 2014;
Xie, Goh, & Tang, 2000) and unlike the log transformation (also commonly used for
positively skewed data), it can be applied to 0 values (Cox, 2007). Analyses with the
dependent variable frequency of violence (H2b, H3b, and H3e) predicted the count of
events (violence), thus requiring a count model. Negative binomial regression was used
instead of Poisson regression because of overdispersion on the dependent variable.
Because the participants had varying time exposures to IPV, the months that violence was
experienced was included in the models as the exposure variable. The outcome was
therefore a rate of the frequency of violence over the number of months in which violence
was experienced. Analyses of the dependent variable experiences with subsequent
relationship violence (H2c, H3c, and H3f) predicted the odds of experiencing an event or
not, thus requiring logistic regression. Details on the analytic procedures for the second
and third research questions are described below.
The full sample of participants (N = 200) was used to test the hypotheses for the
second research question on the influence of disclosure (does disclosure shape
experiences with violence?). Twelve models were conducted as there were three
dependent variables (see Dependent Variable column in Table 6) and four measures of
disclosure (see Key Explanatory Variable column in Table 6). A subsample of
participants who disclosed to their INMs at least rarely (N = 132) was used to test the
hypotheses for the third research question on the influence of INM reactions to disclosure
(do reactions to disclosure shape experiences with violence?). Six models were conducted
as there were three dependent variables (see Dependent Variable column in Table 6) and
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two measures of reactions to disclosure (see Key Explanatory Variable column in Table
6). There were thus eighteen models to test the nine hypotheses.7

7

It is often recommended when testing multiple hypotheses using the same
dependent variable to use a Bonferroni correction to the alpha threshold for significance,
to reduce the chances of identifying a false-positive result (or a Type I error; Perneger,
1998). This correction, however, is not without its critics (Nakagawa, 2004; Perneger,
1998). Perneger (1998) lays out a succinct argument against using the correction because
it creates a study-wide error rate rather than a model specific error rate (i.e., that all
hypotheses are true simultaneously, which is largely irrelevant to most studies), it
increases the chance of Type II errors (failing to identify a relationship that does exist),
and because the tests that are subject to the correction are completely arbitrary (e.g., Are
analyses not included in a publication included in the correction? Must analyses
presented in separate publications account for prior publications using the same dataset
and variables?). This study therefore followed the recommendation of simply presenting
the data and the p-values of the coefficients so that the reader could determine which
level of significance they prefer to use to interpret the study findings.
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Table 6. Details of analyses for second and third research questions.
Hypothesis

Dependent
Variable

Analysis
Type

Key Explanatory
Variable

Model
#

Research question 2: Does IPV disclosure to INMs shape survivors’ experiences with IPV?

H2a. The more often IPV
survivors disclose to their
INMs about their IPV
experiences during a violent
relationship, the less time there
will be between violence onset
and the end of the relationship.

H2b. The more often IPV
survivors disclose to their
INMs about their IPV
experiences during a violent
relationship, the less frequently
they will be victimized during
their exposure to violence
compared to those who disclose
less often.

H2c. The more often IPV
survivors talk to their INMs
about their IPV experiences
during a violent relationship,
the less likely they will be to
experience violence in
subsequent relationships
compared to those who disclose
less often.

Months between
violence onset and
end of
relationship
(Square root
transformation)

Frequency of
violence over the
months violence
was experienced

Whether
participant
experienced
subsequent
relationship
violence

Linear
regression
on full
sample

Negative
binomial
regression
on full
sample

Logistic
regression
on full
sample

Dichotomous disclosure
(Yes/No)

1

Dichotomous disclosure
- Most or every time
(Yes/No)

2

Ordinal disclosure
(Never v. each of the
other four categories)

3

# of INMs disclosed to
(0 - 30)

4

Dichotomous
Disclosure (Yes/No)

5

Dichotomous disclosure
- Most or every time
(Yes/No)

6

Ordinal disclosure
(Never v. each of the
other four categories)

7

# of INMs disclosed to
(0 - 30)

8

Dichotomous disclosure
(Yes/No)

9

Dichotomous disclosure
- Most or every time
(Yes/No)

10

Ordinal disclosure
(Never v. each of the
other four categories)

11

# of INMs disclosed to
(0 - 30)

12

Research question 3: Do reactions by INMs to IPV disclosure shape survivors’ experiences with IPV?
H3a. The more often survivors
experience reactions from
INMs that identify the violence
as problematic the less time
there will be between violence
onset and the end of the
relationship.

Months between
violence onset and
end of
relationship
(Square root
transformation)

Linear
regression
on
disclosure
subsample

Scale: Frequency of
Reactions that Define
the Violence as
Problematic
(0 – 20)

13

Table continued on next page…
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Table 6 continued.
Dependent
Variable

Analysis
Type

Key Explanatory
Variable

Model
#

H3b. The more often survivors
experience reactions from
INMs that identify the violence
as problematic, the less
frequently they will be
victimized during their
exposure to violence compared
to those who experience
problem definition reactions
less often.

Frequency of
violence over the
months violence
was experienced

Negative
binomial
regression
on
disclosure
subsample

Scale: Frequency of
Reactions that Define
the Violence as
Problematic
(0 – 20)

14

H3c. The more often survivors
experience reactions from INMs
that identify the violence as
problematic, the less likely they
will be to experience violence in
subsequent relationships
compared to those who
experience problem definition
reactions less often.

Whether
participant
experienced
subsequent
relationship
violence

Logistic
regression on
disclosure
subsample

Scale: Frequency of
Reactions that Define
the Violence as
Problematic
(0 – 20)

15

Linear
regression on
disclosure
subsample

Scale: Frequency of
Reactions that Provide
Information or
Tangible Support
(0 – 24)

16

Hypothesis

H3d. The more often survivors
experience reactions from INMs
that offer tangible support or
information, the less time there
will be between violence onset
and the end of the relationship.

Months between
violence onset
and end of
relationship
(Square root
transformation)

H3e. The more often survivors
experience reactions from INMs
that offer tangible support or
information, the less frequently
they will be victimized during
their exposure to violence
compared to those who
experience information and
support reactions less often.

Frequency of
violence over the
months violence
was experienced

Negative
binomial
regression on
disclosure
subsample

Scale: Frequency of
Reactions that Provide
Information or
Tangible Support
(0 – 24)

17

H3f. The more often survivors
experience reactions from INMs
that offer tangible support or
information, the less likely they
will be to experience violence in
subsequent relationships
compared to those who
experience information and
support reactions less often.

Whether
participant
experienced
subsequent
relationship
violence

Logistic
regression on
disclosure
subsample

Scale: Frequency of
Reactions that Provide
Information or
Tangible Support
(0 – 24)

18
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Meeting Multivariate Model Assumptions
A series of checks were conducted after the linear regression analyses to
determine whether the data met the assumptions necessary for linear regression. Checks
for model fit were also conducted on all models. The details of these checks are described
below.
Heteroscedasticity. The linear regression model data were checked to ensure that
they did not demonstrate heteroscedasticity (differing variance on the dependent variable
for different levels of the independent variable) by comparing scatterplots of the
explanatory variable residuals versus the fitted values and by conducting the BreuschPagan test for heteroscedasticity (StataCorp, 2015). The scatter plots did not demonstrate
any linear trends: the data points were evenly scattered in a random pattern. Further, none
of the Breusch-Pagan tests were significant at the p < 0.05 level, thus failing to reject the
null hypothesis of homoscedasticity (i.e., confirming that the data did not demonstrate
heteroscedasticity).
Multicollinearity. A series of tests were performed to check the independent
variables to be used in the multivariate models for multicollinearity (high
intercorrelations and interassociations between independent variables that can bias the
model). To start, all interval independent variables to be used in the models were checked
for bivariate correlations of 0.7 or higher (using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient)
before conducting any multivariate analyses (the 0.7 threshold was selected to be
conservative – some sources suggest a threshold of 0.95 [de Vaus, 2002]). No variable
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combinations came close to this threshold, with the highest correlation being -0.427
between social support and psychological violence.
Next, the variance inflation factors (VIFs) and tolerance levels were checked after
conducting the multivariate linear analyses. Because collinearity diagnostics such as
VIFS and tolerance levels are based on explanatory variables only (Midi, Sarkar, & Rana,
2010), these diagnostics were only examined after running the linear regression analyses
for the second research question. Both centered and uncentered VIFs were produced to
check collinearity involving the constant term (StataCorp, 2015). The centered
diagnostics revealed no issues with multicollinearity – none of the individual VIFs
exceeded 3 and the mean VIF never exceeded 2. The uncentered diagnostics revealed
exceptionally high VIFs for the constant term (VIFs of 89 and higher), the age when the
participants started the violent relationship (VIFs of 46 and higher), and social support
during the initial violent relationship (VIFs of 22 and higher). Because none of the other
variables, particularly the key explanatory variables, had uncentered VIFs higher than 10,
the high VIFs for the above variables were not cause for concern (Allison, 2012).
As a final check for multicollinearity, each of the linear regression models were
repeated 11 times, each time with a different independent variable missing from the
analysis. The results of these models were then compared to each other to determine
whether the direction and/or magnitude of relationships between variables varied
dramatically when one variable was removed. These checks revealed minimal variation
in the strength, direction, and significance of variables. Most notable was that although it
was not significant in the other models, the problem definition reactions scale became a
significant predictor when psychological violence was removed from the model.
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However, there were no other large deviations and the other multicollinearity checks did
not suggest that there were serious issues.
Influence. The data were checked for outliers, high leverage cases, and influential
cases. After running each linear regression, outliers were identified by studentized
residuals that exceeded |2|. Cases with high leverage were identified by having leverage
values exceeding (2k+2)/n where k is the number of predictors and n is the number of
observations. Cases with high influence were checked using a Cook’s D value of greater
than 4/n. Cases were flagged if they exceeded two or more of these three thresholds.
After conducting the checks of individual cases’ general influence on the regression
analyses, the influence of individual cases on the model coefficients was assessed using
DFBETAs. DFBETAs were produced for all independent variables in the regression
analyses. These values were then assessed to determine whether they exceeded the
common threshold of |DFBETA| greater than 2/√n (StataCorp, 2015). Cases were flagged
if they had undue influence on more than half of the coefficients in each model.
These checks for outliers, leverage cases, and influential cases were done for six
models: the four linear regression models for the second research question and the two
linear regression models for the third research question. Six cases demonstrated undue
influence on at least two of the above three checks for overall influence and/or had a
DFBETA greater than the established threshold for more than half of the coefficients in at
least one of the four models for the second research question. Two of those cases were
problematic across all six models. Upon doing a visual inspection of the plotted leverage
versus the squared residuals, it appeared that only two cases were severe outliers in all
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four of the second research question models. Visual inspection of the residual plots for
the third research question models did not reveal any clear significant outliers.
Examining the details of these individual cases revealed some relatively
exceptional cases: a few were in exceptionally long relationships when compared to the
sample median and mean, a few experienced violence rarely and for short durations of
time, and/or had mixed racial identities. There was nothing, however, to indicate that data
had been entered or altered incorrectly, or that indicated that these individuals should not
be included. To reflect the reality of the diversity of experiences, these cases were kept in
the models.
Normality of residuals. To ensure that the residuals were normally distributed, the
studentized residuals of the linear regression coefficients in the six models were plotted
as histograms with superimposed normal curves, plotted using and a p-p plot and a q-q
plot, and tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality. Visual
inspections of the normal curves and p-p and q-q plots revealed fairly linear distributions
with slight deviations upward from the trendline at the extremities. Additionally, five of
the six models failed to reject the null hypothesis of normality at the p < 0.05 for the
Shapiro-Wilk test. The first model for the second research question (using the ordinal
measure of disclosure) was the only model in which the null hypothesis of normality was
rejected. It was therefore determined that a more conservative p-value (p < 0.01 rather
than p < 0.05) would be used for determining significance in this model.
Influence of individual reactions. As a final check for the third research question
models, each model was conducted with each reaction that comprised one of the two
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reaction scales (problem definition and information and tangible support) to assess
whether a specific reaction was driving any effects of the given scale. The effects of these
individual items are included in the results tables for the relevant hypotheses.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
After briefly introducing the sample, descriptive findings related to the first
research question are presented, including the study participants’ experiences with IPV
and disclosure. Next, significant bivariate relationships between the explanatory and
dependent variables are presented, along with significant bivariate relationships between
the covariates and the explanatory and dependent variables. Following the bivariate
results, multivariate results are presented for the models testing the hypotheses related to
the second research question, and subsequently for the models testing the hypotheses for
the third research question. Finally, the chapter closes with a summary of the multivariate
analyses’ findings.
Sample Characteristics
The full sample included 200 adult women ages 18 – 30 who had ever
experienced IPV by a male romantic partner, but had been out of their initial violent
romantic relationship for at least 6 months when they took the survey. The mean age at
the time of the survey was 25.3 (SD = 3.5) and the median was 26. Most women
identified as White (48%) or Black or African American (39.5%), and 13.7% identified
as Hispanic/Latina. The subsample of eligible participants to be used for the third
research question (those who disclosed to their INMs; N = 132) was similar to the full
sample across age, race, and ethnicity: the mean age at the time of the survey was 25.2
(SD = 3.3) and the median was 26; most women identified as White (50.8%) or Black or
African American (34.9%), and 14.6% identified as Hispanic/Latina.
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First Research Question: Experiences with Violence and Disclosure
The first research question was purely descriptive: What are survivors’ patterns of
experiences with IPV, how often do they disclose IPV to INMs versus formal providers,
and what are the types and relative frequencies of reactions from INMs? Percentages,
means, and/or medians were therefore produced for an array of variables to describe the
participants’ experiences. Descriptive results are presented for both the full sample (used
to answer the second research question) and the subsample of participants who disclosed
to their INMs (used to answer the third research question) as appropriate.
Lifetime Experiences with IPV
Among the women who participated in the screener (N = 488), 57.4% had ever
experienced physical, sexual, and/or stalking IPV by a male romantic partner (Table 7).8
Among the full sample of eligible participants (N = 200), 72.5% had ever experienced
stalking IPV, 66.5% had ever experienced physical IPV, 58.5% had ever experienced
sexual IPV, 33.5% experienced all three forms of IPV and 29.0% experienced at least one
of the three forms of IPV by more than one male romantic partner (Table 7). These
experiences were fairly similar for the subsample of survivors who disclosed to their
INMs (N = 132; Table 7).

8

There were 488 women screened after the sample had been cleaned of males,
women outside the 18 – 30 year old range, as well as duplicitous, falsified, and/or
otherwise ineligible cases.
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Initial Violent Relationships
As shown in Table 7, 69.0% of the full sample experienced stalking IPV in their
initial violent relationships, 64.0% experienced physical IPV, 51.3% experienced sexual
IPV, and 26.5% experienced all three forms of IPV in their initial violent relationships.
Violence typically started 6 months into the relationship and lasted for 12 months, with a
median frequency score of 4 (Table 8). The full sample had a median score of 32 on the
psychological violence scale, indicating high amounts of psychological IPV along with
the physical, sexual, and/or stalking behaviors they experienced (Table 8). The numbers
were largely similar for the subsample for the third research question (those who
disclosed to their INMS – see Tables 7 and 8).
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Table 7. Percent of participants’ experiences with intimate partner violence by male romantic partners (%).
Lifetime experiences

Stalking IPV
Physical IPV
Sexual IPV
All three
forms of IPV
Any IPV

Screener
participants
(N = 488)
41.4
(N = 202)
40.2
(N = 196)
33.8
(N = 165)
20.7
(N = 101)
57.4
(N = 280)

Full sample
(N = 200)
72.5
(N = 145)
66.5
(N = 133)
58.5
(N = 117)
33.5
(N = 67)
100
(N = 200)

Disclosure
subsample
(N = 132)
76.5
(N = 101)
65.9
(N = 87)
55.3
(N = 73)
32.6
(N = 43)
100
(N = 132)

Experiences in initial violent
relationships
Disclosure
Full sample
subsample
(N = 200)
(N = 132)
69.0
75.0
(N = 138)
(N = 99)
64.0
63.6
(N = 128)
(N = 84)
51.3
46.6
(N = 102)
(N = 61)
26.5
25.8
(N = 53)
(N = 34)
100
100
(N = 200)
(N = 132)

Experiences in multiple
relationships
Disclosure
Full sample
subsample
(N = 200)
(N = 132)
14.5
17.4
(N = 29)
(N = 23)
17.5
17.4
(N = 35)
(N = 23)
13.5
14.4
(N = 27)
(N = 19)
N/Aa

N/Aa

29.0
(N = 58)

28.8
(N = 38)

Note. These numbers were generated after cases were deleted based on not meeting the survey completion time thresholds, suspicion
of duplication or falsification, and/or self-clarified ineligibility (see data cleaning discussion in methods section for more detail). The
number of screened participants that experienced any IPV by a male romantic partner (N = 280) is larger than the total number of
eligible participants (N = 200) because several of the screened participants had experienced IPV but were still in their first violent
relationship, or had been out of the initial violent relationship for less than six months, making them ineligible to participate in the
survey.
a

It was not possible to calculate whether participants experienced all 3 forms of IPV in multiple relationships because of the way the
questions around subsequent experiences with violence were framed. See survey in Appendix D for specific questions.
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Table 8. Characteristics and experiences of participants in initial violent relationships.
Full sample
(N = 200)

Disclosure subsample
(N = 132)
Mean
Median
Range
(SD)
0.51
n/a
0–1

Race – Whitea

Mean
(SD)
0.48

Race – Blacka

0.40

n/a

0–1

0.35

n/a

0–1

Hispanic/Latina
Ethnicitya

0.14

n/a

0–1

0.15

n/a

0–1

Age when entered
relationship (years)

18.7
(3.1)

18.3

12.8 – 27.3

18.8
(3.0)

18.3

13.5 – 27.3

Relationship length
(years)

2.5
(2.3)

2.1

0.1 – 13.8

2.7
(2.2)

2.3

0.1 – 11.1

Violence onset
(months)

12.7
(16.6)

6.0

0 – 105

13.2
(17.0)

6.0

0 – 105

Frequency of
violence

4.4
(2.9)

4.0

1 – 12

4.7
(2.8)

4.0

1 – 12

Time between
violence onset and
relationship end
(months)

17.8
(18.5)

12.0

0 – 120

19.2
(17.4)

14.0

0 – 90

Length of violence
(months)

17.5
(17.8)

12.0

0 – 114

19.0
(17.3)

14.5

0 – 90

Psychological
violence

31.2
(14.2)

32.0

1 – 56

32.8
(12.9)

33.5

1 – 56

Social support

32.1
(8.4)

32.0

13 – 48

33.0
(8.5)

33.0

13 – 48

Childrena

0.16
(n/a)

n/a

0–1

0.14
(n/a)

n/a

0–1

Monthly household
income > $2000a

0.32
(n/a)

n/a

0–1

0.32
(n/a)

n/a

0–1

Financial support
from partnera

0.33
(n/a)

n/a

0–1

0.35
(n/a)

n/a

0–1

Median

Range

n/a

0–1

Note. Due to missing data, some variables had differing Ns from the overall samples.
a

These variables are dichotomous, thus the mean can be multiplied by 100 to determine the
percent of participants reporting having children, having a monthly income greater than $2000,
and receiving financial support.
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Experiences with Disclosure
Most participants (66.0%) disclosed to at least one INM during their initial violent
relationship (Figure 6), although only 14.5% disclosed most or every time they
experienced violence. Almost all (96.2%) of those who disclosed did so to at least one
friend, and 64.9% did so to at least one family member. Participants who disclosed did so
to an average of two INMs (median; mean = 2.8, SD = 3.6). Almost one quarter (23.5%)
disclosed to at least one extralegal agent (e.g., i.e., doctors/nurses, religious leaders,
victim advocates, social service providers, protection order advocates, and/or
counselors/therapists) and 17.0% disclosed to at least one formal legal agent (i.e., the
police, prosecutors, and/or attorneys), with 30.5% disclosing to any formal agent (legal or
extralegal) (Figure 6).

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Type of disclosure recipient
INMs

Extralegal Formal

Legal Formal

Any Formal

Figure 6. Percent of sample disclosing to various types of recipients.
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INM Reactions to Disclosure
Among participants who disclosed their experiences to INMs (N = 132), there
was a wide range of experiences with reactions to that disclosure. As a whole,
participants reported frequently experiencing problem definition reactions with an
average score of 12 on the problem definition scale of 0 – 20 (median; mean = 12.3, SD =
4.9). They scored lower on the scale of frequency of experiencing the provision of
information and or tangible support, with a median score of 8 on a scale of 0 – 24 (mean
= 8.7, SD = 6.3). See Table 9 for more details on the reactions to disclosure experienced
by participants in their initial violent relationships.
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Table 9. Prevalence of specific reactions as reported in response to prompt "When you
talked to your friends and family about [his] behaviors, how often did they…” (N = 132)
% Ever
Experienced

% Experienced
‘Most’ or
‘Every’ Time

Median

Express that his behaviors were
problematic.

93.2

73.5

3
(most times)

Label his behaviors as “abuse,”
“domestic violence,” or
something similar.

84.1

46.2

2
(sometimes)

Express anger toward [him].a

91.5

70.0

Want to seek revenge on [him].b

64.9

21.4

Encourage you to leave the
relationship.a

90.0

64.6

3
(most times)

Problem definition reactions

3
(most times)
1
(rarely)

Information and tangible support reactions
Help you make decisions.b

89.3

43.5

2
(sometimes)

Urge you to talk to a lawyer or
police.b

45.0

16.0

0
(never)

Urge you to talk to a
professional, like a counselor or
therapist.

58.8

30.5

1
(rarely)

Offer a place to stay.a

65.4

34.6

Offer financial assistance.a

40.0

15.4

Provide you with information or
helped you get information.b

48.9

22.1

0
(never)

Urge you to talk about how you
felt.

94.7

51.5

3
(most times)

Listen to your feelings.

95.5

71.2

3.5
(most times
to every time)

2
(sometimes)
0
(never)

Other reactions

Table continued on next page…
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Table 9 continued.
See less of you or talk to you less
often after you told them.

59.1

16.7

1
(rarely)

See more of you or talk to you
more often after you told them.b

84.7

34.4

2
(sometimes)

Tell you to stop talking about the
incident(s).

41.7

12.1

0
(never)

Tell you to stop thinking about
the incident(s).b

42.8

14.5

0
(never)

Make decisions for you.

47.0

20.5

0
(never)

Blame you or say you deserved
being treated that way.a

36.2

9.2

0
(never)

Tell you that you were not to
blame or that it was not your
fault.

83.3

59.9

3
(most times)

Blame [him].b

93.1

74.8

Continue to spend time or stay
friends with [him].

68.9

29.6

77.9

34.4

42.4

11.4

Try to change the topic.a

51.5

14.6

Point out the good parts of your
relationship with [him].

68.2

19.7

Point out that the relationship or
[he] weren’t so bad.

60.6

18.9

Minimize [his] behavior.

56.8

15.2

Become annoyed when you
didn’t accept their advice.b
Encourage you to stay in the
relationship.

3
(most times)
1
(rarely)
2
(sometimes)
0
(never)
1
(rarely)
1
(rarely)
1
(rarely)
1
(rarely)

Note. Response categories were ‘Never’ (0), ‘Rarely’ (1), ‘Sometimes’ (2), ‘Most times’
(3), and ‘Every time’ (4). The pronouns in brackets ([his], [him], and [he]) were presented
as whichever initials or nicknames had been provided by individual participants.
a

Reaction had only 130 cases.

b

Reaction had only 131 cases.
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Survivor Perceptions of Disclosure Process
Among participants who disclosed to their INMs, 88.5% agreed that that talking
to their friends or family helped them recognize that they did not deserve to be treated
that way, 87.6% agreed that it helped them understand that the violent behaviors were
problematic, 74.6% agreed that it helped them leave their relationship with their initial
violent partner, and 68.0% agreed that it helped them respond to the violent behaviors in
some other way, with a total of 93.9% agreeing that disclosure to their INMs helped them
in any way. Among participants who disclosed to both INMs and formal agents (N = 47),
55.3% agreed that talking to their INMs influenced their decision to disclose to those
formal agents.
Bivariate Relationships
Spearman’s (rho) rank correlation coefficient was used to assess correlations
between interval level variables and a nonparametric equality-of-medians test was used
for associations between dichotomous and interval level variables. Chi square analyses
were used for all associations between ordinal and dichotomous variables. Bivariate
associations and correlations were tested between all dependent variables and
independent variables. The significant results of these tests are presented below first for
the relationships between disclosure to INMs and experiences with violence (the
relationships of interest for this study), second for relationships between disclosure and
covariates, third for relationships between experiences with violence and covariates, and
finally for relationships between the covariates only.
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Disclosure to INMs and Experiences with Violence
The following section includes significant relationships between the disclosure
variables and the variables capturing experiences with violence in the bivariate analyses.
Disclosure was related to more time between violence onset and relationship end.
Per the equality-of-medians tests, survivors who disclosed to INMs stayed in their violent
relationships for a median of 14 months after violence onset, whereas those who did not
disclose to their INMs stayed in the relationships for a median of only 6 months (χ2 =
8.634, p < 0.01). Similarly, the Spearman’s rank correlation tests revealed a small but
significant positive correlation between the number of INMs disclosed to and months
between violence onset and end of the relationship (Table 10).

Table 10. Spearman (rho) correlations between interval level variables for full sample.
1
2
3
4
2
0.173*
3
0.175*
0.094
4
0.003
-0.117
0.092
5
-0.002
0.283***
-0.070
-0.262**
6
0.325*** 0.609***
0.113
-0.026
7
-0.054
-0.242**
0.217**
0.148*
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
1. Months between violence onset and relationship end
2. Frequency of violence
3. Total INMs disclosed to
4. Age at start
5. Adverse childhood experiences
6. Psychological violence
7. Social support

5

6

0.222**
-0.344***

-0.427***
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Problem definition reactions were positively related to time between violence
onset and relationship end and to the frequency of violence. When examining
correlations using the subsample of survivors who disclosed (N = 132), there were small
but significant positive correlations between problem definition reactions and months
between violence onset and relationship end, as well as between problem definition
reactions and the frequency of violence (Table 11).

Table 11. Spearman (rho) correlations between interval level variables for sample that
disclosed.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2
0.187*
0.084
-0.022
0.054
-0.144
-0.043
0.280**
0.290** 0.637***
-0.041
-0.219*
0.184*
0.341***
0.003
0.025

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.238*
-0.045
0.015
0.163
-0.013
0.150

-0.302**
-0.030
0.215*
0.126
0.129

0.207*
-0.315***
0.043
-0.018

-0.417***
0.325***
0.077

0.133
0.203*

0.514***

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
1. Months between violence onset and relationship end
2. Frequency of violence
3. Total INMs disclosed to
4. Age at start
5. Adverse childhood experiences
6. Psychological violence
7. Social support
8. Problem definition reactions
9. Information and support reactions
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Disclosure and Covariates
The following section presents significant relationships between the disclosure
variables and the covariates in the bivariate analyses.
Disclosing to more INMs was related to more frequent disclosure and greater
social support. Per the equality-of-medians tests, survivors who disclosed to INMs most
or every time they experienced violence disclosed to a median of 6 INMs, whereas those
who did not only disclosed to a median of 2 (χ2 = 25.282, p < 0.001). When looking at
correlations, the number of INMs disclosed to had a small but significant positive
correlation with social support during the initial violent relationship (Table 10).
Disclosure frequency was related to more adverse childhood experiences. Per the
equality-of-medians tests, survivors who disclosed to their INMs most or every time they
experienced violence had a median ACE frequency score of 2, whereas those who did not
disclose most or every time had a median score of 1 (χ2 = 5.050, p < 0.05).
Disclosure to formal agents was related to more disclosure to INMs. Per the
equality-of-medians tests, survivors who disclosed to formal agents talked to a median of
4 INMs, whereas those who did not disclose to formal agents talked to a median of 1
INM (χ2 = 23.138, p < 0.001). The chi square analyses also revealed that disclosure to
INMs was related to disclosure to formal agents: about 58% of those who did not disclose
to formal agents talked to their INMs, whereas over 85% of those who did disclose to
formal agents talked to their INMs (χ2 = 14.488, p < 0.001). When examining how
disclosure to formal agents related to disclosing to INMs most or every time using chi
square analyses, almost 8% of those who did not disclose to formal agents talked to their
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INMs most or every time, whereas almost 30% of those who did disclose to formal
agents talked to their INMs (χ2 = 15.947, p < 0.001).
Reactions to disclosure were positively related to each other, psychological
violence, and social support. Returning to the correlations in Table 11, problem
definition reactions had a small but significant positive correlation with psychological
violence (i.e., more problem definition reactions were correlated with more psychological
violence) and a medium-sized positive correlation with information and tangible support
reactions (i.e., more problem definition reactions were correlated with more information
and tangible support reactions). Information and tangible support reactions had a small
but significant positive correlation with social support (i.e., more information and
tangible support reactions was correlated with greater social support).
Experiences with Violence and Covariates
The following section presents significant relationships between the variables
measuring experiences with violence and the covariates in the bivariate analyses.
The experiences with violence outcomes were related to each other and to
childhood experiences with violence and psychological violence. Per the equality-ofmedians tests, survivors who experienced subsequent relationship violence had a median
frequency of violence score of 5.5, whereas those who did not experience subsequent
relationship violence had a median score of 3 (χ2 = 17.490, p < 0.001). Regarding adverse
childhood experiences (ACEs), survivors who experienced subsequent relationship
violence had a median ACE score of 2, whereas those who did not experience subsequent
violence had a median score of 1 (χ2 = 7.347, p < 0.01). When looking at the Spearman
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correlations (Table 10), the number of months between violence onset and relationship
end had small but significant positive correlations with both the frequency of violence
and experiences with psychological violence. The frequency of violence had a small but
significant positive relationship with the frequency of adverse childhood experiences and
a large and significant positive correlation with psychological violence (Table 10).
Disclosure to formal agents was related to the both the frequency of violence and
time between violence onset and relationship end. Per the equality-of-medians tests,
survivors who disclosed to formal agents remained in the relationship for a median of 21
months after violence onset, whereas those who did not disclose to formal agents
remained for a median of 10 months (χ2 = 8.168, p < 0.01). Further, survivors who
disclosed to formal agents had a median frequency of violence score of 5, whereas those
who did not disclose had a median score of 3 (χ2 = 7.888, p < 0.01).
Experiences with violence were related to income support, social support, and
children. Per the equality-of-medians tests, survivors who received household income
support from their initial violent partners remained in the relationship for a median of 23
months, whereas those who did not remained for a median of 8.5 (χ2 = 16.183, p < 0.001).
The chi square analyses revealed that experiencing violence in subsequent relationships
was also significantly related to having children in the initial violent relationship, with
32.7% of those with no children experiencing subsequent violence versus 9.4% of those
with children (χ2 = 7.126, p < 0.01). Finally, the Spearman correlations revealed that the
frequency of violence had a small but significant negative correlation with social support
(Table 10).
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Relationships between Covariates
The following section includes significant relationships between the covariates in
the bivariate analyses.
Equality-of-medians tests revealed several relationships between variables
including age, Hispanic/Latina ethnicity, income support, and psychological violence.
Hispanic/Latina participants were an average (median) of 16.5 years old when they
started their initial violent relationships, whereas non-Hispanic/Latinas were an average
of 18.5 (χ2 = 4.501, p < 0.05). Age also varied based on income support, where
participants who received household income support from their initial violent partners
were an average of 19.8 years old when they started their initial violent relationships,
whereas those who did not receive income support were an average of 18 years old (χ2 =
7.363, p < 0.01). Income support was also related to psychological violence, with those
who received household income support having a median psychological violence score of
36.5, whereas those who did not receive income support had a median score of 30 (χ2 =
6.295, p < 0.05).
Chi square analyses revealed that children were related to race, income support,
and disclosure to formal agents, whereas race was related to Hispanic/Latina ethnicity.
Over a quarter (25.3%) of participants who identified as Black had children while they
were with their initial violent partners, whereas less than 10% of those who did not
identify as Black had children in those relationships (χ2 = 8.433, p <0.01). Identifying as
White was also related to having children, with just over 7% of those who identified as
White reported having children, whereas over 24% of those who did not identify as

White reported having children. (χ2 = 10.417, p <0.01). Over 65% of participants who
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had children received income support from their initial violent partners, whereas only
27% of those without children received income support (χ2 = 18.125, p <0.001). The
presence of children was also related to disclosure to formal agents, with over 59% of
participants with children disclosing to formal agents, whereas only 25% of those without
children disclosed to formal agents (χ2 = 14.984, p <0.001). Aside from having children,
race and ethnicity were related, with almost 15% of those who identified as
Latina/Hispanic identifying as Black, while almost 43% of those who did not identify as
Latina/Hispanic identified as Black (χ2 = 7.742, p <0.01).
Spearman correlations demonstrated various relationships among age, adverse
childhood experiences, social support, and psychological violence. Age was negatively
correlated with adverse childhood experiences and positively correlated with social
support (Table 10). Adverse childhood experiences had a negative correlation with social
support and a positive correlation with psychological violence. Psychological violence
had a negative correlation with social support (Table 10).
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Second Research Question: Does Disclosure Shape Experiences with Violence?
The full sample of participants (N = 200) was used to test the hypotheses for the
second research question regarding the influence of disclosure (does disclosure shape
experiences with violence?). Twelve models were conducted as there were three
dependent variables (i.e., three types of experiences with violence) and four measures of
disclosure.9 Each hypothesis (H2a, H2b, and H2c) represents a different dependent
variable, and four models were conducted for each hypothesis to account for the four
measures of disclosure. Because of the exploratory nature of this research, a threshold of
p < 0.10 was used to determine the statistical significance of both the models as a whole
and the individual coefficients (the one exception being Model 1, which is explained
below).
Hypothesis 2a: Disclosure and Time Between Violence Onset and Relationship End
The first hypothesis for the second research question was that the more often IPV
survivors disclose to their INMs about their IPV experiences during a violent
relationship, the less time there will be between violence onset and the end of the
relationship. The four models testing this hypothesis explained between 24.1 and 25.0%
of the variance in the dependent variable (Table 12).

9

The first measure of disclosure was as ordinal categorical, using ‘Never’ as the
reference category compared to each subsequent category. The second was a
dichotomous measure of whether they disclosed at all during the relationship (‘Never’
versus ‘Rarely or more often’). The third was also dichotomous, but captured whether
they disclosed most or every time that violence occurred. The fourth was a count of the
number of INMs to whom they disclosed.
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Table 12. Linear regression models estimating the relationship between disclosure and
the square root of the number of months between violence onset and end of initial violent
relationship (Hypothesis 2a).
Model 1
b
(std. error)

Model 2
b
(std. error)

Model 3
b
(std. error)

Model 4
b
(std. error)

Ordinal disclosure
Rarely
Sometimes
Most times
Every time

0.108
(0.417)
0.391
(0.429)
0.325
(0.616)
-0.548
(0.683)
0.171
(0.348)

Disclosure ever

-0.203
(0.457)

Disclosure most or every time

-0.007
(0.005)

-0.008+
(0.004)

-0.008+
(0.004)

0.020
(0.046)
-0.009+
(0.004)

-0.287
(0.523)
0.083
(0.493)
-0.532
(0.509)
-0.088
(0.130)
0.942+
(0.485)
1.336***
(0.361)
0.041**
(0.013)
0.028
(0.022)
0.388
(0.367)

-0.338
(0.514)
0.049
(0.483)
-0.531
(0.501)
-0.120
(0.125)
0.934+
(0.480)
1.334***
(0.356)
0.042**
(0.013)
0.028
(0.022)
0.363
(0.353)

-0.360
(0.509)
0.043
(0.482)
-0.512
(0.502)
-0.110
(0.128)
0.871+
(0.479)
1.344***
(0.355)
0.043***
(0.012)
0.032
(0.021)
0.459
(0.359)

-0.387
(0.517)
-0.009
(0.488)
-0.467
(0.505)
-0.140
(0.126)
0.970*
(0.484)
1.344***
(0.361)
0.043***
(0.013)
0.029
(0.021)
0.388
(0.373)

0.241
0.000

0.241
0.000

0.244
0.000

Total INMs disclosed to
Age at start
Race
Black or African American
White
Latina or Hispanic
Adverse childhood experiences
Children
Income help
Psychological violence
Social support
Disclosure to formal agents

R-Squared
0.250
p
0.000
+ p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Note. Models 1 – 3 had an N of 176 whereas Model 4 had an N of 174. Because of potential nonnormality of the residuals for Model 1, a p-value of p < 0.05 was used to determine significance.
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Disclosure was unrelated to time between violence onset and relationship end.
After controlling for covariates, none of the disclosure variables were significant
predictors of time until the end of the relationship (Table 12).
Income help, children, and psychological violence were related to increases in
time between violence onset and relationship end. Receiving income help (versus
receiving none) and increases on the psychological violence scale were associated with
increases in the amount of time (square root of months) until the end of the relationship
(p < 0.01) regardless of the measure of disclosure (Models 1 – 4, Table 12). In Models 2
– 4, children were also significantly related to time until the end of the relationship, with
having children (versus not having children) being related to an increase in time (p < 0.1).
The effect of children was not significant in Model 1 despite having a p-value less than
0.1 because the residuals were non-normally distributed for this model and thus a more
conservative threshold for significance was used to determine significance for this
particular model (p < .05). The effect sizes of these significant variables were small to
small-medium: for income help the eta-squared ranged from 0.069 to 0.074, for
psychological violence it ranged from 0.064 to 0.087, for children 0.020 to 0.024.
Increases in age were related to decreases in time between violence onset and
relationship end. Age when starting the initial violent relationship was also related to
time between violence onset and relationship end in Models 2 – 4, with increases in age
being related to decreases in time until the relationship end (p < 0.1; Table 12). The effect
sizes for age were small, with the eta-squared ranging from 0.020 to 0.023.
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Hypothesis 2b: Disclosure and the Frequency of Violence
The second hypothesis for the second research question was that the more often
IPV survivors disclose to their INMs about their IPV experiences during a violent
relationship, the less frequently they will be victimized during their exposure to violence
compared to those who disclose less often.
Three of the four measures of disclosure were negatively related to the frequency
of violence. Disclosing sometimes to INMs was significantly different from never
disclosing (p < 0.001), with survivors who disclosed sometimes experiencing violence at
less than a third of the rate of survivors who never disclosed (see Model 5, Table 13).
Disclosure (versus no disclosure) was also significant (p < 0.10), with those who
disclosed experiencing violence at 0.581 the rate of those who did not disclose (see
Model 6, Table 13). Finally, the number of INMs disclosed to was significant (p < 0.05),
with every increase in the number of INMs disclosed to being related to a decrease in the
rate of violence by a factor of 0.930 (see Model 8, Table 13).
Income help, psychological violence, and social support were negatively related
to the frequency of violence. Receiving income help from the violent partner was related
to a decrease in the rate of violence by a factor between 0.436 and 0.496 (p < 0.05) across
all four models. In Models 6 – 8, each one-unit increase in psychological violence was
related to a decrease in the rate of violence by a factor between 0.970 and 0.975 (p <
0.05). Lastly, each one-unit increase on the social support scale was related to a decrease
in the rate of violence by a factor of 0.968 in Model 7 (p < 0.05).
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Table 13. Negative binomial regression models estimating the relationship between
disclosure and the frequency of violence during exposure to violence (Hypothesis 2b).
Model 5
IRR
(std. error)

Model 6
IRR
(std. error)

Model 7
IRR
(std. error)

Model 8
IRR
(std. error)

Ordinal disclosure
Rarely
Sometimes
Most times
Every time

0.706
(0.230)
0.321***
(0.102)
0.686
(0.366)
1.505
(0.734)
0.581+
(0.165)

Disclosure ever

1.650
(0.649)

Disclosure most or every time

1.002
(0.004)

1.000
(0.004)

1.001
(0.004)

0.930*
(0.033)
1.001
(0.004)

0.908
(0.380)
1.163
(0.465)
1.235
(0.514)
1.130
(0.105)
0.672
(0.231)
0.443**
(0.119)
0.983
(0.011)
0.978
(0.015)
0.920
(0.256)

1.434
(0.581)
1.531
(0.618)
1.364
(0.560)
1.253*
(0.116)
0.667
(0.245)
0.496*
(0.138)
0.975*
(0.012)
0.980
(0.015)
1.037
(0.294)

1.194
(0.525)
1.441
(0.602)
1.268
(0.529)
1.243*
(0.119)
0.924
(0.327)
0.436**
(0.120)
0.970*
(0.012)
0.968*
(0.015)
0.772
(0.225)

1.406
(0.587)
1.459
(0.609)
1.240
(0.522)
1.300**
(0.125)
0.727
(0.263)
0.442**
(0.123)
0.971*
(0.012)
0.977
(0.015)
1.055
(0.310)

0.000

0.000

0.000

Total INMs disclosed to
Age at start
Race
Black or African American
White
Latina or Hispanic
Adverse childhood experiences
Children
Income help
Psychological violence
Social support
Disclosure to formal agents

+

p
0.000
p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Note. Models 1 – 3 had an N of 164. Model 4 had an N of 163.
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Adverse childhood experiences were positively related to the frequency of
violence. Each one-unit increase in ACEs was related to an increase in the rate of
violence by a factor between 1.243 and 1.300 in Models 6 – 8, (p < 0.05; Table 13).
Hypothesis 2c: Disclosure and Subsequent Relationship Violence
The third hypothesis for the second research question was that the more often IPV
survivors talk to their INMs about their IPV experiences during a violent relationship, the
less likely they will be to experience violence in subsequent relationships compared to
those who disclose less often. All four multivariate models had Hosmer-Lemeshow chi
square p-values greater than 0.05, indicating that the models were a good fit for the data.
Disclosure was unrelated to the odds of experiencing subsequent relationship
violence. Although after controlling for covariates the disclosure variables were not
significant predictors of subsequent violence, four covariates were (Table 14).
White and Black racial identities and adverse childhood experiences increased
the odds of experiencing subsequent relationship violence. Each increase on the adverse
childhood experiences scale was related to a 44.0 – 51.0% increase in the odds of
experiencing subsequent relationship violence (p < 0.05) across all four models (Table
14). Identifying as White was related to a 202.7 – 231.0% increase in the odds of
experiencing subsequent violence (p < 0.10) across all four models and identifying as
Black was related to a 211% increase in odds in Model 12 (p < 0.10; Table 14).
Children decreased the odds of experiencing subsequent relationship violence.
Having children was related to a 77.4 – 80.0% decrease in the odds of experiencing
subsequent relationship violence (p < 0.05) across all four models (Table 14).
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Table 14. Logistic regression models estimating the relationship between disclosure and
the odds of experiencing subsequent relationship violence (Hypothesis 2c).
Model 9
OR
(std. error)

Model 10
OR
(std. error)

Model 11
OR
(std. error)

Model 12
OR
(std. error)

Ordinal disclosure
Rarely
Sometimes
Most times
Every time

0.870
(0.416)
0.437
(0.234)
0.332
(0.253)
2.824
(2.293)
0.707
(0.286)

Disclosure ever

1.105
(0.576)

Disclosure most or every time

0.991
(0.006)

0.994
(0.005)

0.994
(0.005)

1.067
(0.057)
0.993
(0.006)

2.669
(1.885)
3.027+
(2.032)
1.324
(0.806)
1.440*
(0.230)
0.200*
(0.145)
0.931
(0.417)
1.016
(0.016)
1.030
(0.027)
1.901
(0.844)

2.747
(1.898)
3.097+
(2.033)
1.326
(0.788)
1.510**
(0.228)
0.226*
(0.158)
0.887
(0.379)
1.014
(0.016)
1.028
(0.026)
1.746
(0.717)

2.889
(1.971)
3.137+
(2.034)
1.296
(0.775)
1.510**
(0.233)
0.242*
(0.170)
0.877
(0.373)
1.010
(0.015)
1.022
(0.025)
1.562
(0.654)

3.110+
(2.130)
3.310+
(2.142)
1.303
(0.782)
1.507**
(0.228)
0.244*
(0.172)
0.881
(0.377)
1.010
(0.015)
1.015
(0.026)
1.288
(0.560)

0.007

0.009

0.006

Total INMs disclosed to
Age at start
Race
Black or African American
White
Latina or Hispanic
Adverse childhood experiences
Children
Income help
Psychological violence
Social support
Disclosure to formal agents

+

p
0.003
p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Note. Models 1 – 3 had an N of 182. Model 4 had an N of 180.
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Third Research Question: Do Reactions to Disclosure Shape Experiences with Violence?
A subsample of participants who disclosed to their INMs at least rarely (N = 132)
was used to test the hypotheses for the third research question on the influence of INM
reactions to disclosure on experiences with violence. Six primary models were conducted
as there were three dependent variables and two types of reactions to disclosure (problem
definition and information and tangible support). For each of the six hypotheses (H3a –
H3f), a set of secondary models was also conducted to test the effects of each individual
reaction comprising the relevant reaction scale. These were included to assess whether
particular reactions were driving the influence of the scale. Because of the exploratory
nature of this research, a threshold of p < 0.10 was used to determine the statistical
significance of both the models as a whole and the individual coefficients.
Hypothesis 3a: Problem Definition and Time Between Violence Onset and Relationship
End
The first hypothesis for the third research question was that the more often
survivors experience reactions from INMs that identify the violence as problematic, the
less time there will be between violence onset and the end of the relationship. The
primary model estimating the square root of months between violence onset and the end
of the relationship using the full problem definition scale explained 28.9% of the variance
in the dependent variable (Table 15).
Problem definition reactions were unrelated to time between violence onset and
relationship end. Neither the problem definition reactions scale nor the individual
reactions were related to the time between violence onset and relationship end (Table 15).
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Table 15. Linear regression estimating the relationship between problem definition reactions and the square root of the number of
months between violence onset and end of relationship (Hypothesis 3a).

Problem definition reactions (full scale)

Model 13
(N = 113)
b
(std. error)
0.045
(0.042)

Express that his behaviors were
problematic.
Label his behaviors as “abuse,” “domestic
violence,” or something similar.

Model 13a
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)

Model 13b
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)

Model 13c
(N = 114)
b
(std. error)

Model 13d
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)

0.185
(0.173)
0.078
(0.143)
0.158
(0.153)

Express anger toward [him].

0.120
(0.139)

Want to seek revenge on [him].
Encourage you to leave the relationship.
Age at start

Model 13e
(N = 114)
b
(std. error)

-0.002
(0.006)

-0.002
(0.006)

-0.002
(0.006)

-0.003
(0.006)

-0.314
(0.611)
-0.231
(0.542)
-0.556
(0.632)

-0.191
(0.603)
-0.147
(0.535)
-0.340
(0.615)

-0.173
(0.606)
-0.102
(0.535)
-0.368
(0.621)

-0.201
(0.607)
-0.091
(0.535)
-0.422
(0.623)

-0.002
(0.006)

0.159
(0.142)
-0.002
(0.006)

Race
Black or African American
White
Latina or Hispanic

-0.248
-0.290
(0.615)
(0.605)
-0.118
-0.214
(0.534)
(0.539)
-0.303
-0.575
(0.617)
(0.630)
Table continued on next page…
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Table 15 continued.

Adverse childhood experiences
Children
Income help
Psychological violence
Social support
Disclosure to formal agents

Model 13
(N = 113)
b
(std. error)
-0.056
(0.146)
1.870**
(0.637)
0.982*
(0.409)
0.046*
(0.017)
0.027
(0.026)
0.017
(0.398)

R-Squared
p
+
p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

0.289
0.000

Model 13a
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)
-0.052
(0.146)
1.809**
(0.630)
0.921*
(0.403)
0.047**
(0.017)
0.024
(0.026)
0.047
(0.395)

Model 13b
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)
-0.054
(0.146)
1.830**
(0.633)
0.920*
(0.405)
0.048**
(0.018)
0.027
(0.026)
0.076
(0.396)

Model 13c
(N = 114)
b
(std. error)
-0.060
(0.146)
1.840**
(0.632)
0.982*
(0.414)
0.048**
(0.017)
0.024
(0.026)
0.128
(0.396)

Model 13d
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)
-0.058
(0.146)
1.799**
(0.633)
0.936*
(0.405)
0.049**
(0.017)
0.031
(0.025)
0.115
(0.392)

Model 13e
(N = 114)
b
(std. error)
-0.053
(0.145)
1.864**
(0.634)
0.980*
(0.404)
0.050**
(0.016)
0.029
(0.026)
0.052
(0.396)

0.281
0.000

0.275
0.000

0.280
0.000

0.279
0.000

0.290
0.000
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Children, income help, and psychological violence were all positively related to
time between violence onset and relationship end. Children (versus no children),
receiving income help (versus receiving none) and increases on the psychological
violence scale were associated with increases in the amount of time (square root of
months) until the end of the relationship in the primary model (p < 0.05; Table 15). The
effect sizes were small-medium for these significant predictors: for children the etasquared was 0.079, for income 0.054, and for psychological violence 0.064.
Hypothesis 3b: Problem Definition and Frequency of Violence
The second hypothesis for the third research question was that the more often
survivors experience reactions from INMs that identify the violence as problematic, the
less frequently they will be victimized during their exposure to violence compared to
those who experience problem definition reactions less often.
Problem definition reactions were related to a decrease in the frequency of
violence. Each increase in the frequency of problem definition reactions was associated
with a decrease in the rate of violence by a factor of 0.948 (p < 0.05; Table 16). When
examining the influence of each individual reaction that comprised the problem definition
scale (Models 14a – 14e), all but one reaction had significant, negative, and similarlysized relationships with the outcome, indicating that no one reaction was driving the
relationship between the problem definition scale and the frequency of violence.
Income help was related to a decrease in the frequency of violence. Receiving
income help from the violent partner was related to a decrease in the rate of violence by a
factor of 0.648 (p < 0.10; Table 16).
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Table 16. Negative binomial regression estimating the relationship between problem definition reactions and the frequency of violence
during exposure to violence (Hypothesis 3b).

Problem definition reactions (full scale)

Model 14
(N = 104)
IRR
(std. error)
0.948*
(0.023)

Express that his behaviors were
problematic.
Label his behaviors as “abuse,” “domestic
violence,” or something similar.

Model 14a
(N = 106)
IRR
(std. error)

Model 14b
(N = 106)
IRR
(std. error)

Model 14c
(N = 105)
IRR
(std. error)

Model 14d
(N = 106)
IRR
(std. error)

0.831+
(0.094)
0.896
(0.080)

Express anger toward [him].

0.802*
(0.080)
0.863+
(0.073)

Want to seek revenge on [him].
Encourage you to leave the relationship.
Age at start

Model 14e
(N = 105)
IRR
(std. error)

0.998
(0.004)

0.998
(0.004)

0.997
(0.004)

0.999
(0.004)

1.673
(0.636)
1.259
(0.461)
1.220
(0.483)

1.623
(0.621)
1.189
(0.435)
1.096
(0.421)

1.614
(0.614)
1.145
(0.416)
1.117
(0.436)

1.640
(0.635)
1.143
(0.425)
1.225
(0.478)

0.998
(0.004)

0.841*
(0.073)
0.998
(0.004)

Race
Black or African American
White
Latina or Hispanic

1.700
1.649
(0.651)
(0.617)
1.172
1.155
(0.433)
(0.415)
1.053
1.238
(0.412)
(0.480)
Table continued on next page…
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Table 16 continued.

Adverse childhood experiences
Children
Income help
Psychological violence
Social support
Disclosure to formal agents

+

Model 14
(N = 104)
IRR
(std. error)
1.100
(0.101)
0.561
(0.224)
0.648+
(0.168)
1.011
(0.012)
0.992
(0.015)
1.148
(0.309)

p
0.021
p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Model 14a
(N = 106)
IRR
(std. error)
1.107
(0.101)
0.540
(0.215)
0.689
(0.178)
1.007
(0.012)
0.995
(0.015)
1.130
(0.309)

Model 14b
(N = 106)
IRR
(std. error)
1.122
(0.104)
0.541
(0.215)
0.681
(0.177)
1.008
(0.012)
0.996
(0.016)
1.128
(0.312)

Model 14c
(N = 105)
IRR
(std. error)
1.093
(0.099)
0.573
(0.229)
0.631+
(0.164)
1.009
(0.012)
0.998
(0.015)
1.009
(0.272)

Model 14d
(N = 106)
IRR
(std. error)
1.114
(0.102)
0.593
(0.240)
0.675
(0.174)
1.008
(0.012)
0.990
(0.015)
1.046
(0.280)

Model 14e
(N = 105)
IRR
(std. error)
1.095
(0.099)
0.554
(0.215)
0.647+
(0.164)
1.007
(0.011)
0.993
(0.015)
1.079
(0.287)

0.058

0.083

0.030

0.054

0.025
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Hypothesis 3c: Problem Definition and Subsequent Relationship Violence
The third hypothesis for the third research question was that the more often
survivors experience reactions from INMs that identify the violence as problematic, the
less likely they will be to experience violence in subsequent relationships compared to
those who experience problem definition reactions less often. The Hosmer-Lemeshow chi
square p-value was greater than 0.05, indicating that the model was a good fit for the
data. It should be noted, however, that the primary model was not significant (Table 17).
Problem definition reactions were unrelated to subsequent relationship violence.
Neither the problem definition reactions scale nor any of the individual reactions were
related to odds of experiencing subsequent violence (Table 17).
Adverse childhood experiences increased the odds of subsequent relationship
violence. The adverse childhood experiences (ACE) scale was the only significant
predictor, in both the primary model and all five secondary models, with each increase on
the ACE scale being related to a 65.4% increase in the odds of experiencing violence in
subsequent relationships (p < 0.01; Table 17).
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Table 17. Logistic regression estimating the relationship between problem definition reactions and the odds of experiencing
subsequent relationship violence (Hypothesis 3c).

Problem definition reactions (full scale)

Model 15
(N = 116)
OR
(std. error)
1.036
(0.055)

Model 15a
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)

Model 15b
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)

Model 15c
(N = 117)
OR
(std. error)

Model 15d
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)

1.034
(0.220)

Express that his behaviors were
problematic.

0.867

Label his behaviors as “abuse,” “domestic
violence,” or something similar.

(0.152)
1.214
(0.241)

Express anger toward [him].

1.273
(0.221)

Want to seek revenge on [him].
Encourage you to leave the relationship.
Age at start

Model 15e
(N = 117)
OR
(std. error)

0.998
(0.007)

1.000
(0.007)

1.000
(0.007)

0.998
(0.007)

2.102
(1.787)
2.656
(2.037)
1.141
(0.942)

1.938
(1.608)
2.374
(1.763)
0.825
(0.664)

2.107
(1.784)
2.510
(1.884)
0.895
(0.724)

1.935
(1.636)
2.293
(1.737)
0.851
(0.687)

0.998
(0.007)

0.862
(0.151)
1.000
(0.007)

Race
Black or African American
White
Latina or Hispanic

1.495
2.372
(1.273)
(1.998)
2.183
2.845
(1.635)
(2.160)
0.827
1.155
(0.691)
(0.940)
Table continued on next page…
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Table 17 continued.

Adverse childhood experiences
Children
Income help
Psychological violence
Social support
Disclosure to formal agents

+

Model 15
(N = 116)
OR
(std. error)
1.654**
(0.305)
0.464
(0.373)
0.968
(0.503)
1.015
(0.023)
1.016
(0.034)
1.987
(0.959)

p
0.100
p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Model 15a
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)
1.657**
(0.305)
0.545
(0.433)
0.899
(0.458)
1.021
(0.022)
1.023
(0.033)
1.654
(0.785)

Model 15b
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)
1.664**
(0.309)
0.560
(0.447)
0.885
(0.454)
1.029
(0.024)
1.032
(0.034)
1.773
(0.848)

Model 15c
(N = 117)
OR
(std. error)
1.640**
(0.302)
0.523
(0.416)
1.060
(0.556)
1.015
(0.022)
1.021
(0.033)
1.877
(0.903)

Model 15d
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)
1.665**
(0.308)
0.552
(0.437)
0.945
(0.489)
1.016
(0.022)
1.025
(0.032)
1.759
(0.834)

Model 15e
(N = 117)
OR
(std. error)
1.651**
(0.306)
0.492
(0.400)
0.835
(0.431)
1.023
(0.022)
1.026
(0.034)
1.815
(0.874)

0.136

0.114

0.111

0.080

0.085
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Hypothesis 3d: Information and Tangible Support and Time between Violence Onset and
Relationship End
The fourth hypothesis for the third research question was that the more often
survivors experience reactions from INMs that offer tangible support or information, the
less time there will be between violence onset and the end of the relationship. The
primary model estimating the time between violence onset and the relationship end
explained 28.2% of the variance in the dependent variable (Table 18).
The full information and tangible support reaction scale was not related to time
between violence onset and relationship end, but two individual reactions were related to
decreases in time. For each increase in frequency of urging the survivor to talk to a
lawyer or the police, the time between violence onset and relationship end decreased (see
Model 16b, Table 18), and for each increase in frequency in providing or helping her get
information, the time also decreased (see Model 16f, Table 18). The eta-squared for these
two reactions was 0.028 and 0.036, respectively.
Income help, having children, and increases in psychological violence were
related to increases in time between violence onset and relationship end. Children,
receiving income help, and increases on the psychological violence scale were all
associated with increases in the amount of time between violence onset and relationship
end (p < 0.05). The effect sizes were small to small-medium: for children the eta-squared
was 0.080, for income help 0.039, and for psychological violence 0.101.
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Table 18. Linear regression estimating the relationship between information and tangible support reactions and the square root of the
number of months between violence onset and end of relationship (Hypothesis 3d).

Information and tangible support
reactions (full scale)

Model 16
(N = 113)
b
(std. error)
-0.032
(0.032)

Model 16a
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)

Model 16b
(N = 114)
b
(std. error)

Model 16c
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)

Model 16d
(N = 114)
b
(std. error)

Model 16e
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)

-0.088
(0.150)

Help you make decisions.
Urge you to talk to a lawyer or
police.
Urge you to talk to a
professional, like a counselor
or therapist.

-0.264+
(0.153)
-0.004
(0.129)
0.006
(0.128)

Offer a place to stay.

0.018
(0.139)

Offer financial assistance.
Provide you with information
or helped you get information.
Age at start

Model 16f
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)

-0.002
(0.006)

-0.251+
(0.127)
-0.002
(0.005)

-0.002
(0.006)

-0.002
(0.006)

-0.002
(0.005)

-0.002
(0.006)

-0.002
(0.006)

0.005
(0.621)
-0.046
(0.542)

-0.079
(0.615)
-0.068
(0.536)

0.223
(0.632)
0.122
(0.546)

-0.141
(0.621)
-0.086
(0.559)

-0.141
-0.156
0.013
(0.609)
(0.610)
(0.600)
-0.093
-0.091
0.026
(0.542)
(0.535)
(0.529)
Table continued on next page…

Race
Black or African American
White
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Table 18 continued.

Latina or Hispanic
Adverse childhood experiences
Children
Income help
Psychological violence
Social support
Disclosure to formal agents

Model 16
(N = 113)
b
(std. error)
-0.071
(0.662)
-0.051
(0.146)
1.876**
(0.634)
0.824*
(0.410)
0.055**
(0.016)
0.042
(0.027)
0.217
(0.411)

R-Squared
0.282
p
0.000
+
p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Model 16a
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)
-0.248
(0.634)
-0.050
(0.146)
1.879**
(0.634)
0.874*
(0.409)
0.052**
(0.016)
0.032
(0.025)
0.106
(0.393)

Model 16b
(N = 114)
b
(std. error)
-0.001
(0.635)
-0.030
(0.145)
1.973**
(0.627)
0.731+
(0.409)
0.055***
(0.016)
0.042+
(0.025)
0.320
(0.405)

Model 16c
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)
-0.325
(0.650)
-0.054
(0.146)
1.842**
(0.641)
0.909*
(0.406)
0.052**
(0.016)
0.031
(0.025)
0.105
(0.408)

Model 16d
(N = 114)
b
(std. error)
-0.331
(0.640)
-0.054
(0.147)
1.853**
(0.639)
0.908*
(0.411)
0.052**
(0.017)
0.031
(0.027)
0.089
(0.410)

Model 16e
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)
-0.348
(0.631)
-0.055
(0.146)
1.839**
(0.635)
0.911*
(0.405)
0.052**
(0.016)
0.030
(0.026)
0.099
(0.394)

Model 16f
(N = 115)
b
(std. error)
0.014
(0.632)
-0.075
(0.144)
1.872**
(0.621)
0.831*
(0.400)
0.054**
(0.016)
0.040
(0.025)
0.267
(0.395)

0.276
0.000

0.296
0.000

0.273
0.000

0.273
0.000

0.273
0.000

.300
0.000
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Hypothesis 3e: Information and Tangible Support and Violence Frequency
The fifth hypothesis for the third research question was that the more often
survivors experience reactions from INMs that offer tangible support or information, the
less frequently they will be victimized during their exposure to violence compared to
those who experience information and support reactions less often.
The full information and tangible support reaction scale was not related to
violence frequency, but two individual reactions were related. Neither the primary model
nor any of the individual effects within the model were significant (p < 0.10; Table 19).
When examining the individual reactions in the secondary models, the models for the
reactions ‘Urge you to talk to a lawyer or police’ and ‘Offer a place to stay’ were the
only two that were significant (p < 0.05) (see Models 17b and 17d; Table 19). In Model
17b, each increase in frequency in urging the survivor to talk to a lawyer or police was
related to an increase in the rate of violence by a factor of 1.209 (p < 0.05). In Model 17d,
each increase in offers of a place to stay was related to a decrease in the rate of violence
by a factor of 0.860 (p < 0.10).
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Table 19. Negative binomial regression estimating the relationship between information and tangible support reactions and the
frequency of violence during exposure to violence (Hypothesis 3e).
Model 17
Model 17a Model 17b Model 17c Model 17d Model 17e Model 17f
(N = 104)
(N = 106)
(N = 105)
(N = 106)
(N = 105)
(N = 106)
(N = 106)
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR
(std. error) (std. error) (std. error) (std. error) (std. error) (std. error) (std. error)
Information and tangible support
1.002
reactions (full scale)
(0.020)
1.014
Help you make decisions.
(0.094)
1.209*
Urge you to talk to a lawyer or
(0.114)
police.
Urge you to talk to a
0.996
professional, like a counselor
(0.086)
or therapist.
0.860+
Offer a place to stay.
(0.070)
0.973
Offer financial assistance.
(0.086)
1.080
(0.098)

Provide you with information
or helped you get information.
Age at start

0.997
(0.004)

0.997
(0.004)

0.998
(0.004)

0.997
(0.004)

0.997
(0.004)

0.997
(0.004)

0.997
(0.004)

1.598
(0.643)
1.196
(0.460)

1.638
(0.642)
1.130
(0.423)

1.210
(0.488)
0.889
(0.341)

1.666
(0.670)
1.145
(0.444)

1.533
1.690
1.551
(0.585)
(0.661)
(0.605)
1.120
1.146
1.076
(0.407)
(0.425)
(0.402)
Table continued on next page…

Race
Black or African American
White
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Table 19 continued.

Latina or Hispanic
Adverse childhood experiences
Children
Income help
Psychological violence
Social support
Disclosure to formal agents

+

Model 17
(N = 104)
IRR
(std. error)
1.010
(0.410)
1.135
(0.107)
0.515
(0.209)
0.679
(0.182)
1.002
(0.012)
0.988
(0.016)
1.098
(0.320)

p
0.121
p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Model 17a
(N = 106)
IRR
(std. error)
1.075
(0.423)
1.128
(0.104)
0.529
(0.214)
0.674
(0.177)
1.004
(0.012)
0.993
(0.015)
1.046
(0.289)

Model 17b
(N = 105)
IRR
(std. error)
0.865
(0.340)
1.107
(0.100)
0.463*
(0.178)
0.732
(0.189)
1.004
(0.011)
0.988
(0.015)
0.840
(0.238)

Model 17c
(N = 106)
IRR
(std. error)
1.088
(0.439)
1.128
(0.104)
0.531
(0.218)
0.670
(0.176)
1.004
(0.012)
0.993
(0.015)
1.057
(0.304)

Model 17d
(N = 105)
IRR
(std. error)
1.070
(0.414)
1.092
(0.102)
0.517
(0.208)
0.699
(0.183)
1.007
(0.012)
0.997
(0.016)
1.209
(0.336)

Model 17e
(N = 106)
IRR
(std. error)
1.096
(0.429)
1.128
(0.104)
0.542
(0.219)
0.670
(0.175)
1.004
(0.012)
0.994
(0.016)
1.052
(0.288)

Model 17f
(N = 106)
IRR
(std. error)
1.013
(0.400)
1.139
(0.105)
0.504+
(0.201)
0.699
(0.184)
1.003
(0.011)
0.990
(0.016)
1.000
(0.276)

0.125

0.050

0.126

0.037

0.123

0.103
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Hypothesis 3f: Information and Tangible Support and Subsequent Relationship Violence
The sixth hypothesis for the third research question was that the more often
survivors experience reactions from INMs that offer tangible support or information, the
less likely they will be to experience violence in subsequent relationships compared to
those who experience information and support reactions less often. The HosmerLemeshow chi square p-value was greater than 0.05, indicating that the model was a good
fit for the data.
Information and tangible support reactions were related to a decrease in the odds
of experiencing subsequent relationship violence. Each increase on the full information
and tangible support reactions scale was associated with an 9.1% decrease in the odds of
experiencing subsequent violence (p < 0.05; Model 18; Table 20). When examining the
influence of each individual reaction comprising the information and tangible support
scale (Models 18a – 18f), only three of the six reactions were related to experiencing
subsequent violence: increasing frequency in helping the survivor make decisions was
related to a 27.4% decrease in the odds of experiencing subsequent violence (p < 0.10;
Model 18a); urging survivors to talk to a lawyer or police was related to a 31.1%
decrease (p < 0.10; Model 18b); and providing or helping her get information was related
to a 34.4% decrease (p < 0.05; Model 18f; Table 20).
Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) and disclosure to formal agents were
related to an increase in the odds of experiencing subsequent relationship violence. Each
one-unit increase in ACEs resulted in a 73.0% increase in the odds of experiencing
subsequent relationship violence (p < 0.01; Table 20). Disclosure to formal agents was
related to a 164.0% increase (p < 0.10; Table 20).
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Table 20. Logistic regression estimating the relationship between information and tangible support reactions and the odds of
experiencing subsequent relationship violence (Hypothesis 3f).

Information and tangible support
reactions (full scale)

Model 18
(N = 116)
OR
(std. error)
0.909*
(0.040)

Help you make decisions.

Model 18a
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)
0.726+
(0.136)

Urge you to talk to a lawyer or
police.
Urge you to talk to a
professional, like a counselor
or therapist.

Model 18b
(N = 117)
OR
(std. error)

Model 18c
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)

Model 18d
(N = 117)
OR
(std. error)

Model 18e
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)

0.689+
(0.145)
0.819
(0.140)
0.903
(0.145)

Offer a place to stay.

0.748
(0.141)

Offer financial assistance.
Provide you with information
or helped you get information.
Age at start

Model 18f
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)

1.001
(0.007)

0.656*
(0.127)
1.000
(0.007)

0.999
(0.007)

1.000
(0.007)

0.999
(0.007)

1.001
(0.007)

0.999
(0.007)

3.441
(3.230)
3.581
(2.960)

2.700
(2.359)
2.810
(2.161)

3.572
(3.321)
3.496
(2.823)

2.676
(2.381)
3.328
(2.691)

1.863
2.588
2.821
(1.555)
(2.258)
(2.530)
2.440
2.672
3.216
(1.823)
(2.039)
(2.577)
Table continued on next page…

Race
Black or African American
White
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Table 20 continued.

Latina or Hispanic
Adverse childhood experiences
Children
Income help
Psychological violence
Social support
Disclosure to formal agents

+

Model 18
(N = 116)
OR
(std. error)
1.612
(1.402)
1.730**
(0.338)
0.462
(0.389)
0.690
(0.375)
1.031
(0.023)
1.052
(0.037)
2.640+
(1.379)

p
0.016
p < 0.10, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Model 18a
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)
1.140
(0.947)
1.710**
(0.325)
0.537
(0.433)
0.780
(0.403)
1.020
(0.022)
1.032
(0.033)
1.737
(0.822)

Model 18b
(N = 117)
OR
(std. error)
1.363
(1.153)
1.761**
(0.341)
0.574
(0.474)
0.676
(0.367)
1.028
(0.023)
1.048
(0.035)
2.349+
(1.207)

Model 18c
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)
1.132
(0.941)
1.664**
(0.311)
0.427
(0.358)
0.879
(0.453)
1.024
(0.022)
1.029
(0.032)
1.999
(1.005)

Model 18d
(N = 117)
OR
(std. error)
0.844
(0.699)
1.649**
(0.305)
0.477
(0.390)
0.922
(0.478)
1.024
(0.022)
1.025
(0.034)
1.954
(0.959)

Model 18e
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)
1.169
(0.964)
1.684**
(0.315)
0.555
(0.450)
0.867
(0.449)
1.026
(0.022)
1.039
(0.034)
1.750
(0.840)

Model 18f
(N = 118)
OR
(std. error)
1.544
(1.310)
1.623*
(0.307)
0.496
(0.401)
0.775
(0.408)
1.026
(0.022)
1.041
(0.034)
2.254
(1.142)

0.059

0.038

0.093

0.093

0.067

0.028
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Summary of Multivariate Results
Disclosure and Reactions to Disclosure Effects on Experiences with Violence
Disclosure was unrelated to time between violence onset and relationship end and
to the odds of experiencing subsequent relationship violence (H2a and H2c; Table 21),
but was negatively related to the frequency of violence across three of the four measures
of disclosure (H2b; Table 21). Similarly, problem definition reactions were unrelated to
time between violence onset and relationship end and to the odds of experiencing
subsequent relationship violence (H3a and H3c), but were related to a decrease in the
frequency of violence (H3b; Table 21).
Although the full information and tangible support reaction scale was not related
to time between violence onset and relationship end, increases in the reaction of urging
the survivor to talk to a lawyer or the police and the reaction of providing or helping her
get information were negatively related to that time (H3d; Table 21). Similarly, the full
information and tangible support reaction scale was not related to violence frequency, but
increases in the reaction of urging the survivor to talk to a lawyer or police was related to
increases in violence frequency while increases in the reaction of offering a place to stay
were related to a decrease (H3e; Table 21). Finally, increases on the information and
tangible support reaction scale were related to a decrease in the odds of experiencing
subsequent violence (H3f; Table 21).
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Table 21. Summary of significant results from multivariate models.
Model

H2a

H2b

H2c
H3a
H3b
H3c
H3d
H3e
H3f
a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15b
16c
17c
18

Key
explanatory
variablea

-

-

Income
help
+
+
+
+
-

+
-

Children
+
+
+

Psychological
violence
+
+
+
+
-

+

+

+

+

Age at
start

Covariates
Social
support

ACEs

White

Black

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+

Formal
disclosure

-

+
-/+
-

+

+

+

For H2a – H2c the key explanatory variables were different measures of disclosure, for H3a – H3c the key explanatory variable was
problem definition reactions, and for H3d – H3f the key explanatory variable was information and tangible support reactions.
b
c

This model was not significant at the p < 0.10 level.

The full information and tangible support reactions scale was not a significant predictor in this model, but two of the individual
reactions from the scale were significant in independent models.
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Persistently significant covariates
Income help, children, psychological violence, and adverse childhood experiences
were persistently significant across a variety of models. Income help from the initial
violent partner was related to increases in the time between violence onset and
relationship end in all relevant models and to a decrease in violence frequency in all
relevant models except for one (Table 21). Having children while in the initial violent
relationship was related to increases in the time between violence onset and relationship
end in all relevant models except for one, and decreased the odds of experiencing
subsequent relationship violence all four H2c models (Table 21). Psychological violence
by the initial violent partner was related to increases in the time between violence onset
and relationship end in all relevant models, and to decreases in the frequency of violence
in three of the four H2b models (Table 21). Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) were
related to increases in the odds of experiencing subsequent relationship violence across
all relevant models (although Model 15 was insignificant as a whole) and were also
related to increases in violence frequency in three of the four H2b models (Table 21).
Occasionally Significant Covariates
Race, age, social support, and disclosure to formal agents were occasionally
significant. Identifying as White increased the odds of subsequent relationship violence in
all of the H2c models, whereas identifying as Black increased the odds in only one (Table
21). Age was negatively related to time between violence onset and relationship end in
three of the four H2a models (Table 21). Lastly, social support was negatively related to
the frequency of violence in one H2b model and disclosure to formal agents was related
to an increase in the odds of subsequent violence in the H3f model (Table 21).
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
This dissertation sought to answer the following research questions:
1. What are survivors’ patterns of experiences with IPV, how often do they
disclose IPV to INMs versus formal providers, and what are the types and
relative frequencies of reactions from INMs?
2. Does IPV disclosure to INMs shape survivors’ experiences with IPV?
3. Do reactions by INMs to IPV disclosure shape survivors’ experiences with
IPV?
This chapter explores the results of the current study in context of the existing
literature and theory, the implications of these findings, the limitations of the research
design, and general conclusions.
First Research Question: What are Survivors’ Experiences with IPV and Disclosure?
The first research question for this study was “What are survivors’ patterns of
experiences with IPV, how often do they disclose IPV to INMs versus formal providers,
and what are the types and relative frequencies of reactions from INMs?” Below, the
current study sample results are compared to findings from prior studies to check the
current study’s external validity.
Experiences with IPV
Among the women who participated in the screener (N = 488), 41.4% had
experienced stalking IPV, 40.2% had experienced physical IPV, 33.8% experienced
sexual IPV, 20.7% had experienced all three forms, and 57.4% had experienced at least
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one of the three forms by a male romantic partner. By comparison, the nationally
representative 2010 National Intimate Partner and Sexual Violence Survey (NISVS)
found that 32.9% of women had experienced physical IPV, 10.7% of women had
experienced stalking IPV, 9.4% ever experienced rape by an intimate partner, 15.9% had
experienced sexual violence other than rape by an intimate partner, 12.5% had
experienced physical, rape, and stalking IPV, and 35.6% had experienced at least one of
the three (Breiding et al., 2014).
The prevalence of IPV among the screened participants in the current study was
therefore substantially higher than the prevalence identified by the NISVS. There are
several reasons why the prevalence rates could be higher in the present study than in the
NISVS. First, NISVS was a phone survey whereas the present study was an online
questionnaire, which could have made participants more willing to share personal
information such as their experiences with IPV (particularly sexual IPV). Although it is
difficult to locate research examining whether the methodology of data collection (e.g.,
phone versus online survey) shapes the information that participants disclose, an
Australian survey on factors affecting willingness to participate in health research
surveys found that individuals under 40 years of age prefer participating in online surveys
over both telephone and mail surveys (Glass et al., 2015). More specific to IPV
disclosure, in a randomized test of IPV screening methods in Canadian medical settings,
MacMillan et al., (2006) found that women consistently rated computerized and written
screening methods higher than face-to-face screening in terms of ease, preference (i.e.,
they “liked answering” [in that way]), and privacy. Therefore, there is indirect evidence
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that by default of asking about IPV experiences via an online questionnaire, this study
was better able to elicit affirmative answers about those IPV experiences from survivors.
The IPV prevalence rates for this study screener could also be higher than those
identified by the NISVS because of the sampling procedures. The NISVS researchers
employed randomized recruitment, whereas this study relied on potential participants
responding to public postings for recruitment. Because of the word of mouth component
where individuals were often referred by their friends and/or family members (see
Appendix B for details on how screener participants heard about the study), it could be
that individuals were more prone to refer others with a known history of IPV. For
example, when requesting survey links, several potential participants mentioned that they
thought they would be eligible because they had a history of IPV (as a reminder, there
was no mention of IPV on the recruitment flyers). It could also be that IPV rates are
higher in the mid-Atlantic region from which the women for this study were recruited
than they are nationally.
The NISVS found that 12.5% had experienced physical, rape, and stalking IPV,
and 35.6% had ever experienced at least one of the three (Breiding et al., 2014),
compared to the current study’s findings that 20.7% had experienced physical, sexual,
and/or stalking IPV and 57.4% had experienced at least one of the three forms. These
differences could rest mainly on the NISVS’s use of ‘rape’ instead of the broader ‘sexual
violence’ category. Because the NISVS final report used only this specific form of sexual
violence, those prevalence reports are therefore excluding women who experienced
sexual violence other than rape.
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Lastly, when considering the stark difference in the prevalence rates of stalking
IPV (41.4% in the current study versus 10.7% in the NISVS), the difference could be due
to changes in technology in the past seven years (2010 to 2017) between when the
NISVS was conducted versus the current study. As internet and computer use has
continued to proliferate, so to have the opportunities to cyberstalk (Southworth, Dawson,
Fraser, & Tucker, 2005; Woodlock, 2017), and the vast difference in experiences
between the two studies could be due in part to the much greater ease with which
individuals can currently locate, contact, and harass others.
Disclosure
Almost two-thirds of the study sample (66%) disclosed to at least one INM during
their initial violent relationship, with the majority of those who disclosed (96.2%) doing
so to a friend. These rates are consistent with those found in prior literature, including the
NISVS. Per the NISVS, 70.6% of women disclosed to a friend, 51.9% to a family
member, and 30.5% to an intimate partner (Breiding et al., 2014).10 Seventy-five percent
of Edwards et al.’s (2011) sample and 76.7% of Fanslow and Robinson’s (2010) sample
disclosed to at least one informal or formal source of support, and 91% of Goodkind et
al.’s (2003) sample talked with family or friends about the violence.
Rates of disclosure to formal agents were lower than those identified by prior
literature. Almost one quarter (23.5%) of the current sample disclosed to at least one
extralegal agent (e.g., i.e., doctors/nurses, religious leaders, victim advocates, social

10

The cumulative number of INMs disclosed to is unknown because the NISVS
final report presented each of these percentages separately.
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service providers, protection order advocates, and/or counselors/therapists) and 17.0%
disclosed to at least one formal legal agent (i.e., the police, prosecutors, and/or attorneys),
with 30.5% disclosing to any formal agent (legal or extralegal). Per the NISVS, 36.5% of
women disclosed to a psychologist or counselor, which was the highest percentage
among extra-legal formal agents listed (Breiding et al., 2014). Over one-third (36.3%)
disclosed to the police (Breiding et al., 2014).
Reactions to Disclosure
Comparing the prevalence of INM reactions to disclosure in the current study to
prior studies is difficult because of how these results are typically presented. The most
common style is to present means on reaction scales that combine numerous reactions,
usually labeled as positive/supportive reactions and/or negative reactions (Coker et al.,
2003; Edwards et al., 2015; Edwards & Dardis, 2016; Goodkind et al., 2003; Kocot &
Goodman, 2003; Mitchell & Hodson, 1983; Sullivan, Schroeder, Dudley, & Dixon, 2010;
Weisz, Tolman, Callahan, Saunders, & Black, 2007). The current study avoided using
these subjective scales in favor of presenting the reactions alone and using reaction scales
that were more objective in nature (i.e., problem definition and information and tangible
support), therefore comparisons between studies are difficult.
Specific Reactions
The current study sample’s two most commonly experienced reactions to
disclosure were that their INMs listened to their feelings (95.5% experienced this
reaction, and 71.2% experienced it most or every time that they disclosed) and urged
them to talk about how they felt (94.7% experienced this reaction, and 51.5%
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experienced it most or every time that they disclosed). This finding is consistent with
prior literature: 77% of survivors in Mahlstedt and Keeny’s (1993) study reported their
network members (both formal and informal) listened to them when they disclosed.
Providing emotional support, such as by listening to concerns and validating feelings,
was also one of the most commonly identified ‘positive reactions’ in Trotter and Allen’s
(2009) qualitative analysis of INM reactions. In their study of disclosure experiences
from the perspectives of INMs, the most frequent reaction reported by Beeble, Post,
Bybee, and Sullivan’s (2008) sample of INMs was listening or talking to the survivor
about his or her experiences.
Although they did not distinguish between disclosure to formal and informal
agents, Flicker et al. (2012) did present the results for the seven reactions in their survey
individually. Further, six of those seven reactions directly matched reactions measured in
the current study, allowing for a direct comparison (two reactions regarding
staying/leaving in the relationship will be discussed in the problem definition subsection
and one on providing help will be discussed in the information and tangible support
subsection). Roughly one-fifth (21.0%) of survivors were blamed by those they disclosed
to (2.4% were blamed ‘Often’) in the Flicker et al. (2012) study, compared to over onethird (36.2%) of those in the current study (although only 9.2% experienced this most or
every time they disclosed). When it came to blaming the partner, 86.3% of the Flicker et
al. (2012) sample experienced this reaction (44.4% experiencing it ‘Often’), compared to
93.1% of the current sample (with 74.8% experiencing it most or every time). Lastly,
37.9% of the Flicker et al. (2012) sample reported that those they disclosed to remained
friends with the partner (5.6% experienced this ‘Often’), compared to 68.9% in the
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current study experiencing this (and 29.6% experiencing this most or every time).
Although these numbers are quite different from each other, it should again be
emphasized that the Flicker et al. (2012) reactions included those of formal and informal
agents (however, the questions were regarding the individual whom they disclosed to
most often, which most likely would have been an INM).
Problem Definition
Despite the conceptual importance of problem definition for IPV survivors (Liang
et al., 2005; Ullman, 2010), few studies on reactions to disclosure have asked about
problem definition reactions. In fact, the two most direct problem definition reactions
used in this study (“Express that his behaviors were problematic” and “Label his
behaviors as ‘abuse,’ ‘domestic violence,’ or something similar”) were developed by the
present author and had not been used before. This gap is especially striking as these two
reactions were some of the most frequently experienced, with expressing that the
perpetrator’s behaviors were problematic being the third most common reaction (93.2%
experienced this reaction, and 73.5% experienced it most or every time that they
disclosed).
Regarding the other reactions included in the problem definition scale for the
present study (becoming angry with the perpetrator, wanting to seek revenge on him, and
encouraging the survivor to leave), only three prior publications provided data specific to
each. Almost half (46%) of Mahlstedt and Keeny’s (1993) sample reported that their
INMs became angry with the perpetrator, which was substantially lower than the 91.5%
of the current sample who reported that their INMs expressed anger toward the
perpetrator. Most of the Flicker et al. (2012) sample reported that they were advised to
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leave the relationship (92.7% experienced the reaction, while 58.9% experienced this
reaction ‘Often’), which closely matched the 90.0% who experienced this reaction in the
current study (and the 64.6% who experienced it most or every time). When looking at
advice to stay in the relationship, 46.8% of the Flicker et al. (2012) sample were given
this advice (4.8% ‘Often’), again closely matching the 42.4% who received this advice in
the current study (11.4% experiencing it most or every time). Although not quite as close
a match, most (71.9%) of Kocot and Goodman’s (2003) sample of female were also
advised by their INMs to leave and 4.6% were advised to stay, but these reactions were
measured as exclusive categories – as in, those who were only advised to leave and not at
all advised to stay, and those who were advised to stay and not at all advised to leave.
Almost one-quarter (23.5%) of their sample received mixed advice (both leave and stay),
which makes their rates match much more closely with those of Flicker et al. (2012) and
the current study.
Information and Tangible Support
Despite being measured in various ways in several studies, specific numbers on
experiences with information and tangible support reactions were rarely reported. The
majority (62%) of Trotter and Allen’s (2009) sample reported some type of practical aid
(e.g., housing, transportation, childcare, financial help), similar to Flicker et al.’s (2012)
finding that 83.9% of agents disclosed to offered help, such as a place to stay or financial
support, with 37.1% doing so ‘Often.’ Almost half (49%) of Beeble et al.’s sample of
INMs reported that they linked survivors to professionally based avenues of assistance
(e.g., law enforcement, organizations/agencies, shelters, or churches).
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Helpfulness of Reactions
Among participants in the current study who disclosed to their INMs, 93.9%
agreed that disclosure to their INMs helped them in any way. These findings are
consistent with those of the NISVS: 90.3% of female survivors rated intimate partners as
at least a little helpful, 96.6% rated family members as at least a little helpful, and 98.7%
rated friends as at least a little helpful (Breiding et al., 2014).
Implications of Descriptive Findings
Although the rates of lifetime experiences with violence were much higher in the
current study’s screener population than the prevalence rates of IPV identified by the
NISVS, there are numerous potential reasons for these discrepancies, including
measurement, sampling, and data collection differences. Further, when examining the
rates of disclosure to INMs and reactions to disclosure, there was greater alignment
between the study findings, indicating that findings using the current sample are likely
externally valid.
With respect to reactions to disclosure, the most striking finding was a need for
greater consistency across measures of reactions, with measures and presentations thereof
including more detail and objectivity. There is also a need for further development of
measures to assess problem definition reactions, a concept that is so far largely
underdeveloped in the IPV disclosure and help-seeking literature. Lastly, there also needs
to be greater consistency and a utility-focus when assessing the helpfulness of reactions
to disclosure: simply asking whether reactions were helpful does not inform as to what
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end the reactions were helpful. Although this study attempted a more nuanced
understanding about this perceived helpfulness, further conceptualization is needed.
Second Research Question: Does Disclosure Shape Experiences with IPV?
The second research question was “Does IPV disclosure to INMs shape survivors’
experiences with IPV?” The answer appears to be that it depends on the measures of
disclosure and experiences with violence. Despite bivariate results that indicated there
was a relationship between disclosure and the time between violence onset and
relationship end, the multivariate models revealed no such relationship. Disclosure was
also unrelated to the odds of experiencing subsequent relationship violence in the
multivariate models. Disclosure was, however, negatively related to the frequency of
violence across three different measures of disclosure in the multivariate models.
Survivors who disclosed sometimes experienced violence at less than a third of the rate of
survivors who never disclosed, those who disclosed with any frequency experienced
violence at 0.581 the rate of those who never disclosed, and every increase in the number
of INMs disclosed to was related to a decrease in the rate of violence by a factor of 0.930.
Implications Regarding Disclosure and Survivor Outcomes
That disclosure was significantly related to the frequency of violence confirms the
proposed linkage in Liang et al.’s (2005) and Ullman’s (2010) conceptual models
between disclosure and survivor outcomes. However, disclosure was only related to
survivor outcomes for some measures of disclosure and one of the measures of survivor
experiences with violence. Although the lack of significant findings for the other
measures could easily be due to methodological issues (explored later), these findings as
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a whole point to the need for a more nuanced model or framework for understanding how
disclosure relates to survivor outcomes. For example, why might disclosing sometimes
rather than never be related to reductions in violence frequency during the relationship,
while disclosing most or every time rather than never is not? Why might disclosure be
related to the frequency of violence but not to the time between violence onset and
relationship end or to subsequent violent relationships? It is most likely because of
interactions between the varied elements of the disclosure process as it interacts with
problem definition, contextual influences, and individual influences that these differences
in the relationships with survivor outcomes emerge.
Beyond the implications for conceptual understandings of this process, the
findings from the second research question also have implications for INMs. The
identified relationship between increasing disclosure and violence frequency is hindered
by the cross-sectional nature of these variables: both happened during the initial violent
relationship (the disclosure and the violence), thus the temporal ordering and thus causal
nature of one or the other cannot be identified here. This limitation is further explored
later in this chapter. Regardless of the causal ordering, however, these findings indicate
that if a survivor discloses to her INMs at least sometimes, or if she discloses to more of
her INMs, she is experiencing less violence. If someone is disclosing to a friend or family
member, that INM can, at a minimum, know that regardless of whether that disclosure is
caused by the reduced frequency of violence, causes the reduced frequency, or is caused
by something else entirely, the link is still there and that helps the survivor. Whether this
knowledge provides relief for those INMs is speculative. However, given INMs’ feelings
of powerlessness, anxiety, and frustration related to the survivors’ experiences with
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violence (Gregory et al., 2016), it is possible that INMs knowing that the survivors could
be experiencing less violence could be helpful for those INMs.
Third Research Question: Do Reactions to Disclosure Shape Experiences with
IPV?
The third research question was “Do reactions by INMs to IPV disclosure shape
survivors’ experiences with IPV?” The findings above provide evidence that they do,
with several of the multivariate analyses revealing interesting relationships between
different types of reactions and experiences with violence. Problem definition reactions
were related to a decrease in the frequency of violence, and it appeared that no one
reaction was driving the relationship between the two variables. Information and tangible
support, on the other hand, was related in varying degrees to all three outcomes.
The full information and tangible support reaction scale was not related to time
between violence onset and relationship end, but urging the survivor to talk to a lawyer or
the police and/or providing or helping her get information were related to a decrease in
time. Similarly, the full scale was not related to violence frequency, but again two of the
individual reactions that comprised the scale were. Urging the survivor to talk to a lawyer
or the police was related to an increase in violence frequency, and offers of a place to
stay were related to a decrease in violence frequency. Finally, the full information and
tangible support scale was related to an 9.1% decrease in the odds of experiencing
subsequent relationship violence. When examining the impacts of the individual reaction
on the odds of experiencing subsequent relationship violence, only three of the six
reactions were significant (helping survivors make decisions, urging survivors to talk to a
lawyer or police, and providing or helping her get information), and increases in
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experiencing each was related to approximately a 30% decrease in the odds of
experiencing subsequent violence.
Implications Regarding Reactions to Disclosure and Survivor Outcomes
That various INM reactions to disclosure were significantly related to survivor
experiences with violence again confirms the proposed linkage in Liang et al.’s (2005)
and Ullman’s (2010) conceptual models between disclosure and survivor outcomes. As
discussed above, these findings further point to the need for a more nuanced model for
understanding how these processes work. Do friends and family labeling the violence as
problematic help survivors define their situations as problematic, which then enables
those survivors to decide to take steps to protect themselves from various forms of
violence while still in the relationship? Why would problem definition reactions be
related to violence frequency and not to time between violence onset and relationship
end? Is it because they do not have the resources to exit the relationship? These questions
point to possible interactions among problem definition reactions, information and
tangible support reactions, and/or other covariates.
Regarding the information and tangible support reactions, the results present
different distinctions and remaining questions. Of greatest interest is how information and
tangible support reactions are related to the odds of subsequent relationship violence.
How does the provision of information and tangible support during the initial violent
relationship enable survivors to stay out of violent relationships? Because the provision
of information or helping get information was a specific reaction that was significant
here, could it be that this reaction is in effect shaping the survivor’s problem definition,
which in turn enables her to stay out of violent relationships? Again, these findings point
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to possible interactions among problem definition reactions, information and tangible
support reactions, and/or other covariates.
Regarding implications for INM practice, that problem definition was related to a
reduction in the frequency of violence is an especially promising finding. As with the
disclosure analyses, these analyses were limited by the cross-sectional nature of the
research design and the time frames on which the participants were sharing information.
However, if the causal nature of the relationship was such that the frequency of violence
caused the frequency of problem definition reactions, one would expect to see a positive
relationship where more violence leads to a greater frequency of problem definition
reactions. Although the findings therefore suggest that it was unlikely that violence
frequency was causing problem definition reactions, it cannot be ruled out that some
other, unmeasured variable(s) were causing the decrease in violence frequency.
Therefore, as with the disclosure and violence frequency link, it is premature to propose a
causal relationship between increasing problem definition reactions and decreasing
violence frequency. At a minimum, however, it appears that problem definition reactions
do not harm the survivor, suggesting that it may be prudent that INMs label IPV
behaviors as abusive or problematic, either directly or indirectly, as often as possible
during disclosure events.
The findings related to information and tangible support reactions are encouraging
when considering implications for INMs, although slightly mixed. Again, the crosssectional nature of the timeframe in question complicates the temporal ordering of events.
Increases in the reaction of urging the survivor to talk to a lawyer or the police was
related to a decrease in time between violence onset and relationship end, but also to an
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increase in violence frequency. For the second of these findings, the causal relationship is
most likely operating in the opposite direction, with increases in violence frequency
leading to an increase in suggestions to talk to a lawyer or police. Again, third variable
explanations cannot be ruled out, just as they cannot be ruled out when considering the
findings that providing or helping survivors get information was related to a decrease in
time until relationship end and offers of a place to stay were related to a decrease in
violence frequency.
The finding that the full information and tangible support scale was related to an
9.1% decrease in the odds of experiencing subsequent relationship violence resulted from
analyses using variables that had temporal ordering. Here, the reactions happened during
the initial violent relationship, preceding the later relationship experiences. There is
therefore not only a correlation, but also a temporal ordering between these variables,
while controlling for other potential explanatory variables. It is especially important to
note that general social support was one of these variables, meaning that information and
tangible support reactions decreased the odds of subsequent relationship violence,
regardless of the levels of social support in the survivors’ lives at the time of the initial
violent relationship. These findings indicate that the more INMs can provide survivors
with information about resources as well as connect them to resources, the safer these
survivors will be in the future.
Secondary Findings: Persistently Significant Covariates
Along with the key explanatory variables, several of the covariates had significant
relationships with the violence outcomes, sometimes across multiple models. The most
persistently significant covariates were income help, children, psychological violence,
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and adverse childhood experiences. Several other variables (race, age, social support, and
disclosure to formal agents) were also significant in some models, but because their
effects were not so persistently significant, their potential implications are not discussed
here except to say that these variables warrant continued exploration in studies of
disclosure and experiences with violence.
The findings related to income help suggest that depending on one’s violent
partner for income support can extend the amount of time in a violent relationship, which
is consistent with the findings of Anderson and Saunders (2003). These findings give
even more weight to the importance of information and tangible support reactions –
survivors clearly need other options for tangible support to leave abusive relationships.
That income help was also related to a decrease in violence frequency could indicate that
less violent relationships are perhaps also more financially stable relationships.
The findings that having children in the initial violent relationship was related to
increases in the time between violence onset and relationship end, while also decreasing
the odds of experiencing subsequent relationship violence, was semi-consistent with
Randell et al.’s (2012) qualitative findings that children were a motivator for seeking help
with abusive relationships. They were more consistent with Rhodes et al.’s (2010)
qualitative findings that children were a motivator for staying in violent relationships.
The effects and consequences of having children during violent relationships is clearly an
area for further exploration.
Psychological violence by the initial violent partner was related to increases in the
time between violence onset and relationship end, and was related to decreases in the
frequency of violence. Women who experience psychological IPV could be in highly
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controlling relationships where the psychological violence is the most common form that
they experience, which would explain the longer relationships with low rates of violence.
Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) were related to increases in the odds of
experiencing subsequent relationship violence and were also related to increases in
violence frequency, consistent with the findings of numerous studies that individuals with
ACEs are at an increased risk of experiencing violence as adults, particularly IPV
(Burgess-Proctor, 2012). Of particular interest here is that these experiences are related to
increasing experiences with IPV regardless of social support, disclosure, problem
definition reactions, and/or information and tangible support reactions. This has serious
implications for the role of INMs in shaping survivor outcomes: it could be that if
experiences with violence are so ingrained in a survivor’s life (whether because of
individual personality characteristics, mental health issues, the context of viable resources
for help available, or for other reasons), no matter how much support, how much that
support network attempts to help her understand the violence as problematic, or how
much that support network helps her access resources and information, these efforts
cannot overcome other more salient factors that increase experiences with violence.
General Implications
The findings of this dissertation have implications for theories of help-seeking,
future research on IPV help-seeking and disclosure, the interactions between INMs and
the survivors who disclose to them, and programming and policies that aim to reduce the
harmful consequences of IPV for survivors.
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Help-Seeking Theories
This dissertation is based on the premise that when IPV survivors disclose their
experiences with violence to their INMs, how those INMs react could shape those
survivors’ experiences, along with other outcomes. That premise can be found in
numerous heuristic models and frameworks developed to explain the intricacies of helpseeking and disclosure processes for survivors of intimate violence, including the Liang
et al. (2005) and Ullman (2010) models presented in Figures 1, 2, and 3 (Alaggia,
Regehr, & Jenney, 2012; Burgess-Proctor, 2012; Kennedy et al., 2012; Liang et al., 2005;
Kearney, 2001; Moe, 2007; Ullman, 2010). These dissertation findings are the first
quantitative exploration of whether and how the connections exist between disclosure and
experiences with violence, particularly experiences in relationships after the initial
violent relationship. The findings here confirm that disclosure itself is important, but
what happens during disclosure, the INM reactions to disclosure, is just as, if not more,
important when shaping outcomes for survivors. Further, these findings reaffirm Sylaska
and Edwards’ (2014) suggestion to expand the Liang et al. (2005) and Ullman (2010)
models to include additional stages that elaborate on survivors’ experiences with
disclosure and the impacts of the disclosure process and reactions to disclosure.
Based on this study and the recommendations of Sylaska and Edwards (2014),
models of help-seeking and disclosure should incorporate existing elements of process
models such as the investment model or the planned behavior model (Edwards et al.,
2014). This incorporation might include a separate phase or phases for reactions, and how
each of these reactions directly relates to survivor outcomes and problem definition.
Survivor beliefs, attitudes, and intentions (particularly leaving intentions) are also
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missing from the model, which could be included as Individual Influences or even as
separate phases or mechanisms in the model. Survivor outcomes also need to be teased
apart, as how the disclosure process relates to these outcomes clearly depends on which
type of outcome is being assessed (e.g., how long one stays in a violent relationship
versus whether one experiences more than one violent relationship). As Burgess-Proctor
(2012) suggested, the role of adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) should receive
greater emphasis (the model leaves room for it in “prior victimization” under Individual
Influences), as these findings indicate that regardless of the disclosure, reactions, or
support, ACEs have a strong effect on experiences with IPV. Lastly, given the
relationships identified in this study despite the lack of temporal ordering between
disclosure and experiences with violence, there is a need for conceptual models to better
emphasize the bidirectional and/or cyclical nature of the relationships between the
different phases and elements of help-seeking and disclosure as they relate to each other
and to survivor outcomes.
Future Research
With the above refinements of help-seeking and disclosure models in mind, there
are many implications for future research. This research could explore for which types of
survivors certain reactions work best, which types of INMs are most likely to use which
reactions, and how combinations of reactions interact with each other with other
covariates (such as ACEs) in influencing survivor outcomes. It is possible that qualitative
research is the best first step in making these determinations for model refinement, as
much of the qualitative research that this body of literature relies on is not only now
several years old, but often was not designed to specifically explore these detailed
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processes. Asking more targeted questions to understand how these different variables
might interact and shape different outcomes, either through individual survivor
interviews or through dyad interviews with survivors and an INM, may yield the best
information for model refinement, which could then be further tested using quantitative
survey research.
As far as more immediate questions, this study not only adds to the development
of future research questions, but also provides data to answer some of those questions.
For example, because reactions from INMs could prompt survivors to talk to formal
providers, and because talking to formal providers could shape outcomes for survivors,
disclosure to formal providers could be a mediating variable between disclosure to INMs
and experiences with violence. This study asked participants whether conversations with
their INMs prompted them to disclose to more formal providers, and this mediating
relationship could be explored in future research (although the numbers with this reaction
are quite small, thus most likely necessitating a larger dataset. Similarly, the survey asked
participants to reflect on whether their interactions with friends and family shaped how
they viewed their experiences with violence, which could also be explored as a mediating
variable in future research (again, with the same power limitations).
This dataset also has the potential to test components of Overstreet and Quinn’s
(2013) IPV stigmatization model, which outlines the ways that three different
components of stigma affect the different stages of help-seeking as outlined by Liang et
al. (2005). The three components are culture stigma (i.e., societal beliefs that delegitimize
people experiencing abuse), stigma internalization (i.e., the extent to which people
believe that the negative stereotypes IPV survivors may be true of themselves), and
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anticipated stigma (concern about what will happen once others know about the IPV)
(Overstreet & Quinn, 2013). In their integrative literature review, Overstreet and Quinn
(2013) lay out a framework that suggests that reactions to disclosure that blame the
survivor for his/her experience(s) and/or label the survivor as weak or stupid (what they
label as cultural stigma) has the potential to create barriers for the survivor to leaving the
relationship and/or seek help for the violence through the internalization of that blame
and/or labeling. Although the current dataset could not tease out this full mediating
relationship, it could test the relationship between blaming reactions and experiences with
violence, as well as blaming reactions and mental health (general and depression
symptoms) and physical health.
Regarding future research that would inform future policy and practice, any
awareness-raising policies or programs designed to shape INM practice would need to be
evaluated, creating a variety of evaluative research opportunities.
Policy and Programming
Goodman and Smyth (2011) proposed a shift in both practice and research
agendas to align social service systems for IPV survivors with those survivors’ natural
tendencies to use their informal networks for support, calling this a ‘social networkoriented approach for IPV survivors.’ They argue that the benefits are not only that INMs
can help, but that they are often best situated to be responsive to survivors’ needs,
strengths, and contexts. Further, INMs are not constrained by mandates like formal
systems are, such as time limits imposed at emergency shelters.
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Beeble et al. (2008) found that half of their nationwide sample of adults reported
helping someone with IPV. In Latta and Goodman’s (2011) interviews with INMs of IPV
survivors, they found that their participants “reiterated that they often did not know what
to do, and when they did intervene, they questioned their effectiveness” (p. 1012). They
also noted that all their study participants “demonstrated a clear desire to ‘do the right
thing,’ despite a lack of clarity about what that might be” (Latta & Goodman, 2011, p.
1012).
To raise public awareness and to provide INMs with resources to enable them to
react to IPV disclosure, new policies and programs are needed. The need for awarenessraising has been called for by other scholars studying IPV disclosure to INMs (Edwards
et al., 2014; Sullivan et al., 2010) and has been emphasized by the United Nations Entity
for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women:
Awareness-raising can be an important part of developing community
support for changes in the informal justice sector; it has been shown to
change knowledge and attitudes about violence against women.
Campaigns should focus on tangible issues that are most relevant to the
lives of community members, and should help women and other
community members better understand their rights or an action that they
can take to claim their rights. (UN Women, 2012)
A growing body of literature is already exploring which factors shape disclosure
recipients’ use of or intentions to use different reactions to IPV disclosure (Beeble et al.,
2008; Chabot, Tracy, Manning, & Poisson, 2009; DePrince, Welton-Mitchell, & Srinivas,
2014; Edwards & Dardis, 2016; Fry et al., 2013; Latta & Goodman, 2011; Point Research
Ltd.; 2010; Sullivan et al., 2010; Sylaska & Walters, 2014; West & Wandrei, 2002). A
few scholars have already made detailed recommendations on how formal and informal
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systems could work together and how formal systems could be used to educate and
inform potential INMs (Goodman & Smyth, 2011). Further, some programs and
strategies are already in place that aim to empower informal network members to prevent
and reduce sexual assault and intimate partner violence. The Green Dot, et cetera strategy
(Green Dot, et cetera, 2010), for example, is a violence prevention strategy that seeks to
use peer and cultural influences to establish intolerance of violence as a norm and to use
interventions in high-risk situations. Hundreds of universities and organizations have
received Green Dot trainings (Green Dot, et cetera, 2010). The results of this study can be
used to inform interventions and strategies like Green Dot on how to work with potential
INMs as to how to react to disclosure.
Although recommendations for practice should not be made from a single study,
two tentative recommendations can be made regarding which reactions should be
promoted in these programs and strategies. Because problem definition reactions appear
to reduce violence frequency, these reactions can safely be recommended. Because of the
mixed results for individual information and tangible support reactions, as many reactions
within the scale should be used as possible so as to achieve less future violence.
By enabling INMs to better respond to IPV disclosure, there are also implications
for more formal systems of help for IPV survivors that are typically accessed once their
IPV experiences become too extreme to be addressed by INMs (such as law enforcement,
prosecution, and community service providers). As cited earlier, survivors’ use and
likelihood of use of formal help increases as IPV severity increases (Bonomi, Holt, &
Martin, 2006; Duterte et al., 2008; Lee, Park, & Lightfoot, 2010; Liang et al., 2005;
Nurius, Macy, Nwabuzor, & Holt, 2011). If INMs can better intervene earlier in initial
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violent relationships and/or can help IPV survivors better exit later violent relationships
before the violence intensifies, this intervention process could reduce the burden of IPV
on these more formal systems. Alternatively, INMs could better intervene early in violent
relationships by more effectively triaging IPV survivors to more formal systems that can
offer needed help that INMs cannot provide.
Limitations
Eligibility Criteria
To participate in the survey, survivors had to have experienced physical, sexual,
and/or stalking IPV. The exclusion of survivors that experienced psychological IPV only
is an important limitation. Almost half (48.4%) of women in the United States have
experienced at least one act of psychological aggression by an intimate partner (Breiding
et al., 2014). These experiences have many negative consequences and may be the most
important acts to consider when exploring IPV disclosure to informal network members:
psychological IPV is often difficult to recognize as IPV and may often not be illegal and
thus involving formal systems like law enforcement is unlikely. Informal network
members could therefore be essential for helping psychological IPV survivors understand
their experiences as problematic and helping them extract themselves from these violent
situations. However, because of the complications with measuring and screening for
psychological IPV, these survivors were not included in this study.
Disclosure Measurement
There are two main weaknesses to the measures of disclosure used in this study.
The first is that survivors were asked about their general disclosure practices (i.e., how
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often they disclosed about the IPV behaviors in general), which did not enable this study
to identify which specific acts these survivors disclosed. This loss of information is
important because INMs could react differently to specific acts, which could shape
outcomes for survivors. Relatedly, the participants were not asked about their disclosure
practices separately for each of the three types of IPV that they reported experiencing
(physical, sexual, and stalking), which is important because the type of IPV has been
found to be associated with differences in disclosure practices (Sylaska & Edwards,
2014). Despite these limitations, the disclosure variables have the strength of informing
the literature about general disclosure processes beyond just the most severe or
memorable IPV experiences, giving insight into these processes as a whole. Further, by
combining disclosure processes for the types of IPV, the design avoided issues with
missing data and over-saturating the model with control variables that would ultimately
weaken the power to detect variable relationships.
Black Box Analyses
Reflecting on the literature review and Ullman’s (2010) conceptual model
(Figures 2 and 3), disclosure to INMs and their subsequent reactions are anticipated to
affect survivor outcomes through a variety of mechanisms. Reactions that label the
violence as problematic or undeserved are expected to shape survivors’ experiences with
violence by shaping how those survivors perceive those violent behaviors (Problem
Definition, or Phase 1 in the Ullman model). Reactions that provide information, such as
appropriate formal providers to contact to get help, are expected to shape experiences
with violence by actually prompting the survivor to seek that formal help, and by that
formal help enabling them to become free of violence.
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These mediating mechanisms, however, were not tested in this study, creating a
black box where it was not possible to tell how the specific reactions resulted in various
outcomes (if there are significant relationships). Questions were included in the survey
that attempted to capture these mechanisms (such as whether talking to friends and
family helped them recognize the behaviors as problematic, and whether it influenced
them to talk to more formal providers), but the numbers are likely not large enough to
have the power to test these relationships in subsequent models.
Subsequent Experiences with Violence
Capturing future experiences with IPV as a dichotomous measure of any IPV in
subsequent relationships (versus none) neglected many of the nuances of how disclosure
could shape these future experiences. Capturing such nuances, however, was beyond the
scope of this study because of the complex nature of such scenarios.
Retrospective Data
The sequencing of IPV, disclosure to INMs, and reactions to disclosure all came
from participants’ memories and often entailed information that was several years old.
The retrospective data are therefore subject to the limitation of telescoping, where
participants could be mistaken about when and how things happened (Ziniel, 2008).
Telescoping happens when participants remember events but not when exactly they
happened (Biemer & Lyberg, 2003; Ziniel, 2008). When asked to reflect back on their
experiences during their initial violent relationship, participants may have believed
certain events happened before or after the relationship when they actually occurred
during the relationship (external telescoping), or that they happened during the
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relationship when they did not happen during that time (internal telescoping; Biemer &
Lyberg, 2003). External telescoping is particularly problematic with highly salient,
emotional, or rare events (such as IPV), as participants may remember these events to be
closer in time than they occurred (Biemer & Lyberg, 2003).
The potential for telescoping bias when using retrospective survey questions is a
key reason why the sample was limited to women in the 18 – 30-year-old range, so that
these experiences would be closer in time to the survey and the participants’ accounts
would likely be more accurate than if using an older sample who would have to think
back further in time to their initial experience with violence. Further, most of the
experiences the survey asked about were ‘landmarked’ within the ‘event’ of the initial
violent relationship. Highly personal events are often better ingrained (landmarked) in
memories than public events, and the use of this time reference hopefully helped the
participants more accurately remember that period of time (Ziniel, 2008).
Cross-sectionality
Because this study relied on data collected at one point in time, it did not meet the
temporal ordering criteria of establishing a causal relationship between independent and
dependent variables. Designing a longitudinal study, however, would have required more
time and money than was feasible for a dissertation. Further, all of the peer-reviewed
studies already exploring this area have been cross-sectional, indicating that the results
are still generally accepted as informing the literature about the role of disclosure to
INMs and their reactions in shaping survivor outcomes. As was discussed above,
however, the analyses examining subsequent relationship violence were able to establish
some temporal ordering, thus allowing for greater evidence of a causal relationship.
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Generalizability
Because the study was limited to 18 – 30 year old women with male partners in
and around the Philadelphia area, the potential generalizability of these findings may be
limited to that specific age group and geographic area. Future studies could determine
whether the findings of this study can be applied to other types of survivors using
samples with greater diversity in geographic locations, age, gender identity, and sexual
preference.
Selection Bias
There are two selection issues with creating the sample which could bias the
results of this study. The first is that it was possible that certain types of individuals from
the population solicited chose to participate in the study. There is no reason to believe,
however, that the selection issues posed to this study are any greater than those posed to
prior research that has used clinic waiting area recruitment and voluntary participation in
surveys to gather data.
There was also a sample selection bias for the models testing the third research
question hypotheses, because only survivors who disclosed were included in these
analyses. These selection dynamics were not modeled because the procedures and
assumptions used to model these dynamics are highly complex, with many criminologists
publishing in top publications choosing inappropriate techniques (Bushway, Johnson, &
Slocum, 2007). Following the advice that methods such as the Heckman correction be
used “… cautiously and not simply as a matter of habit or precedent” (Bushway et al.,
2007, p. 153), Heckman corrections were not employed for the current study. Another
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concern was that the relatively brief survey instrument used in the study did not allow for
an in-depth exploration of the process through which survivors came to disclose their
victimization to INMs. Without such detailed data, it is likely that a Heckman model
would be incompletely or erroneously specified using the available data. However,
selection effects will be explored in depth by the primary author for use in future research
with larger and more diverse samples that include more detailed data on the INM
disclosure process.11
Conclusion
Although IPV is a global and extremely important social and health problem, and
despite an extensive body of research on IPV, there remain many crucial gaps in our
understanding of the experiences of survivors in seeking support and guidance following
victimization. Disclosure to INMs may be an important and common reaction for victims
of IPV, but there is only limited empirical knowledge about the dynamics of such
disclosure and how it shapes outcomes for IPV survivors. Despite their limitations, the
findings of this dissertation have many important implications for theory, policy and
practice, and research. To summarize, the findings add nuance to existing models and

11

As a substitute for Heckman selection models, the main models for the third
research question (H3a – H3f) were run with the inclusion of the predicted probabilities
of disclosure as a covariate to see if this changed any of the findings. The odds of
disclosure were predicted using the age when that participants started the initial violent
relationship, race, Hispanic/Latina ethnicity, and adverse childhood experiences (all of
which clearly preceded disclosure). The probability of disclosure was then saved and
included in the H3a – H3f models. There were few substantial differences between the
models regarding model significance, variable significance, and/or coefficient size.
Model H3c was no longer significant at the p < 0.1 level, and adverse childhood
experiences were no longer significant within the model. Model H3e was still not
significant, but having children was significant within the model at the p < 0.1 level.
Finally, adverse childhood experiences were no longer significant in the H3f model.
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frameworks of intimate violence help-seeking, add to a body of literature that can
ultimate be used to inform policies to enable INMs to better aid IPV survivors, and
motivate and serve as a basis for further research into how disclosure to INMs can shape
varying outcomes for IPV survivors. Because IPV is widely recognized as a highly
prevalent, world-wide health and violence issue, any and all efforts to curb experiences
with this violence are important to explore. Without understanding how INMs can help
IPV survivors avoid experiences with violence, we cannot properly empower those
informal systems to do so, thus doing a great injustice by neglecting the well-being of all
IPV survivors. This study moves forward our understanding of IPV disclosure to INMs,
and, more broadly, how to reduce and prevent experiences with intimate partner violence.
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APPENDIX A
RECRUITMENT LOCATIONS
All recruitment locations allowed flyers and/or business cards. Locations marked
with an asterisk (*) allowed in-person recruitment. These are the known locations where
materials were posted. Flyers and cards were handed out to several providers during a
healthcare provider meeting in April 2017, and it is unknown how many of those
individuals posted the materials and/or where they posted them.
1. Cherry Hill Women's Center (Cherry Hill, NJ)
2. Delaware County Women's Center (Chester, PA)
3. Delaware Valley Community Health, Inc.: Maria de los Santos Health Center
(Philadelphia)
4. Delaware Valley Community Health, Inc.: Norristown Regional Health Center
(Norristown, PA)
5. Esperanza Health Center – 5th Street (Philadelphia)
6. Esperanza Health Center – Hunting Park (Philadelphia)*
7. Esperanza Health Center – Kensington (Philadelphia)*
8. Gynecology Specialists of Philadelphia – West Philadelphia
9. Gynecology Specialists of Philadelphia – South Philadelphia
10. Lifecycle WomanCare (Bryn Mawr, PA)
11. Philadelphia Women’s Center*
12. Planned Parenthood Delaware – Dover
13. Planned Parenthood Delaware – Newark
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14. Planned Parenthood Delaware – Wilmington
15. Planned Parenthood Philadelphia - Castor Avenue
16. Planned Parenthood Philadelphia - Locust Street
17. Planned Parenthood Philadelphia - Norristown
18. Planned Parenthood Philadelphia - Upper Darby
19. Public Health Management Corporation (PHMC) Care Clinic (Philadelphia)
20. PHMC Health Connection (Philadelphia)*
21. PHMC Rising Sun Health Center (Philadelphia)
22. Rittenhouse Women's Wellness Center (Philadelphia)
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APPENDIX B
RECRUITMENT STRATEGIES
% of Screener and
Eligible Participants
(N=340)a

% of Eligible
Participants Only
(N=200)

Onsite materials

73.8

71.5

Announcement by researcher

13.8

11.5

Word of mouth

10.6

15.0

Posting onlineb

1.8

2.0

Can you tell us how you
heard about this survey?

Note. Onsite materials included flyers with pull-off tabs, flyers with business cards, and
business cards. There was an ‘Other’ category with a specification field, but all these
entries were coded into the existing categories.
a

This number is less than the overall number of participants who participated in the
screener because the question about where participants heard about the study was
originally at the end of the study (so only eligible participants could participate). It was
moved to immediately follow the consent on May 25, 2017 and therefore is only
presented from that point forward.
b

The survey was not advertised online by the researcher, but it was discovered through
an email from a potential participant that some individuals were sharing the opportunity
via Facebook posts. It could be that those who indicated they heard about the survey from
a posting online were referring to personal postings such as through Facebook.
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APPENDIX D
CONSENT, SCREENER, AND SURVEY
[Text in brackets are notes that were not included in actual survey.]

[Consent]
Thank you for your interest in the Women’s Relationship Study!
Before getting started, please read the very important information below to help you
decide if you should participate in this survey.

Why am I being invited to be in this study?
You are invited to participate because you are a woman between the ages of 18 and 30.
What should I know about this study? Your participation is voluntary, meaning you
may choose not to participate. If you decide to participate but change your mind later,
you can stop at any time.
Why is this study being done?
This study will look at how interactions with friends and family can shape young
women’s behaviors and intentions in their romantic relationships.
How long does this study take?
It will take about 5 minutes to determine if you are eligible for the study. If you are
eligible, the survey will take about 25 minutes. Please set aside about 30 minutes before
proceeding.
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What happens if I agree to participate?
If you agree to participate, the survey will start with a brief set of questions to see if you
are eligible for the full survey. If you are eligible, you will be directed straight into the
full survey. The survey questions will be about your health, some of your negative
childhood experiences, romantic relationships, behaviors you experienced during those
relationships, and your interactions with your friends, family, and others. At the end of
the survey, you will be directed on how to receive your gift card.
If after one week you have not completed the eligibility screening process and/or the full
survey, you will receive an email reminder to finish. If you prefer not to receive this
reminder email, go to the email message that included the survey link and click the link at
the bottom of the email that states “Click here to unsubscribe.”
Is there any way being in this study could be bad for me?
Some of the questions in the screening process and full survey are highly personal and
ask about unpleasant behaviors. These questions may upset you. The answers to many of
these questions are very important to this study, and you will not be able to move forward
in the survey without answering them. Therefore, you should not participate if you feel
like answering these questions will be too difficult for you. If you do choose to
participate, please make sure you are in a private and safe environment.
Some of the personal questions will be about your experiences in romantic relationships.
If at any point you want to talk to someone about those experiences, click the TALK
button at the top of the screen. This will open the website for the 24/7 National Domestic
Violence Hotline (http://www.thehotline.org/) in a new tab. Some of the personal
questions will be about your childhood experiences. If at any point you want to talk to
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someone about those experiences, click the CHILDHELP button at the top of the screen.
This will open the Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline
(https://www.childhelp.org/hotline/) in a new tab.
If you need to quickly exit this survey for any reason, click the large EXIT button. This
will take you directly to the Google main page.
There is also a risk that someone who has access to your computer, phone, or tablet
could see in your browser history that you were at this website. They will not be able to
see your responses. If you do not want anyone to know that you took a survey, you
should clear your browser history. Instructions can be found at:
http://www.computerhope.com/issues/ch000510.htm. This link will also be provided at
the end of the survey.
Will being in this study help me in any way?
We cannot promise any benefits to you or others from taking part in this study. However,
it is possible that you could gain new insight into your relationships with romantic
partners and with your family and friends. Seeing the questions and answer options could
give you new options for how to interact in these relationships in the future.
What will I be paid?
If you complete the full survey, you will receive a $30 Amazon.com gift card for your
time and effort. It is important to note that full completion is required to receive this
compensation. Again, many questions are very personal, but are necessary for this study.
You will not be able to proceed without answering them. You must answer all required
questions to complete the survey and receive your gift card. This survey cannot be
taken from the same electronic device (computer, smartphone, etc.) more than once:
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You will not receive compensation if the survey has already been accessed by your
electronic device (determined in part b IP address).

What happens to the information collected for this study?
To the extent allowed by law, we limit the viewing of your personal information to
people who have to review it. We cannot promise complete secrecy. The IRB, Temple
University, Temple University Health System, Inc. and its affiliates, and other
representatives of these organizations may inspect and copy your information.
We will not ask for any identifying information that can link your answers to you, but we
will track your IP address. Every electronic device connected to the internet has a unique
IP address. These addresses are tracked to prevent repeat data collection, and the tracking
will not be used to associate you with your answers. At the end of the survey, you will
follow an anonymous link to a different survey where you will enter your email address
to receive your gift card. Because you will enter your email address in a different survey,
your email address will not be directly linked to your answers in the survey. Your IP
address will also be collected in the second survey, and you will not receive
compensation if the survey has already been accessed by that IP address.
The answers you provide will be stored on the computer of Ingrid Johnson at Temple
University. They will be examined along with the answers of other women who complete
the survey.
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Who can I talk to about this study?
If you have questions, concerns, or complaints, or think the study has hurt you, contact:
Ingrid Johnson, M.A.
Gladfelter Hall, 517
1115 Polett Walk, 5th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19122
Phone: (215) 204-9180
wrs@temple.edu
OR
Steven Belenko, Ph.D.
5th Fl Gladfelter Hall
1115 Polett Walk
Philadelphia, PA 19122
sbelenko@temple.edu
215-204-2211

This research has been reviewed and approved by an Institutional Review Board. You
may talk to them at (215) 707-3390 or e-mail them at: irb@temple.edu for any of the
following: Your questions, concerns, or complaints are not being answered by the
research team. You cannot reach the research team. You want to talk to someone besides
the research team. You have questions about your rights as a research subject. You want
to get information or provide input about this study.
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Do you agree to participate in this study?
Clicking on the "agree" button below indicates that: you have read the above
information you voluntarily agree to participate you are at least 18 years of age If you
do not wish to participate in this study, please decline participation by clicking on the "do
not agree" button.
a) I AGREE to participate in the following survey.
b) I DO NOT AGREE to participate in the following survey.

[Screener]
As a reminder, some of these next questions are about sensitive topics. If at any point you
want to talk to someone about your experiences in your relationships, click the TALK
button. This will open the website and phone number of a 24/7 hotline in a new tab. If
you need to quickly exit this survey for any reason, click the large EXIT button. This will
take you directly to the Google main page.
1. What is your gender? [If male, screened out]
2. Are you between 18 and 30 years old? [If no, screened out]
3. Have you ever had a male romantic partner (husband, boyfriend, dating partner, or
on-going sexual partner)? [If no, screened out]
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[Screen out message for above questions:] Unfortunately, you are not eligible to
participate in this study. Thank you for your time!

Here is a list of behaviors that many women report have been used by their romantic
partners (husbands, boyfriends, dating partners, or ongoing sexual partners). Have any of
your male romantic partners ever… [response options: yes or no]
4. Made you feel fearful or concerned for your safety or the safety of others by
repeatedly contacting you, watching you, or invading your personal space (including
your car, home, work, or school space)?
5. Physically assaulted you? (Assault could include: restraining, pushing or shoving,
shaking or roughly handling, biting, scratching, pulling hair, slapping, hitting,
punching, kicking, stomping, choking, burning, throwing objects at you, and/or using
a knife or a gun on you.)
6. Either used threats, intimidation, or physical force to have or attempt to have sexual
contact with you; or had or attempted to have sexual contact with you while you were
sleeping or passed out (from drinking alcohol or taking medication, for example)? [If
respondent indicates No to all of items 4 – 6, they were screened out. A Yes on any
item sent them to next set of questions. Screen out message for above questions:]
Thank you so much for answering those questions. Unfortunately, you are not eligible
to participate in this study. Please take care and thank you again!
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7. If you have had multiple relationships in which a romantic partner has ever done at
least one of the following things, please think of the very first relationship in which
you experienced at least one of them:


[IPV items piped in from above as relevant].

Are you still in that first relationship?
a) Yes
b) No
[If yes, screened out. Screen out message:] Thank you so much for answering those
questions. Unfortunately, you are not eligible to participate in this study. We strongly
advise that you clear your browser history. Although your answers to survey questions
will not be visible to anyone, someone could see that you visited this survey website and
may ask you why. If you would rather not explain it, clearing your browser history will
make it so no one can see you were here. To get information on clearing your browser
history, click here (link will open in a new tab). Please take care and thank you again!

8. Have you been out of that first relationship for 6 months or more?
[If no, screened out. Screen out message is same as above.]
[Eligible Message:] Thank you so much for answering those questions. You are eligible
to proceed to the main survey!
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[Main Survey]
[Demographics]
To start the survey, we would like to know more about you.
1. What is your age in years? ___
2. Please select the racial category that you identify with the most (You may select more
than one if you identify equally with each race):
a. American Indian or Alaska Native
b. Asian
c. Black or African American
d. Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
e. White
3. Are you Latina or Hispanic?
a. Yes
b. No
[Physical and Mental Health Questions]
4. Compared to others your own age, do you consider your current physical health to
be…
a. Excellent
b. Very good
c. Good
d. Fair
e. Poor
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5. Compared to others your own age, do you consider your current mental health to
be…
a. Excellent
b. Very good
c. Good
d. Fair
e. Poor
6. Below is a list of some of the ways you may have felt or behaved. Please indicate
how often you’ve felt this way during the past week. Please respond to all items.
[Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D). Response categories
are (0) rarely or none of the time (less than 1 day), (1) some or a little of the time (1-2
days), (2) occasionally or a moderate amount of time (3-4 days), and (3) All of the
time (5-7 days)]
a. I was bothered by things that usually don’t bother me.
b. I did not feel like eating; my appetite was poor.
c. I felt that I could not shake off the blues even with help from my family.
d. I felt that I was just as good as other people. [R]
e. I had trouble keeping my mind on what I was doing.
f. I felt depressed.
g. I felt that everything I did was an effort
h. I felt hopeful about the future. [R]
i. I thought my life had been a failure.
j. I felt fearful.
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k. My sleep was restless.
l. I was happy. [R]
m. I talked less than usual.
n. I felt lonely.
o. People were unfriendly.
p. I enjoyed life. [R]
q. I had crying spells.
r. I felt sad.
s. I felt that people disliked me.
t. I could not “get going.”
[Adverse Childhood Experiences]
The next few questions are about your experiences growing up. These questions are
highly personal and they may make you uncomfortable. If at any point you want to talk
to someone about your experiences, click the CHILDHELP button. This will open the
website and phone number of a 24/7 hotline in a new tab. If you need to quickly exit this
survey for any reason, click the large EXIT button. This will take you directly to the
Google main page.
These next questions are about certain things you may actually have heard or seen in
your home. These are things that may have been done to another household member but
not to you.
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7. When you were growing up, during the first 18 years of your life… [Response
categories are Many times, A few times, Once, or Never]
a. Did you see or hear a parent or household member in your home being yelled
at, screamed at, sworn at, insulted or humiliated?
b. Did you see or hear a parent or household member in your home being
physically assaulted? (Assault could include: restraining, pushing or shoving,
shaking or roughly handling, biting, scratching, pulling hair, slapping, hitting,
punching, kicking, stomping, choking, burning, throwing objects, and/or using
a gun or knife)
These next questions are about certain things you may have experienced.
8. When you were growing up, during the first 18 years of your life... [Response
categories are Many times, A few times, Once, or Never]
a. Did a parent, guardian or other household member yell, scream or swear at
you, insult, or humiliate you?
b. Did a parent, guardian or other household member threaten to, or actually,
abandon you or throw you out of the house?
c. Did a parent, guardian or other household member physically assault you?
(Assault could include: restraining, pushing or shoving, shaking or roughly
handling, biting, scratching, pulling hair, slapping, hitting, punching, kicking,
stomping, choking, burning, throwing objects, and/or using a gun or knife)
d. Did someone (not a male romantic partner of yours) either use threats,
intimidation, or physical force to have or attempt to have sexual contact with
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you; or have or attempt to have sexual contact with you while you were
sleeping or passed out (from drinking alcohol or taking medication, for
example)?

[Experiences with IPV and Disclosure]
Thank you for answering those difficult questions.
The rest of the survey will focus on your past romantic relationships and your interactions
with others. As a reminder, if at any point you want to talk to someone about your
experiences, click the TALK button. This will open the website and phone number of a
24/7 hotline in a new tab. If you need to quickly exit this survey for any reason, click the
large EXIT button. This will take you directly to the Google main page.

At the beginning of the survey, you reported that at least one of your male romantic
partners (husbands, boyfriends, dating partners, or ongoing sexual partners) has ever…


Made you feel fearful or concerned for your safety or the safety of others by
repeatedly contacting you, watching you, or invading your personal space
(including your car, home, work, or school space). [only listed if participant
indicated Stalking on screener]



Physically assaulted you. (Assault could include: restraining, pushing or shoving,
shaking or roughly handling, biting, scratching, pulling hair, slapping, hitting,
punching, kicking, stomping, choking, burning, throwing objects at you, and/or
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using a knife or a gun on you.) [only listed if participant indicated Physical IPV
on screener]


Made you feel fearful or concerned for your safety or the safety of others by
repeatedly contacting you, watching you, or invading your personal space
(including your car, home, work, or school space). [only listed if participant
indicated Sexual IPV on screener]

9. Please think of the relationship in which you first experienced any of the above
behaviors by a male romantic partner. To make the next few questions easier, please
type a nickname ("Brown Eyes" for example) for that male romantic partner in the
box below. [Participants had a blank field in which to enter this name]
10. How old were you when you started dating [name]? (Please enter a number in both
fields)
11. How many years and months were you and [name] together? (Please enter a number
in both fields)
12. Were you a mom while you were with [name]?
13. [If yes to above] How many children were you a mom for while you were with
[name]?
a. 1
b. 2
c. 3
d. 4
e. 5
f. 6
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g. 7
h. 8
i. 9
j. 10+
14. What was your annual household income while you were with [name]?
a. Less than $25,000
b. $25,000 to less than $50,000
c. $50,000 to less than $75,000
d. $75,000 or more
15. Approximately how much of your annual household income was contributed by
[name]?
a. None
b. One quarter
c. Half
d. Three quarters
e. All of it

16. Over the course of your relationship, how often did [name] make you feel fearful or
concerned for your safety or the safety of others by repeatedly contacting you,
watching you, or invading your personal space (including your car, home, work, or
school space)? [only listed if participant indicated Stalking on screener] [Response
categories Never, Rarely, Occasionally, Frequently, Very Frequently]
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17. Over the course of your relationship, how often did [name] physically assault you?
(Assault could include: restraining, pushing or shoving, shaking or roughly handling,
biting, scratching, pulling hair, slapping, hitting, punching, kicking, stomping,
choking, burning, throwing objects at you, and/or using a knife or a gun on you.)
[only listed if participant indicated Physical IPV on screener] [Response categories
Never, Rarely, Occasionally, Frequently, Very Frequently]
18. Over the course of your relationship, how often did [name] made you feel fearful or
concerned for your safety or the safety of others by repeatedly contacting you,
watching you, or invading your personal space (including your car, home, work, or
school space)?[only listed if participant indicated Sexual IPV on screener]
19. Over the course of your relationship, how often did [name]… [Response categories
for each item: Never, Rarely, Occasionally, Frequently, Very Frequently]
a. Call you names.
b. Swear at you.
c. Yell and scream at you.
d. Treat you like an inferior.
e. Tell you your feelings were irrational or crazy.
f. Blamed you for his problems.
g. Try to make you feel crazy.
h. Monitor your time and make you account for your whereabouts.
i. Use your money or made important financial decisions without talking to you
about it.
j. Act jealous or suspicious of your friends.
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k. Accuse you of having an affair.
l. Interfere in your relationships with family members.
m. Try to keep you from doing things to help yourself.
n. Restrict your use of the phone or computer.
Earlier, you shared that [name]…


Made you feel fearful or concerned for your safety or the safety of others by
repeatedly contacting you, watching you, or invading your personal space
(including your car, home, work, or school space)? [only listed if participant
indicated that this individual had stalked her]



Physically assaulted you. [only listed if participant indicated that this individual
had physically assaulted her]



Either used threats, intimidation, or physical force to have or attempt to have
sexual contact with you; or had or attempted to have sexual contact with you
while you were sleeping or passed out. [only listed if participant indicated that
this individual had sexual assaulted her]

20. How long had you been in a relationship with [name] when these behaviors started?
[Answers in years and months]
21. How long had you been in a relationship with [name] when these behaviors ended?
[Answers in years and months]
22. Over the course of your relationship with [name], how often did you tell any of your
friends or family members about any of the above behaviors? [Response categories:
Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Most times, Every time]
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23. How often did you tell a nurse or doctor, religious leader, counselor or therapist,
victim advocate, protection order advocate, and/or social service provider? [Response
categories: Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Most times, Every time]
a. [If they disclosed to INMs Rarely or more often and to above formal
providers Rarely or more often:] Did talking to your friends or family
influence your decision to talk to a nurse or doctor, religious leader,
counselor or therapist, victim advocate, protection order advocate, and/or
social service provider? [Response categories: Yes, No]
24. How often did you tell an attorney, prosecutor, and/or the police? [Response
categories: Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Most times, Every time]
b. [If they disclosed to INMs Rarely or more often and to above formal
providers Rarely or more often:] Did talking to your friends or family
influence your decision to talk to an attorney, prosecutor, and/or the
police? [Response categories: Yes, No]
25. Was [name] ever arrested for any of these behaviors?
26. Did [name] ever receive treatment or counseling for any of these behaviors? [Yes,
No, Don’t Know]
27. Over the course of your relationship with [name], how many of your friends did you
tell about these behaviors?
28. Over the course of your relationship with [name], how many of your family members
did you tell about these behaviors?
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29. When you talked to your family or friends about [name]’s behaviors, how often did
they… [Only asked if participant indicated they Disclosed to friends or family Rarely
or more often. Response categories: Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Most times, Every
time]
a. Express that his behaviors were problematic
b. Label his behaviors as “abuse,” “domestic violence,” or something similar.
c. Urge you to talk about how you felt.
d. Listen to your feelings.
e. See less of you or talk to you less often after you told them.
f. See more of you or talk to you more often after you told them.
g. Tell you to stop talking the incident(s).
h. Tell you to stop thinking about the incident(s).
i. Make decisions for you.
j. Help you make decisions.
k. Urge you to talk to a lawyer or police.
l. Urge you to talk to a professional, like a counselor or therapist.
m. Offer a place to stay.
n. Offer financial assistance.
o. Provide you with information or helped you get information.
p. Blame you or say you deserved being treated that way.
q. Tell you that you were not to blame or that it was not your fault.
r. Blame _ [name piped in].
s. Express anger toward _ [name piped in].
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t. Continue to spend time or stay friends with _ [name piped in].
u. Want to seek revenge on _ [name piped in].
v. Become annoyed when you didn’t accept their advice.
w. Encourage you to leave the relationship.
x. Encourage you to stay in the relationship.
y. Try to change the topic.
z. Point out the good parts of your relationship with _ [name piped in].
aa. Point out that the relationship or _ [name piped in] weren’t so bad.
bb. Minimize _ [name piped in]’s behavior.
30. Please select whether you agree or disagree with the following statements. As a
whole, talking to your family or friends about [name]’s behaviors… [Only asked if
participant indicated they disclosed to friends or family Rarely or more often.
Response categories: Agree, Disagree, Not Applicable]
a. Helped you recognize that you did not deserve to be treated that way.
b. Helped you understand that those behaviors were problematic.
c. Helped you leave your relationship with _ [name piped in].
d. Helped you respond to those behaviors in some other way.
[Social Support Questions]
31. This next set of questions is made up of a list of statements each of which may or may
not have been true about you during the time you were in your relationship with
[name]. For each statement circle "definitely true" if you are sure it was true about
you and "probably true" if you think it was true but are not absolutely certain.
Similarly, you should circle "definitely false" if you are sure the statement is false and
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"probably false" if you think it is false but are not absolutely certain. [Response
categories: Definitely true, probably true, definitely false, probably false]
a. If I had wanted to go on a trip for a day (for example, to the shore), I would
have had a hard time finding someone to go with me.
b. I felt that there was no one I could share my most private worries and fears
with.
c. If I were sick, I could have easily found someone to help me with my daily
chores and errands.
d. There was someone I could turn to for advice about handling problems with
my family.
e. If I decided one afternoon that I would like to go to a movie that evening, I
could have easily found someone to go with me.
f. When I needed suggestions on how to deal with a personal problem, I knew
someone I could turn to.
g. I didn't often get invited to do things with others.
h. If I had had to go out of town for a few weeks, it would have been difficult to
find someone who would look after my house or apartment (the plants, pets,
garden, etc.).
i. If I had wanted to have lunch with someone, I could have easily found
someone to join me.
j. If I was stranded 10 miles from home, there was someone I could call who
could come and get me.
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k. If a family crisis arose, it would have been difficult to find someone who
could give me good advice about how to handle it.
l. If I needed some help in moving to a new house or apartment, I would have
had a hard time finding someone to help me.

[Subsequent Relationship Violence Questions]
32. After your relationship with [name], have you had any other male romantic partners?
a. Yes
b. No [Skip to Survey Completion Message]
33. After your relationship with [name], have any of your other male romantic partners…
a. Made you feel fearful or concerned for your safety or the safety of others
by repeatedly contacting you, watching you, or invading your personal
space (including your car, home, work, or school space)?
b. Physically assaulted you? (Assault could include: restraining, pushing or
shoving, shaking or roughly handling, biting, scratching, pulling hair,
slapping, hitting, punching, kicking, stomping, choking, burning, throwing
objects at you, and/or using a knife or a gun on you.)
c. Either used threats, intimidation, or physical force to have or attempt to
have sexual contact with you; or had or attempted to have sexual contact
with you while you were sleeping or passed out (from drinking alcohol or
taking medication, for example)? [If participant indicates No to all items
in 30a – c, Skip to Survey Completion Message]
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34. After your relationship with [name] ended, in how many of your later relationships
with male partners did you experience at least one of the following?


Your partner made you feel fearful or concerned for your safety or the safety
of others by repeatedly contacting you, watching you, or invading your
personal space.



Your partner physically assaulted you.



Your partner used threats, intimidation, or physical force to have or attempt to
have sexual contact with you; or had or attempted to have sexual contact with
you while you were sleeping or passed out.

35. [Only asked if participant indicated subsequent stalking IPV on Q30] How many of
those male partners made you feel fearful or feel like someone would get hurt by
repeatedly contacting or watching you, or by repeatedly invading your personal
space?
36. [Only asked if participant indicated subsequent physical IPV on Q30] How many of
those male partners physically assaulted you?
37. [Only asked if participant indicated subsequent sexual IPV on Q30] How many of
those male partners used threats, intimidation, or physical force to have or attempt to
have sexual contact with you, or had or attempted to have sexual contact with you
while you were sleeping or passed out?
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[Survey Completion Message]
Thank you so much for answering all of those questions. Your responses are very
valuable and we really appreciate you sharing them.
38. Before you finish, would you like to share any thoughts or comments about the
survey or your experiences? [Open ended comment box]
39. Finally, if you don’t mind answering one more question, can you tell us how you
heard about this survey?
a. Flyer with pull-off tabs
b. Flyer with business cards
c. Business cards
d. Announcement by researcher in clinic waiting area
e. Word of mouth (such as from a friend, family member, or someone else)
f. Posting online
g. Other – Please explain
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Please click the ‘Next’ button below for instructions on how to receive your $30
Amazon gift card.
[Next button redirects to anonymous link to separate, secondary survey here]
[Secondary survey]
Please enter your email address in the field provided. We will email your Amazon gift
card to that address.
Your answers on the survey are not directly linked to this email address.
You should receive your gift card in the next 24 - 48 hours, but it could take up to 5
days for it to arrive. Your patience is appreciated!
[field here]
We strongly advise that you clear your browser history. Although your answers to
survey questions will not be visible to anyone, someone could see that you visited the
Qualtrics website and may ask you why. If you would rather not explain it, clearing your
browser history will make it so no one can see you were here.
To get information on clearing your browser history, click here (link will open in a
new tab).
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APPENDIX E
MULTIPLE IMPUTATION (MI) PROCESS
A fully conditional specification (FCS) approach to MI was used (also known as
multivariate imputation using chained equations, or MICE; see StataCorp [2015])
because (1) multiple variables were being imputed, (2) the patterns of missingness across
variables were arbitrary (i.e., nonmonotone - meaning that missingness on one variable
did not predict missingness on subsequent variables as might happen when participants
stop mid-survey and/or drop out of longitudinal research), and (3) the data were
nonnormal (i.e., nonparametric). The MICE approach allowed for using a predictive
mean matching (PMM) MI approach to the interval-level variables12 and a logit MI
approach to the dichotomous variables.
The imputation process included 20 variables: all dependent variables, all
independent variables including covariates for which there was near or full data, and a
few additional variables not to be used in the analyses but that could help in creating
more representative imputed values. The variables included in the imputation models
included current physical health, current mental health, the CES-D depression scale, the
frequency of violence scale, experiences with subsequent relationship violence,
disclosure to informal network members, Hispanic or Latina ethnicity, the ACE scale,

12

Predictive mean matching (PMM) is a form of MI that is well-suited for
nonparametric data because although it still uses a standard linear regression model to
predict missing information, it imputes actual observed values that are closest to the
predicted values by selecting randomly from similar ‘donor cases’ with data (Allison,
2015; Kleinke, 2017).
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whether they had children in the initial violent relationship, whether they received
income help, the level of psychological violence in the initial violent relationship, social
support during the initial violent relationship, and disclosure to both extra-legal and legal
formal agents. The reactions to disclosure variables were not used because only 66% of
the sample disclosed and thus had information on these variables.
The convergence of the imputation model was assessed by visually inspecting
trace plots of the estimated parameters against the iteration numbers (StataCorp, 2015;
UCLA: Statistical Consulting Group, n.d.). The plots demonstrated that the values
remained constant, which indicates sufficient randomness in the coefficients and
variances between iterations, and there was no observable trend, which indicates good
convergence (UCLA: Statistical Consulting Group, n.d.). As an additional check, the
means and standard deviations and medians and interquartile ranges of each of the
imputed variables in each of the twenty data sets were compared to each other and the
original dataset with missing values to ensure that the metrics did not vary widely.
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APPENDIX F
SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
Model

SA1

SA2

SA3

SA4

1

inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

2

agestrt (-)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

agestrt (-)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

agestrt (-)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

3

agestrt (-)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

agestrt (-)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

4

agestrt (-)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

agestrt (-)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

agestrt (-)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

agestrt (-)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

5

some (-)
inchlpdm (-)

some (-)
inchlpdm (-)

some (-)
inchlpdm (-)

some (-)
inchlpdm (-)

6

demrblck (+)
acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)

acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)

7

demrblck (+)
acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)

demrblck (+)
demrwht (+)
acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
demrblck (+)
demrwht (+)
acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)

acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)

SA5
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)
agestrt (-)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)
agestrt (-)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)
agestrt (-)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

SA6
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

SA7
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)
agestrt (-)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

SA8
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

agestrt (-)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

agestrt (-)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

some (-)
inchlpdm (-)

some (-)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)

some (-)
inchlpdm (-)

some (-)
inchlpdm (-)

acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)

inchlpdm (-)

acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)

inchlpdm (-)

acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)

acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)

inchlpdm (-)
spprt (-)

acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)

inchlpdm (-)
spprt (-)

acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)
spprt (-)

Table continued on next page…
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Sensitivity analyses continued.
Model
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

SA1
dscinmtot (-)
demrblck (+)
acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
demrwht (+)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)
reacprblm (-)
demrblck (+)
inchlpdm (-)
acefr (+)
chld (+)
psych (+)
demrblck (+)
inchlpdm (-)
reacinfo (-)
acefr (+)
dscfdm (+)

SA2
dscinmtot (-)
demrblck (+)
acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
demrwht (+)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)
reacprblm (-)
demrblck (+)
inchlpdm (-)
acefr (+)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)
demrblck (+)
inchlpdm (-)
reacinfo (-)
acefr (+)
dscfdm (+)

SA3

SA4

dscinmtot (-)
acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)

dscinmtot (-)
acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)

acefr (+)
chld (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)

acefr (+)
chld (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)

acefr (+)
chld (-)

acefr (+)
chld (-)

chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

SA5

SA6

SA7

SA8

inchlpdm (-)

dscinmtot (-)
acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)

inchlpdm (-)

chld (-)

chld (-)

chld (-)

acefr (+)
chld (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)

acefr (+)
chld (-)

demrblck (+)
chld (-)

acefr (+)
chld (-)

acefr (+)
chld (-)

acefr (+)
chld (-)

chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

chld (+)

chld (+)
psych (+)

chld (+)

chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

reacprblm (-)
inchlpdm (-)

reacprblm (-)
inchlpdm (-)

reacprblm (-)

reacprblm (-)

acefr (+)

acefr (+)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

chld (+)
psych (+)
inchlpdm (-)

inchlpdm (-)

reacinfo (-)
acefr (+)
dscfdm (+)

reacinfo (-)
acefr (+)
dscfdm (+)

chld (-)
chld (+)

chld (+)
psych (+)

acefr (+)

dscinmtot (-)
acefr (+)
inchlpdm (-)
psych (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)
acefr (+)
chld (-)

reacprblm (-)

acefr (+)

acefr (+)

chld (+)
psych (+)

chld (+)
psych (+)

acefr (+)

reacinfo (-)
acefr (+)

acefr (+)
chld (+)
inchlpdm (+)
psych (+)

reacinfo (-)
acefr (+)

Note. The rows alternate between white and light gray for ease of distinguishing between rows. Dark gray cells indicate that the model
was not significant. See Table 5 on page 60 for details on the 8 sensitivity approaches (SA), and Table 6 on page 67 for details on the
18 analysis models.

